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SECTION A: SUMMARY 

What is Project Intercept? 

Project Intercept is a delinquency prevention program that 

works. It operates in Denver and intervenes with minority and 

anglo youths of all socio-economic classes. It is a program of the 

Colorado Youth Services Institute, a non-profit, tax-exempt organi-

zation that has as its main purpose the design and implementation 

of innovative, accountable youth service programs. 

How Effective is Project Intercept? 

In 1974 Project Intercept intervened into the lives of 138 youths. 

Baseline data were derived by the Denver Anti-crime Council for the 

89 youths referred through the criminal justice system. In this 

sample of 89 youths, 36 should have been ~,e-arrested, as regards all 

offenses, during their 1974 at risk time. Instead, only 25 individuals 

were re-arrested. In this sample, 15 individuals should have been 

re-arrested for impact offenses; instead only 9 individuals were 

re-arrested, and of these 9, only 3 were certified by the District 
". 

Attorney's Office for Probable Cause. Project Intercept has thus 

been successful in reducing the re-arrest rates of its treated young-

sters at a level equal to or greater than its projected reduction of 

3~1o: the reductions in re-arrest rates range between 30% and 4~1o over 

baseline, depending on the comparison observed. 

How Did Project Intercept Get Started? 

Project Intercept was first conceived in 1970 in response 

to certain severe deficiences in the current systems for processing 
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.. youths in trouble. Its originators were most concerned about 

the inability of the police and courts to provide effective 

intervention into the lives of youthful offenders. It seemed 

apparent that the systems and processes for youth offenders were 

virtually bound to fail and were even helping to maintain high 

rates of delinquency. This group of individuals conceptualized 

the concepts and refined ·the techniques that would provide a true 

alternative to the current systems--Project Intercept. 

In 1972, project Intercept ·...,as funded by LEAA, through the 

Denver Anti-Crime Council. These, funds were part of LEAA's High 

Impact effort, which was primarily designed to reduce impact 

offenses (robbery, rape, burglary, assault) as well as~ of course, 

-other offenses. 

What Does Project Intercept Focus On? 

The Intercept originators settled on three areas of focus 

which, in their opinion should produce the greatest benefits in 

a delinquen~y prevention program. The th o ree arenas are: family 

intervention, educational interv8nt.1.'on.· a~l'd • 4 peer group inter-

~ention. Intercept staff provide- intensi ve s~rvices in all three 

areas. All efforts are coordinated across these areas as it was 

the repeated experience of the Intercept originators that, if one 

or two areas are treatE;!d in isolatjon, the effectiveness of the 

approach is seriously hindered. I th f 'I n e aml y services provided, 

the entire family is usually involved for six-eight months. The 

-2-
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treatment appronch has evolved through careful experimentation 

by Intercept staff. It parta\kes of a variety of counseling and 

therapeutic approaches, but is primarily an action approach. 

That is, the more conventional "talking through" or "rapping" 

approaches are used only as adjuncts to an essentially action 

.oriented program whereby families learn new, concrete, easy 

to 'understand approaches to their problems and ,problem-solving 

methods. 

Virtually 85% of Intercept youngst,ers display severe academic 

deficits, and the educational staff has dete.::~_~ped._'!:.h~t_ 76%~ of 

clients have identifiable learning disabilities. 4loIntercept ---- -----------------------------=-~~~~~~==~ 
has devised models of educational intervention which combine 

the resources of Intercept staff with those of the regular school 

personnel. 

Peer group intervention is often called fori Intercept 

is evolving an approach,to peer group intervention that is 

proving successful in reformulating the norms and values of 

anti-social youth peer groups. The sophisticated coordination 

of these three components results in a program that reliably 

produces the results noted above. 

What Are The Bnsic Goals Of Project Interce~? 

'1'11e basic goals of the Intercept program are as follows: 

(1) to develop an effective model for the training of 

community based para-professionals. 

-3-
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(2) to develop a model of accountability that, day-to-day, 

t ' d t as to provide a constant engenders evalua lve a a so 

feedback loop of information. 

(3 ) to develop a systematic approach to family intervention 

that can be readily taught to other youth workers any-

where in the country. 

(4) to develop alternative models of edu~ational diagnosis 

and intervention so that other communities and programs 

can select the approaches most efficient and economical 

for them, and 

(5) to refine a method of peer group interv~ntion that can 

be readily taught to and used ~y other youth workers 

elsewhere. 

The ultimate goal of Project Intercept is to evolve a compre

hensive model for community based preventio~ of crime that can be 

readily transplanted and utilized in other locales. The Project 

f 'd t th t this goal will be reached. originators are fully con 1 en a 

Note that the word prevention is a key factor in this approach 

for it is the belief of Intercept origin.ators that rehabilitation. 

efforts arG not reliably effective, but that prevention in the 

community can be especially succ.essful and considerably more 

, t than current approaches. 
econc~ical and less destructive to SOCle y 

But our experience has shown that community based pr.evention 

-4-
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programs must be run in certain ways if they are to be effective. 

The .Proj ect is thus con·tinually working to refine its approach 

to crime prevention in the community. 

What Are The Staffing Patterns Of Project Intercept? 

The primary interv~Qn agents of Project Intercept are -
individuals who are indigenous to the communities in which they 

operate. The core of the model is thus utilization of para

professionals. A deployment of para-professional's is far more 

-
-

economical than a comparable deployment of professional persons; 

however, such a deploynlent r~quires careful training and ex-

tensive supervisi?n of para-professionals in order to insure 

their effectiveness. para-profession~s thus work i;teams 

under close training and· supervision of highly qualified pro-

fessionals. These teams are primarily responsible for the home 

and peer group intervention. Additionally, Intercept has its 

own educational staff, comprised primarily of pe~sons with a 

strong backgr9und in the diagnosis and perscriptive teaching of 

learning disabilities. The total staff of 21 is comprised of ten 
r< 

visors, an educational staff of five, and administrative-clerical 

staff of three. 

-5-
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SECTION B: INTRODUCTION 

Project Intercept was conceived in 1970 by various indivi-

duals--community leaders, psychologists, criminal justice 

specialists--disillusioned with the conventional ways youths 

were being processed in rehabilitation and correctional pro-

grams. Intercept was designed to provide alternative's to what 

were perceived as the major deficiencies in current systems. 

These deficits were: 

(1) In most cases youths in. trouble were not rendered 

intensive services until they had experienced sever61l arrests 

and had thus reached a point of heavy involvement in delinquency 

behaviors and subcultures. 

(2) Services provided were usually inadequate; probation 
• 

officers, for example, often carried caseloads of greater than 

lOO-to-l and were rarely trained in intervention techniques. 

(3) Youths who eventually reached institutional settings 

were usually confronted with inadequately trained staff who, if 

they were involved in therapy a·t all, were usually engaged in 

traditional psychotherapies, the effectiveness of which were 

and are highly questionable. 

(4) Even when some good was accomplished in the institution, 

-6-
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the youth, upon returning to his home environment, usually re-

verted to his old habi·ts, attitudes, etc. 

It seemed evident to the developers of Project Intercept that 

the conventional systems for youths were bound to fail. Intercept 

was thus designed to provide viable alternatives to the above 

deficiencies. First, Intercept is prevention-oriented; youths 
~., ..... n't1:i."" .. ,,~ 

are treated in some cases before ·they have ever been arrested 

and in m'ost cases upon their first or second arrest. Intensive, 

systematic intervention occurs at an early point in the youth's 

criminal career. Second, the entire treatment staff is highly 

trained and caseworkers normallx handl~?_more thafl 30 cases ------ '" ---...... ~--"'-... ~ .. -~-----.... 

per year. Third, virtually all intervention is conducted in the 

youth's community proper--in his home, school 1 neighborhood, 

etc. --and by caseworker s indigenous to his com:nuni ty functioning 

in teams under the close supervision of professional specialists. 

virtually all efforts are directed toward helping the youth make 
oX' 

changes in his immediate environment. Further, the project is 

designed on a research paradi~n basis so that virtually all aspects 

of the program can be thoroughly evaluated in a systematic manner. 

Intercept was originally conceptualized in the two years from 

the spring of 1970 to the spring of 1972. A major determination 

during this time was that most of the previous crime efforts had 

~7-
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dealt wi-th "carrier ll rather than "causal" variables. In this 

concept, the variables which play the predominate roles in the 

c~usation of a delinquent or criminal act can be seen as falling 

in'to one of three interacting circles. In the figure on the, next 

page, these circles are defined as Immediate circumstances , Social 

Environment, and Individual vulnerability. Immediate Circumstances 

includes such variables as the availability of a 'weapon at the 
, ,\ 

time of an altercation, unlocked cars, poorly lighted streets, 
" 

etc. Social Environment includes such variables as low' socio-

economic status (SES) , family disruption variables, peer group 

l:: 
~ 

Q) 
.n 

influence, lack of opportunity to achieve socially desired goals, 
r 

-j 
t'" -".-

court and system variables (effects of t.he ~action or inaction of 

police officers, court officials, etc.), etc. Individual Vul-

0 
r-

0 
.-1 t... 
C) 

. ..-
') 

nerability includes such variables as academic deficits of the 0 C 
U1 uJ 

individual (learning disabilities, etc.), his ability to evaluate 
1 

present vers~s future consequences of alternative choices of action, 

vulnerability to alcohol and drug abuse, etc. Clearly, these 

factors overlap somewhat, and there could be endless arguments as 

to their relative importance. Police officials usually focus in 

on Immediate Circumstances in their crime reduction efforts; 

sociologists are likely to focus on the Social Environmentj whereas 

psychologists have traditionally focused on Individual Vulnerability 

-8-
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factors in their efforts at crime reduction. In our opinion, 

however, most acts which are called criminal occur when there include individual counseling), (b) educational intervention, 

is an interaction of these three circles. That is, when specific and (c) peer group intervention. This was a tall order to take 

variables within each of these circles come together at a point on as anyone of these three areas would constitute a considerable 

in time, a criminal act is likely to occur. However, some of challenge in implementing successful intervention. However, we 

these variables are rela·tively more immediately causal than others. felt it was critical to concentrate on all three areas as, in 

For example, low SES is relatively more of a "carrier" than a our experience, we had repeatedly observed these three areas 

"causal" variable, i.e. I low SES does not in and of itself directly' interacting and reinforcing each other in the causation of 

cause crime. Rather, low SES carries with it a number of correlated delinquency. Thus, "''Ie were fearful of focusing on only one 

variables t:!:1at in turn are more iI11ITiediate causes of a criminal or even two of these areas as we felt that such specialization 

act (e.g., negative peer group influences, high deg~ee of family would seriously limit our effectiveness. with these factors 

disruptiveness, etc.) In order for Intercept, or any other crime in mind, the original concepts and techniques that underlie 

reduction program, to be successful the focus must be on irr~ediately Intercept were designed. 

,causal factors. Most prior delinquency reduction efforts con-
.' 

centrated on carrier or even peripheral factors (such as recre~tion-

al programs for youths). Or, when they had dealt with primary 
". 

.causal factors, they had been relatively unsystematic and/or 

grossly ignorant of tho available research on the affectiveness 

of various treatment modalities. After reviews of thi.s literature 

and conferences over a two-year span with knowledgeable persons 

in the field, it was decided that the three areas of il"TL'11ediate 

causation which, if focused on, would produce the greatest benefits 

were: (a) family intervention (within which we 

-10- -11-



SECTION C: M.ETtlODS AND rf{OCrmURES 

. , 
In this section the intake, intervention, and termination 

procedures will be discussed. Then, some of the more serious , .•.. 

problems encountered in the actual implementation of Intercept 
, 

N~,E.Y .S.B. 

will be discussed. 
N.W.Y.S.B. 

Intake Procedure 

Initially, project Intercept was restrict~d to referrals S.W.Y.S.B. 

from the Youth Service Bureaus (Y.S.B.). However, due to the 

lack of referrals from the three available Y.S.B.s, and the 
D.P.S. 

irregular nature of such referrals, a decision was made by , 
D.A.s Office 

ft 

Dr. Moloff of the D.A,C,C., in the late summer of 1974, to 

allow In·tercept to receive referrals from other sources, pro- OTHER 

vided that priority was given to referrals from Y.S.B.s. 
TOTAJ..JS .. 

As a result of this decision, the referral situation of Inter- TOTALS 
BY 

cep·t has improved substantially. The Proj ect now receives ETHNICITY 
TOTALS 

" 

referrals jrom public schools, the District Attorney's office, BY 
SEX 

other community centers, in addition to referrals from the 

Y.S.B.s. Table I provides data on the one hundred and ni.nety 

youngsters referred to Intercept in 1974, in terms of: 

(a) the referral source, (b) ethnic background, and (c) sex. 

Of these 190 referrals received, 121 had be\:,n processed into 

treatment by 12/30/711. By the early months of 1975 most of 

the p(mding cases will be in treatment; we expect to process 

" -12-

'{lADLE I 
1974 REFERRAL SOURCES 

TO'l'AL N=190 

BLA .... K "- S/A . 

MALE FEIvtALE MAIJE FEt-tALE 

I 57 17 21 10 

r-- ;I 

4 4 

1 
i 

25 7 7 4 
-

1 

5 6 1 

87(46%) 25 (13%) 39(21%) 19(10%) 

I I 
112 (59%} 58 P1%1 

I 

MALE ::: 143 (75%) FEMALE - 47 

-13-

ANGLO TOTALS 

HALE FEIv1l\~ 

5 2 112 (59010) 

8 (4%) 

. . 
1 (.5%). 

8 1 52 (27%) 

4 5 (3%) 
;flo 

12(6.5%) 

17 (go!o) 3 (1%) 190 

20 (10%) 190 

(25%) 190 

" 
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about 170 of the 190 into treatment. The reason for the large 

number of pending cases was that the bulk of referrals was re-

ceived late in the year, after Intercept received permission from 

Dr. Moloff to utilize other sources. This factor is discussed 

again in the RESULTS section. 

As soon as a referral is received the information is re-

viewed by the project Director, and if the case clearly meets 

referral criteria (the child must be 16 yrs. or younger and must 

not have been adjudicated by Juvenile Court as a juvenile de-

linquent), then an immediate assignment is made to a Behavior 

Analyst (BA). If the youngster is referred throu~h a Y.S.B. 

or the District Attorney's office, norntally he has been arrested 

for an offense, and that arrest is the primary basis for referral. 

In the case of school or community agency referrals, it is not 

always true that the individual has been recently arrested. 

Such youngsters must me~t the criteria developed and approved 
J< 

by Dr. Moloff, which are: he must be a chronic truant (defined 

as 50% or better truancy in the previous 3 months or school term), 

and he must be assaultive either to peers and/or to teachers. 

In virtually all cases school referrals have committed offenses 

(usually an assault but sometimes burglaries or thefts) while 

on e~hool property, but the school officials, rather than report 

the youngster to the police, refer him to Intercept. 

-14-
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, 
Typically, the youngster, in addition to a history of assaults 

on other youngsters or teachers, also has ~ history of being 

highly disruptive in classrooms as well as an unusually high 

rate of truancy. Not surprisingly, he usually has poor grades 

and low academic achievement as scored on standardized tests. 

Cases are assigned to BAs on the basis of two variables. 

First, the place of residence of the youth is taken into account. 

In early 1974, Intercept developed a team concept whereby a 

team of BAs and their Teamleaders are assigned a specific area 

of the city. These designations are as follows: Team I is 

assigned to all cases in Northeast Denver in whic~ the child 

lives east of Colorado Blvd. and north of Colfax Avenue and 

within Northeast city limits. Virtually all referrals from 

this section are Black youths. Team 2 receives all referrals 

in which the youngster lives between Colorado Blvd. on the 

east, the Valley Freeway on the west, Colfax Avenue on the south 

.. -
and the north city limits. This is the most highly mixed section 

in terms of ethnic background. Team 3 is considered the "west 

side team"; it handles all referrals from the Northwest quadrant 

of the city. Also, Intercept receives a small number of referrals 

from the Southwest quadrant, presently handled by Team 3. 

In conjunction with the Teamleader the specific BA, within 

the team, who will receive the referral is decided upon. At this 

-15-



point, the second variable comes into play, which is the con-

sideration of the various caseload sizes of the different BAs. 

Normally, the referral will go to the BA on the appropriate team 

who has the least intensive caseload at that time. 

There can be some slight modifications in the above pro-

cedure. For example, if the referral source makes a specific 

request that the youngster receive co-therapy by both a male and 

female BA, then we will attempt to meet that request. It should 

be n~ted that cases are not assigned to BAs on the specuiation 

that a particular BA might be "better" with the particular case. 

In previous clinical experience, we have found that speculations 

or hypotheses along these lines can be highly erroneous, especially 

where there has been no actual contact with the youngster, but 

simply written information provided. Also, an aspect of the 

research and evaluation design of Intercept is to evaluate the 

relative effectiveness of different BAs, with different per-

sonality characteristics, in relation to different kinds of 

cases. In order to make this particular research meaningful 

it is deemed important to assign cases to BAs, on at least a 

quasi-random basis. In the beginning year of Intercept, BAs 

were assigned cases on a strictly random basis. However, we 

found that this led to considerable transportation problems as 

a BA might have cases located allover the city. Furthermore, 

-lG-
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this proved harmful in attempts to davelo'p peer group 'therapy 

sessions as youngsters often had little in cornmon and little time 

together when they lived in widely varying parts of the city. 

These were the primary reasons why, in early 1974, the program 

was modified to a team concept wherein each BA and team had a 

designated geographical area. For example, on Team I, one BA 

is responsible for all cases that originate in Precincts 217 

and 218. In this manner, each BA has a relatively circumscribed 

area in which the vast majority of his cases live. This has 

greatly enhanced the ability of the BAs to develop peer group 

therapy situations and has also enabled th A t e B o~become a highly 

visible person in that particular neighborhood.' In turn, these 

factors have helped BAs to become k more nowledgeable of the key 

persons in these neighborhoods. The number of peer groups in 

therapy in January of 1975 (la, total N=82 youths) is a little 

more than twice as many as were in operation in January of 1974 

(4, total N~34 youths) . 

Once the BA has been assigned the case, he is expected to 

make initial contact within 24 hours, and personal contact within 

48 hours at the maximum. His initial purpose 'in meeting with 

the family (and as quickly as possible) is to explain to them 

in some detail the goals and act~v~tJ'_e~ of P . t ~ ~ _ ,ro]ec- Intercept 

while the "iron ';s st;ll hot." It h b ~ ~ as een our experience that 

.. ~ , 
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, "ft sell" rather than "hard sell" in these first meet1ngs so--

ff t ' ~ The emphasis is on what approaches are more e -eC-1V~. 

'h d for tI1e clients (with their cooperaIntercept can do w1t an 

tion). It has been found that it is important, however r not 

to overstress any implication that could lead the client's 

-f 'II b 0 e Itbabysitters" parents to infer that Intercept staf W1 ec m 

fc:: their youngs"ter. Some parents will quickly grasp the oppor-

tunity to have other adul"ts take over the basic responsibilities 

of the welfare and supervision of their child. 'rhus, from the 

beginning, Intercept personnel stress that all activities must 

occur with at least some cooperation from parents<). During {:his 

time, the BA is trained to observe and m<i.lke no"tes on his initial 

impressions of (a) power relationship:::; within the family, i. e. , 

ways in which individuals appear to have leverage over other 

individuals, (b) ways in which leverage and contingencies are 

manipulate.~ by various family members, (c) modalities of 

communication used with t.he family~ (d) ways in which demands 

are made on the client child, (e) ways in which sanctions and 

are ut~l~zed within the family as well as rein-punis,hments -'- .... 

d (f) manner in which the youth's activities forcements, an -

are supervised. By observing these and other variables that 

appear important to the BA, it is expected that within thirty 

days after initial contact the BA, in conjunction with the 

-lB-

Team Leader, can devise an initial treatment plan for the family. 

During t.his initial 30 day period in which the BA observes 

the family and develops the basic outline of the treatment plan, 

he also puts out some "feelers" that allow him to evaluate the 

potential cooperativeness of the family. He may ask the family 

·to do some simple behavioral charting or he may ask them to 

contact a school to arrange for a meeting, with him present, 

during which a number of issues that involve the family members 

in relation to the school may be discussed. These "moves" 

provide a basis on which to evaluate the degree to which the 

parents may cooperate in the treatment process. 
4lo 

If during 

this time the BA discerns no initiative 0n the part of the family, 

no indications that the family is willing to cooperate, then 

normally the thirty day process is extended for another t.hirty 

days while he attempts to develop further rapport with the family, 

observe fu~ther the family's dynamics, and provide them with 

additional opportunities to display at least minima~ degrees 

of cooperativeness. If, after sixty days, there is still no 
.. -~--...... ,.~-,.......,.,. '''', ................. ' ... 

response from the fam:h1Y.t.~CL,g in fact (as is usually the case) 
______ '---..-' __ 1· ... ' ~. __ ......... 4'._,. ._ .. __ .... , .. ",_., ..... :".., __ ... _ .. ...--... 

the family has straight-foD'lardly commented that they do not 
----------------.-.~-----~ -------
want help, then the family is said to have rejected Intercept's ------_.----------_._-- ._---------
services. In the vast majority of cases, howevor, the BA is 
----
able to detect some degree of cooperativeness, and in those cases, 
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at 'the end of the 30 or 60 da:l period, the BA formally makes legally binding to the family and this is made clear to them 

an offer of help to the family. This is essentially the last at the time of signing. It is a "contract" only in the sense 

stage of intake, and at this time the BA and his Team Leader of human beings pledging their commitment to each other in a 

at'tempt to se-t the tone for the treatmen-c phase to follow. The mutual attempt to resolve some very human problems. 

BA and Team Leader meet with all the involved family members Once the agreement has been signed the intake observation 

and explain in some detail the observations made by the BA and is completed. During these 30-60 days of initial observation 

inferences he has drawn from these observations. Then, the BA and rapport building, the BA has brought the identified young-

and Team Leader present their treatment plan to the family, and ster (the referred client) into Intercept offices so that he 

a thorough discussion of the treatment plan follows; thus, or she may be administered Intercept's testing program. During 

every attempt is made to fully inform the family of 'I,'lhat the this time he meets other youngsters and adult staff members and 

Intercept Team desires to do in relationship with them. Family is allowed to play in the Game Room, and in a varaety of ways 

members are given every opportunity to q~estion, criticize, is made to feel comfortable with the Int~rcept situation, staff, 

and offer alternative suggestions to the treatment plan. If, and fellow clients. 

after this thorough discussion, all of the significant family By ,the end of the intake period the Educational Staff has 

members agree that they wish to work with Intercept personnel completed all of their testing on the youngster and designed 

in the imp~ementation of the treatment plan, the BA and Team a program for him. Of course, there are a few youngsters (10-15%) 

Leader present them with a Contract for Family Services. (A who are not in any need of educational services. But in the over-

copy of this contract has been included ln the Appendix.) This whelming majority of cases educational deficits are definitely 

contract spells out the mutual obligations and responsibilities apparent. In such cases, the,Educationa1 Staff present their 

of the family on one hand, and the Intercept staff on the other. program to the BA and Team Leader in a joint staffing prior to 

We have found l however, that by instituting this contract at the latters' presentation of the treatment contract to the family 

this point in time, we engender a morc positive approach to the members. Thus, part of the presentation of the BA and Team TJeader 

treatment strategy. Of course, this contract is in no way to the family is that of thp goals and details of the educational 

... 20-
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plan. A typical plan (this factor is discussed in more detail 

later) would suggest that the youngster attend the Intercept 

special education program for approximately two hours per day, 

and attend the regular school program the rest of the day. The 

plan would involve meeting with the regular teachers in the 

. youngster's public school, presenting the findings of Intercept's 

Educational Staff to them, and engaging .them in a cooperative effo~t 

so as to coordinate Intercept's efforts with their efforts. 

Thus, by the end of the intake ~\er;od a ttl t ~ ~ 0 a reatment program 

has been devised for the youngster. Of course, the treatment 
... 

plan can and usually is modified, sometimes significantly, 

during the course of the subsequen:t treatment. In sum, the 
--...._-_ ..... -

goals of t..b..ejn:t.aJ'e-.pJ:.ocedure are- (1) to build rapport ----- .. ~-------~~-----_ ..... _'- ~ ... , ..... , .. - --~ 

W~~_~: __ 9!_~:_~~._~~"~.his family and to win their support, con-

~~=~ and ~:~~~tment to the program,~-'-~_~~~~~--~~~,:~i_()p·.~:~e~~·_.==--
~utl~_.of.-t.he com~:.::sive treatment plan for the client 

and family, and (3) --
the youngster. ----

to acquire baseline and test information on 
.-.~-"--'--" . -_ .. "--_.-..... _,, - .. '-"------

Treatment Procedure: Family Interve~tion 

The family treatment procedure has been described in detail 

in the previous annual report and in all three previous proposals. 

At this time it would be helpful, h t owevcr, 0 outline the family 

intervention process. project Intercept operates on the assumption 
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that virtually all of our clients are in necd of both individual 

and family counseling. Probably the most reliable finding in 

the field of delinquency is that the overwhelming majority of 

delinquent children suffer from less than desirable family 

conditions. At Intercept we are convinced that the family is 

the primary source of causation of delinquency. Obviously, many 

other variables are involved in the actual commitment of a 

delinquent act, but, in our experience delinquent behavior is 

usually traceable to certain features of the family life of the 

individual. Clearly, we assume t'hat the family is the primary 

social unit of our society and to the degree thatnthe primary 

unit is defective then all units of soci~.ty will be affected 

for the worse and overall society will suffer as a consequence. 

There is no doubt tha·t at the present time the American family 

is undergoing a period of considerable transition and pressure 

from many sources. We see the results of this stress and strain 

everyday, its negative impact on youths, and we deem it imperative 

that in dealing with troubled youngsters the family should be 

a primary focus. 

virtually all the youths referred to us in fact have 

undeniable, serious family problems which <lre contributing to 

their delinquency. Some of these factors will be delineated 

in the RESE1\RCH section. For the time being, we wi.ll discuss 
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the factors most obsGrvablr:~ in the overwhelming majority of homes 

in which we work: 

(1) Negative Scanning: 

This is probably the most commonly observed feature 

in family lire of our youngsters. By negative scan-

ning we are referring to the process whereby a person 

in authority (e.g., parent) has become highly sensitive 

or "tuned into" the negative behaviors or actions of a. 

subordinate (e.g., child). The converse side of 

the coin is that the same authority figure has be-

come relatively incognizant or unperce~tive of the 

various positive action;:-, being~. emitted by the sub-

ordinate. To a degree it is present in most families 

and many work and school situations. It is, however, 

a matter of degree; in t a families that we see, nega-

tive scanning is carried to certain extremes. There 

are several consequences of negative scanning but pro-

bably the most prominent is that the subordinate (child) 

receives a high ratio of negativ,~ (versus positive) 

e ...... 'l 

II 
i 
i 

inputs from the parent. In turn, this invariably damages 

the relationship between the par~nt and child, in some 

cases beyond repair, and the sUb!;equent ability 

of the parent to control and sup/}rvise the child IS 
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behavior is seriously limited. The child, in these 

circumstances, has little use for the values and stated 

t d h ' rebellious toward expectations of the paren , an e ~s 

the expectations, demands and limitations imposed by 

The parent is usually caught in a vicious the parent. 

h becomes increasingly frustrated at his cycle whereby e 

the child in the direction of his. inability to influence 

own expectations, and as' a result of this frustration 

he increases his nagging to and complaining about the 

'ld' he increases his negative scanning. Thus, ch~ , ~. e. , 

t d ch4ld are caught in a terribly vicious both paren an J.. 

, 'ly loses control cycle whereby the parent~ncreas~ng 

over the child. To a degree, from a clinical view, 

negative scanning is probably a healthy process. This 

, 1 true in situations where children have may be espec~al y 

neen unusually dependent upon parents and in order to 

grow "out of the nest" negative scanning is necessary 

break between parent and child. Here, so that there is a 

we are not talking of this relatively normal process of 

h we are instead referring to a "breaking away" from omei 

rather extreme process of negative scanning whereby the 

. f the child against everything the outright rebell::i.on 0 

f h reached a point where it is in parent stands or as 
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fact harmful to the child. At this point the child is 

dravm to peer groups with values similar to his, that 

are often anti-social in nature and harmful in their 

co~ ,equence s to the youth. 

(2) Effective Supervision: 

We have seen fevl families in which there exists 

effective supervision of the child's'activities. This 

factor is heavily conditioned by the fact that the over: 

whelming majority of our family situations are fatherle_~ 

homes. Even in those situations where the father is 

legally in the home it is conunon that h~ is not functionalJ.:y 

in the home. That is, the fatBer is living somewhere 

else or spends virtually all of his time outside of the 

home and/or has little involvement in family decisions or 

Thus, virtually all responsibilit~es h,:ve 
-- . --_.- . ~.... -.~--.-. ...~ -_.", .. . .. -- -.. activities. 

fallen back on one parent, usually ._t;he.motll§~ ,.wl1~c}:_.i!.1. ,.,.. ............... - ._ .. - . .-... ~ 

turn places a treme.n?o~s. .ar:Cl un~~~.r.bur.den, o~ ,h:::-_.· 
.......... ~. . ..... - ... ~ . 

Sub-

sequently, it is common to find .~~~: S~~,u~tions where 
~ .... --.-........ "-' .~... "' _._--_ ...... _,... ~.,.. . 

the supervising parent and child spend little time with 
"' ..... --,-,,~, .. -........ ~ -~ .. -.... -- ... .., ...... '" -- ... - .. '. ~ .- .. -

each other, and what time they have together ~s ofte~ 
........ --.. -'---'-

negative, that is , it comes ab~C?u~_ .. as C1. result of the ----,----- "._-"- -- -... - .. -- -' . 

child is misbchavior:_ In these homes -Lhe ability of -.... -.~~ .......... - ........ .. .-.-...... --~ 

the parent to effectively monitor and supervise 'the 
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child's activities is greatly limited., This is often 

a factor that leads to the development of negative 

scanning, i.e., when a hassled and harassed parent 

attempts to cope with responsibilities that are beyond 

his/her ability to cope. This, of course, opens the 

door to the youngster becoming involved in anti-socially 

oriented peer groups or simply being available for par-

ticipation in behaviors that are harmful to his develop-

mente Of course, these are clinical observations by 

staff. However, Bronfenbrenner (1971) and others have 

reported that the most decisive factors ~hat differentiate 

between youngsters who are oriented toward anti-social 

peer groups, versus youngsters who are oriented toward 

pro-social peer groups and parental values, is (1) the 

amount of time parents spend with their children and 

(2) their expressed interest in the child's playmates, 
.r' 

aC'civi ties, etc • In the vast majority of situations 

in which we deal, the family situation is highly con-

ducive to the child becoming highly peer group 'and anti-

parent oriented. Further, a great deal of the parent's 

frustration that leads to negative scanning is due to 
i, 
" 

their apparent inability to monitor effectively their 
" 

Ii 

child's activities& 
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(3) CommunicCltion PClttcrns: 

!1: ... ~~_,~_.?_~~~.C!~..:..e in del inquency, and in many other mental 

health related fields, that "breakdowns in communication" 
.. -..., ... _ .... _~,_... """ ~ .. _~. 4_',, __ ' •• _ • ."-'. -_ ..... _--

c2ntribute significantly to the problems of acting-out --,_ ... _- ... _--_ ....... __ . - .. ~ .... ,. ,- -,.. .-~. -." .. .... .'. ...... - -....... " ... --~--

young ster s • In the typical situation in which Intercept 
•.. __ .. _---
deals f there has usually occurred a serious breakdown 

in conununication between parents and children, and often 

between ,parent and parent, or between child and siblings. 

These breakdowns often produce strongly held prejudices 

of one party against the other. These prejudices (and 

subsequent distorted perception and memory) usually 

result in one party being unable to communicate with the 

other in a problem-solving orientat.ion. Usually, attempts 

at communication quickly de'teriorai:e to shouting and 

yelling matches in which past grievances and complaints 

are brought up and hurled from one party to another . 

.r 
It would appear that problem-solving, mutual negotiation 

and receptiveness in comn1unication are virtually non-

existent in the family. Eowever, \-7e find that such 

situations are rarely hopeless. Mos'l: communication 

~.~~~downs in fact are highly pre.di,?~~~~_e_C!.i_l?~~tJ:t 
... ""' ... *, •• ~,.-.-~ .. -----"" .• - .... -~<---.---- " .... ' _ .. " . 

based on certain bad habits whichc.he parties have fallen 
___ .. ~ .... _. ."*'" """ ... ," .. , •. __ ,;.~ ._ .... _ .... ' ,' ... ,-._ c....· .• ' ... ,~ .... _ ... - ...... " .. ~ .• " ... ,..,. ...... _-'--... -.._-,- .. __ 

~_.,!..n_ ~!:.:~..:.,_~~_~_~~~~~~_?.y~?mpt:R t().colUll)).lnicat~. .TD,lLs, 

~_g~?ut. ~.~l--2~~~r~nnicat ion training is "- .. --. 
-20-
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" called for in most of our familie...$. This often involves 
_."~ ••• _ •• G .... __ .... _ ... _ ._ •• • 

, I 

;itraining with the entire family as it is difficult to 

work with only one or two individuals and successfully 

bring about changes in family communication patterns. 

These patterns are the result of many years of learning 

how not to communicate with each other and have often 

been, unwittingly, strongly reinforced. Breaking these 

patterns and learning more positive, problem-solving 

habi t's is a process that often requires several months 

and the involvement of at least a majority of the family 
<lo 

members. Assertive training is quite often a major 

component of communication training within a family. 

We often find that either the referred client or the 

parent or even several members of the family group are 

severely lacking in their ability to communicate in 

qn assertive manner, not only with other family members 

but with people in general. It is not unusual to find 

that the family members respond either aggressively or 
.... ---.. -.~ " ........ '-... _.--, ~'-' 

passively to life's situation~. They have not learned 
--"""'"-" ..... __ '_ •• ,... ........ _ ... _______ ... ._'"0'--''''' ...... " , .... ,............. -

how to project themselves assertively so as to state 

their own rights without denigrating the rights and 

feelings of Qnothcr person. Instead, they fall back 
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on "passive-aggressive games" with other people. The"Intercept approach thus has as one of its basic 

conununication training is thus often dependent on components individual therapy (with the referred client), 
" , 

prior assertive training in which family members but in the context of total family therapy. It would be 

are taught how to assert themselves without "putting impossible in this presentation to delineate all of the 

down" the other person. factors that go into family therapy. And, of course, 

There are many other factors that could be listed and dis- despite recurring themes across families, every family is 

cussed, but the intention here is not to produce a thesis different and requires specialized programs. It would be 

on the specific nature of family problems that we encounter. helpful, however, to give examples of family therapy sit-

Rather, the goal is to provide the reader with a cursory ua'tions. A variety of technique.s, most of which have been 

introduction to the mos't fr~quEmt problems which characterize discussed in the previous writings of the Project Director, 

the family situations in which we work and to provide a are utilized in the Intercept approach and -tailored to the 

feeling for the moods or atmospheres we encounter. Basi-
('. 

needs of the particular family. .~ " For example, modell.ng, 

cally, it can be said that such family situations are not role rehearsal, reversal, and role playing,-contracting, 

remarkable, that is, the problems are not unique to our cognitive restructuring, assertive training, and conununication 

population; they can be observed in most family situations. training are the most conunonly used combinations of techniques 

What is remarkable is the high degree to which these problems utilized. However, the Intercept approach is not merely 

dominate family life and create an essentially negative a bagful o£ techniques; it has been developed by the author 

situation, which fails to instill in the youth a sense of and his co-workers over a period of better than a decade of 

family loyal'ty. The socialization of the youth is thus ,working with delinquents and their families. Theoretically, 

rendered seriously deficient, which in turn is reflected in this approach partakes heavily of several orientations, 
,I 

many of the youth's behaviors and attitudes. One major especially of reality therapy and of the social learning 

consequence? is that the! child becomes highly vulnerable approaches. This is not surprising as considerable research 

nnd nttrnctcd to peer groups \V"hich arc anti-parcn't and anti-

society in their bns:i.c oricnt:<:1tion. 
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has consistently reported th():t these two approaches are the 

most effcctivewith patients in a wide variety of diagnostic and "action approaches." Action therapies are in reaction 

categories (Bandura, 1969). The Intercept program, however, to the earlier talking approaches, and instead emphasize 

is not confined· to these approaches (,"kS it partakes of tech- direct, specific remedial steps directed primarily at 

niques and skills which have been developed in other schools observable actions (although not excluding involvement with 

of thoughte The Xntercept approach is constantly evolving and some aspects of the client's internal life). The Intercept 

becoming more systematic with each passing month: It is very program clearly falls into the action therapy camp. In dis-
. 

much experimentally based; heavily interwoven into the approach cussions with families, technical terms are rarely used. t. 

is constant research on various hypotheses concerning family Discussions are in concrete, everyday language and directed 

therapy. One of the goals of Project Intercept is to evolve m~inly at observable actions. We have found in the past that 

a systematic, empirically-based approach to :r:arnily therapy most of our families are "turned off ll by a "talking approach,lI 

with delinquents that can be readily understood by and taught to but most respond readily to an "action program. II In cur --
other professionals and para-professionals in the field. We are 

very optimistic as to Intercept's ability to fulfill this basic 

goal. In the Appendix, two sample cases are presented. These 'of a sophisticated action .th.~ra,py produces an effective ·treat----..... '" .- '"-_.,-_._-...... - ",,"'-'~-

are merely outlines of the cases; a complete write~up of the ment program. 
--~~' .. , .-...-~.-- .. , .---

cases would require considerably more space. However, these cases Treatmenil:. Procedure: Edncational :Sntervention 

should help the reader to better understand some of the application As indicated above i youngsters referred to Intercept are 

of 'the Intercept program. p):'oj ect Ini:eJ::'copt clearly does not use in turn referred b) the (;ducational ovaluation program. A few 

a psychoanalytic approach, i. e., one that emphash~es II rapping, " youngsters, usually those whose families re:iect InterccptD s 

dream interpretations, intensive delving into internal conflicts, services, refuse to complete or even initia't:e the testing 

and/or repressed desires, etc. Schools of therapy hi.l.ve been process. The overwhelming majori,ty of treatment youngsters 

basically divided into "talking approachcs ll 
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complete the entire process, which takes t'\,'l0 and somc:times 

three test sessions, with each session lasting between one 

and two hours, depending upon the fatigue factor of the youth. 

The tests utilized have been listed in previous reports 

and proposals, and copies have been included in previous 

appendices. The appendix to this report contains a copy 

of the Master File Checklist. This Checklist is included in 

each youngster's Master File, and as each item on the list 

is completed, the appropriate space is checked and dated. 

By observing this Master List, the reader can quickly discern 
11\ 

the specific test ins·truments which are utilized in the evalu-

ation of referred youngsters. 

Briefly, the psychological tests administered to each 

youngster at initial entry are (1) a self-reported inventory 

of non-reported offenses engaged in by the youngster over the 

12 mon·tn. period befo;r;e referral ,to Intercept i this instrument 

is an Intercep'\:. modif:ication of the basic tool utilized by 

Short and Uye and Car.l;:.wright; (2) the Quay-Peterson Delinquency 

Scale. which provides a classification of the youthful offender 

into one of four ca'tegories: subcul'tural, neurotic, psycho-

pa'l:.hic, and inadequate-immature personality typo; (3) The 

Coopersm-; .. '\;n $Glf-Est:2tnm Inventory which provides an overall 
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self-esteem score (the single most reliable indicator of a 

person' general state of mental health) and scores on four 

subcomponents: home, school; peers and general social; 

(4) , a biographical inventory and family history inventory, 

tools devised by Intercept staff to obtain demographic, 

personal, and family his~cory data; and (5) the Glueck Scale, 

which delineates the dynamics of family interaction. Of 

these instruments, the Coopersmith and the self-reported 

delinquency scale are readministered at the time of the 

I 
youngster's termination. In addition to the psychological 

I tools, a variety of other forms, e.g., school ~nformation 
release form, treatment contract with the family, etc., 

~. are obtained in the initia.l phases of involvement 

~familY • 
with the 

A variety of educational-perceptual tests can be adminis-

teredo Specifically~ the Wide Range Achievement Test (W.R.A.T.) 
.s-

is utilized, which provides a score for eacr. youngster in 

terms of basic reading, math, and spelling skills. The 

youngster's scores are in x:ealtion to how "average" youngsters 

score on these same tests. A result of this test may appear 

as follov.,rs: a youngster currently plC1ced in grade 8 but 

scores at grade level 2.6 (2nd grado, G mos~) on reading 

recognition, 3~8 in math, and 2.2 in spelling. In additi.on to 

the W.R.A.T., which 
--------~---------,f 
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gives a quick and relnti ve~y ... ~u1 ~ur: fr_~:. S~?~~_ o:t the_.C!0:i._1.~s 
'-,. '__ ... _-.----__ .. ,., •.. "' ... ~. -v,._ 

I a=a~=mic Cl,ch~.::.emcn~.'- the Monroe Diagnostic Test is used to 

/ provid8 finer delineation of the youngster's academic skills. 

The Monroe provides sub-scores on reading comprehension, basic 

word attack skills, additions, omissions, subtractions, use of 

Also, the Monroe provides measures of b~sic phonics, etc. 

perceptual abilities requisite for academic work: fonn per-

t ' spac_e perception, figure-ground relationships, etc. cep J.on, 

'1' d f all clients is the Purdue The third instrument~tJ. J.ze -or 

Perceptual-Motor Survey developed by Kephart and his colleagues 

at Purdue and used allover the world. The PurlSue provides a 

detailed breaK own " d of basJ.' c percep·tua1 __ ,and motoric abilities 

requisitE~ for adequate academic work. These three tests thus 

provide a comprehensive survey of not only the youngster's levels 

of academic achievement, but also an evaluation of his current 

t I t development as related to academperceptual and percep ua -mo or ... 
ic achievement. 

By use of these tests, Intercept staff have been able to 

determine that approximately 75% of all youngsters referred 

have identifiable perceptual-motor deficiencies of a serious 

nature. In recent years th~re has been con~.i.derab1e speculation 

that there may he a relationship between "1(~arning disabi1ities ll 

and delinquency. '110 the best of our knowledge, however, Intercept 
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is the' first action program to generate hard data to confirm - -- ... ---_ ..... _-_ ..... _ ........ ~ ~ ........ - .... ---.... ~--- .. -. .-.' -- ..... 

this widely held suspiciPIl.rrhese data will soon be published -------_. --~ ........ --~" .... ' ... " ..... _- ... .. 

by Intercept staff either in the Journal of Learning Disabilities 

or Academic, Therap'y. We intend to go beyond this initial find-

ing and attempt to delineate the nature of the relationship 

between delinquency and learning disabilities. I!'or example, 

there are strong indications in our data that certain kinds of 

perceptual problems are commonly observed in Our popUlation. ----- --------'--------~.-- .. ---- " - --'-----
It may be that there are one or two typical constellations of 

perceptual and motoric strengths and weaknesses characteristic 

of pre-delJ.nquent children. If in fact this supposition is 

borne out by data, it would be valuable in helping to identity 

youngsters at a very young age who have-a high probability of 

being headed toward serious problems. 

If perceptually-based learning disabilities are detected 

in the initial battery of tests, the Intercept diagnostician 

is like1y~to administer several subsequent tests in order to 

further delineate the causes of the youngster's learning 

difficulties. Sometimes this can mean the administration of as 

many as five to seven additional tests: tests of visual process-

ing of information, auditory processing, motoric development, 

or any of several combinations. A listing of the various types 

of tests available to th(~ dia0nof;tician can be observed 
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on the Master Sheet in the Appendix. Once the diagnostician 

has complc·ted his testing, he presents his report to the 

Educationul Director. In conjunction with the Director and 

the Head Teacher, a remedial program is designed which is 

individualized to the youngster's particular constellation 

of perceptual and academic strengths and weaknesses. The 

program is typcd and made a part of the youngster's permanent 

file. Once the educational plan is completed, usually at the 

same time as the family and individual treatment plans are 
v· 

completed, there is a staffing between educational staff·and 

the BA and TeaM Leader involved. All findings a~e exchanged 

during this staffing, and an agreement is reached as to the 

details of the pJan to be implemented. Further staffings are 

immediately called by either party whenever major changes in 

the plan are required. A final staffing occurs at the time of 

terminati.,on. 

When the educational staff receive feedback from the 

Team Leader that the family has accepted the services of Inter-

cept and signed the service contract, immedia.tely the Educ-

ational Diructor makes an appointment with the pertinent staff 

at the youngster's public school. During this meeting, Inter-

cept stuff members present the results of their fjndinrrs 
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and the specific nature of their recommendations for that 

youngster. The cooperation of the youngster's regular school 

teachers is requested and specific recommendations are made 

as to how they can best coordinate their efforts with Intercept. 

various alternatives are available p.t this time. To name the 

most common: 

~ ~l) -In 

.-~ - some rare cas.es, Intercept staff may request that 

the youngster be placed at the Intercept School Pro-

gram on a full time basis. This would occur only in 

severe cases where there is no hope of the youngster 

receiving any benefit from conventional school place-

ment. In actuality, one could argue that the majority 

of Intercept youths fall into this category. For the 

time being, however, Intercept works on the premise 

that the best approach is some degree of coordination 

Jt' 
between the Intercept Program and the youngster's 

regular school program, as it is impossible, with 

current resources, to provide a complete alternative 

educational syst:em for our you·ths. However, this 

alternative is occasionally exercised in extreme 

situations. 

(2) A more cowmon situation would be a proposal to the 

school that the youngster attend the Intercept Program 

for approxirna·tely two hours a day durip<J which time he 

wou]Q receive individuuli~ed cducutional and perceptuul 
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progrmnming, but would spend the rest of his school day 

in public school classes selected for him by Inter-

cept personnel. In such situations, it is not uncommon 

for Intercept personnel to spend some time subsequent 

to their meeting with school personnel, working with 

tho school teachers, observing them in interacti~n 

with the referred youngster, in order to make more 

sUbstantial recommendations as to how they can best 

coordinate efforts. This arrangement may be continued 

from three to t'Vlel ve months, thus providing the young-

ster 'I,'lith a significant .. shot in the arm il as regards 
<) 

" 
his educational achievement, feelings about school, 

and feelings regarding himself as having some potential 

for academic success. 

(3) In some situations the youngster is not quite so severe 

and it is deemed that by some reorganization of the 

young3ter's Gurrent school programming he should benefit 

significantly. In these cases Intercept staff serve 

as the youngster's advocate in pursuing Eor him place-

,1. l~ ~ 'uca . lona y Handic;lpped), or men't ,~ll ~H clas~e,s (Ed t' 11 

some other specialized program that can meet his needs 

bettor than his current programming. Or, it might 

simply tn};:o the form of observing his pr:}s'::lTlt teachers 

in their classrooms and making specific recommendations 
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as ·to how they can better program for him both academ

ically and behaviorally. 

educational programming for a particular youngster. 
__ ~~~,, __ L'4 __ ~_~ _________ •• ___ • .-... ____ .~.4 -.~"'--.... --.-...... ,~ ... --

alternative is recommended abO"lt 10~o f th ' .. Ie 0 e t lme ~ 'the second 

about 70%, and the third about 20.% of the time. If the young-

ster participates in programnling at the I t n ~rcept facility, 

then he is placed on a bus route t"l' d b u 1. lze y the Intercept 

transportation program so that he can be bussed to Intercept 

and back to his regular school' (or home) on a daily basis. 

It might be inferred that the above altern~tives migh-t 

engender resentment from the regular school p(;r sonnel . Thi s 

has never happened. It is somewhat amazing to us that over 

a period of two years there has not been a single instance 

of lack of cooperation between Intercept stafE and public 

school staff. We attribute this highly pleasant state of 

affairs to a number of related factors. First, when Inter-

cept was first founded, Intercept administrators approached the 

highest levels of administration of Denver Pu'blic School s 

(D.P.S.) and presented the Intercept Program in detail and 

, ., c e ... S. admlnistra-secured their cooperation. As a result ~ h 1) P . 

tors sent memos to their schools instructing them as to the 

essential na·ture of the Intercept effort and requenting that 
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they cooperate fully. Second, Intercept Educational Staff have 

always been chosen in part for their previous experience in the 

public schools and for their ability t b t tf o e ac ul and thoroughly 

professional in their relationships with other professionals. 

Third, Intercept staff arc instructed never to present their 

results and recommendations in a condescending way, and always 
. 

to operate on the assumption (whether it be true or false in 

a given case) that 'che teacher::;, social workers, etc. in that 

particular school have the best interests of the youngster at 

heart. It had been the Project Director's experience over a 

period of many years that the minute one falls into a somewhat 

cynical nttitude tm'lards public school- personnel, as to their 

intentions, motives, etc., t11at one 'I f . can eaSl y all victim 

to a negative, self-fulfilling prophecy. Educational staff 

members at Intnrcept arc thus strongly urged to operate on the 

positivifassumption that school personnel are potentially 

enthusiastic over any possibility of improving the youngster's 

status. Fourth, the kinds of youngsters referred to Intercept 

arc n(~arly ulways youngsters who have a significant history 

of disruption in the school, chronic truancy, and have been 

Inhclad misf:Lt~) and troublemakers. ~l.'hus, school personnel 

ummll y wc~lcoll1!' help as re~Tards th080 youngster s. 
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The principles and techniques which underlie the Inter-

cept approach to special education.have been delineated in 

previous proposals and reports. Essentially, the Intercept 

approach uses diagnostic information in the following ways: 

(1) The program is so designed that whatever perceptual 

or 

(2) 

or academic strengths the youngster has can be fully 

capitalized in order to develop his critical weak 

areas. For example, if a youngster has poor visual 

processing but has some good auditory skills, the 

latter can be utilized (e.g., as in the orton-Gil-

lingharn and related phonics approache~), and through 

a multiple-sensory approach visual processing can 

be strengthened in relation with the effective use 

of audi.tory modalities. It is of the ut,most importance 

that individualized programs be utilized as each young-

ster with learning difficulties has his own constell-

ation of strengths and weaknesses. 

The programming must be geared at a level which is 

culturally appealing and non-demeaning to the young-

ster. For example, if the youngster i8 fourteen years 

old, but reads at the second grade level, it is most 

demeaning to present him with typicQI second grade 

materials, a la IIsee Spo·t run. 1I Therefore, special 
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materials, eften hand-made and tailored by the educa- (basketball, boxing equipment, pin-ball machines, pool 

tional stuff, are required. But these materials must tables, ping-pong ta'bles, etc.). As the youngster 

be presented at an academic and perceptual level where progresses, he can earn additional points whereby 

it is knovm (via the diagnostic tests) that the young- he can obtain, through sustained effort, special in-

ster can be successful, while at the same time pre- centives such as Afro-combs, items of clothes for both 

sented in an appealing, non-demeaning manner. sexes such as caps and hats, and even transistor radios 

Obviously I thi s requires considerable' individualization and similar equipment. This incentive system, in coordina-

of programs but i.n this way success producing exp~~~~ces_ tion with the success producing individualized programn\~ng, 

are programmed into the youngster's educational program. 
..,....-.~ .•• ,-,.~, ~ .... " "", .. '+-"-' ---------....-..-..... ~--: .... - "~ ... ,~-.--,--~-- ...... -.----. • ..-----••. ----.--~ 

are the principle means whereby Intercept staff provide 

This is crucial, as it must be remembered that virtually successexper~ences and cqnsequently "turn him back 
~, .. ---."'-- '-"_--

all theE.~e youngsters have experien<?~ed_J~~l~r.~C?:.ft_~~_ failure 
__ W"- , ... ~ ...... "'-,....--..,.-_ ... _ .. '''-,.'---''--' ... -----~-.- .. ----~-"'--.,.. •• - ...... --.~~---~ 

on l1 ~o the iilea-a of acauen'lic success and achievement. 

in their academic work,.!- Therefore, the youngster 
' .... ,-.-'".-"' .. ~ . .......,...- ...... -~.---.----

Increasingly we find that yo~gsters would greatly 

must experience success in his early academic efforts benefit from a true alternative educational program 

at Intercept if there is to be any hope of "turning that took full advantage of the Intercept sophistication 

him back on" to at least some aspects of the academic and successes in prograrruning, bu't this simply is not 

world . .... possible at the present time. It is therefore important 

(3) In the initial stages all youngsters are placed on an that Intercept carefully coordinate its efforts with 

incentive program whereby for every thirty minutes regular school personnel in an attempt to reorient 

of sustained effort, or upon completion of a designated. 
,i 

them at the same time that the youngster is hopefully 

s\.lb-program, ·they receive points that translate into being re-motivated toward the academic process. It is 

concreto rewards. Initially, the points arc used as interesting to note that after two to three months of 

a way for the youth to enr.n his way into the Game Room. involvement with the Intercept program that most youngsters 

'l'hc Gnmc Hoom contains a var.iety of physical activities 
.< 
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no longe): work primarily fOl: the external incer:t!v~ 
--'~-""""''''-'''-..... --..- " 

Treatment Procedurc: Pcer GrouE Int~I'yC!n·ti01l 

n,otcd ubove, but work inste(].d to achiev'7 fUrther 
---",~ ......... -,", ." After two years of experimentation with different modo. 

success in their academic efforts. This is on~ of alities of peer group therapy, Intercept staff are confident 

the most gratifying phenomemon ,to observe at Inter- that an effective, viable approach to peer ~roup intervention 

copt. For example, it is not uncommon for a young- is being developed. Unlike family therapy, where there 

ster , after three months, to often refuse to go into were reliable studies strongly suggestive of the validity of cer-
. 

the Game Room because he is more interested in tain techniques and approaches, the situatirn1 as regards peer 

delving into and completing a particular academic group therapy was arnbiguous and often confusing. Thus I from 

effort. It is one of the purposes of the Program 
... ,, _____ ~ •. _ ... _~_~_ .. ~ __ •. "'!."~" .. -.~ ----_ ...... ,"', .... _ .. -.'-- ... - '"-.+ •. ~-.~" ....... --... 0-,.- ___ ...... ___ the outset Intercept took an experimental approach to peer 

to have external ince?ti;~es_ J::~l2.1.§:2.~A_~~th intrinsic 
-.,-~"" .. ,. .......... -... __ . __ .... ,--""'- "------ group in'tervention and several different modalities were en-

motivation. _ ....... ""'-.---... ~ ..... - couraged. Although it was not possible to eva~uate these 
_____ - • ...---.-~ ......... -.~-"- - ·-'0- ___ .,. _. • -~-- •.. " - .............. - ... , .• ~" .--.,. '.". - -~ ._ 

Upon terminat::ion of the young ster,~· anothE:r staffing is different approaches in a highly syst~atic manner, it was 
__ • ___ -------•••• -'-•• ~ •• --~., ___ ... ___ •• ____ M ..... _____ ••••••• _.~. , .. _.-.._ ..... " .--._ __ 

held between. educational staff and home treatment si:aff. If possible to evaluate:.....~~_em_pY.~9Jt\~_..£:r.itE?:fi~,. nam~ly I objectiy~ 
- ..... -. - ........ ~ .... -.>-.-

all agree that the youngster has reached the point of termina- indices such as re-arrestri3..t§..s ... of t.he youngst.~rs involved.t-

tion then plans are made to wean t.he youngster from his attendance rates a'l: meetings, and frequency of. meetings over _ 
________ .. ___ •• _._~_ •• ~. """_~ __ 4' __ .. _..... ...... '." w_ 

involvement with ,the Intercept educat.ional program. Nor- a period of sever_a) ... ~~n.t)~s-=--.. Also, subjectivG indices were used 
'-.--.. -.-~ .. -.- .- .. - ..... --- -

mally at this time the Intercept educational staff meets such as the percept.ions of the bOYS, t~eir plrents, and of 

again with the youngster I s public school teac!hers and related course those of the staff members involved as to the relative 

staff in order to help insure carryov'cr of the you·th IS efficacy and merits of the different appl:otlches utilized. 

progress in his school programming 011ce he i,:; terminated One modality used \vas a .. street corner approachtl in which 

from Intercept. the main emphasis was on working with a natm:ali[;tic peer group 

in its own setting. In another approach, the attempt was to 

-46- identify the natural leaders of the peer group anu then 
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""lin ov(~r" thr:!sn natur<tl lOGder s to the Intercept approach 

and vi.lluu sy~;t(Jm, thereby n:ttempting to influence the group 

via the leuder. In y(~'t. another approach, the ~'emphasis was on 

isolating key individuals in the group and then associating 

them with healthy naturalistic groups that were already 

or> .ru' . ,g , c.. • - .... 'I .... C tl' n l' n .,.. pro soc';al way ';n an effort to "breoJe uptl 

the anti-socinl peer group by associating i~s key mem.bers 

"d,th POF;;i. ti vo group in the same neighbo;:hood. In the fourth 

rtppronch l.uwd, the emphasis was on meetings at the Inter-

ccp,t headquarters in \,lhich new peer groups (rather than 

alrciJ,cly e~rtabli,shed naturalistic groups) were ~omprised 

of Intorcept youngsters who lived in relntive proximi.ty to 

CCI,(!h othor and had some degree of common interests, activ-ities, 

ot(~ • 

S(ml(~whnt surpri.singly, this last alternative, which we 

thotlCJht was tlw least promising initially, turned out to 

he thc.~ most: productive. The first thrc~~ approaches i1\ 'olved 

nlrci.1,dy estab1:i.f;hl1c1, natural peor group;;. We repeatedly 

found th~lt it ,·ms o):::ceec11ngly diffic111 t to modify already 

Dx1sting pear groups. The staff m~~)Cr8 simply could not 

npcn(l enough time with these groups to effect lasting changes. 

It: takes u. qrna-t:. dC!t'l.l of t· :i.mc and effort to become a trus'f:.ec1 
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member of the peer groUpt and this is espccinlly true \'1hen 

the ultimate objective is to change the values and behaviors 

of that group. It is difficult to break up an established 

group by associating a key member with other groups because 

, . soc~al rewards and benefits such an indivi1ual is der~v~ng many ... 

from his leadership role in the old group, and ,thus is not 

very attracted '1:.:0 having to earn a leadership role in a new 

h 't';ve .... l"at new group may be to him. group, no matter ow pos~... >,., •• 

This ~s not , to say that we experienced no s'Jccess with the 

first three approaches, but th~ ~~9r:~_9~~~c.~~§§'attained 

as measured against the am<?~n~ of ti'ile .. an~_,_~ff(~r-~, E.~.g\l~r_~~ 
'--'"-~'''-

peer group intervention. 

Increasingly, over the past few months, ''Ie have focused 

more on the fourth approach. We have b8en so pleased with 

. th';s approach that by the spring of our successes us~ng .... 

BA "'';11 l1ave such a peer group in process. 1975, every Vy.J-

Success of this fourth approach has been a major factor 

to r ealign assignment of cases ·to BAs and teams prompting us "" 

so that each teQm and, within the tcalll, each BA, has a 

specific territory. 'fhat territory 1 iterally becomes ·thc~ 

] B'J\ ar·d, ultimn:t01y, the team. This means "proporty II of '1.:: 1C a • 

1 l ' ';n proximi ('y i:o nach other cem 1)e that youngs'c or ~ W 10 ~ ve ..... 

assigned to a single BA, which fncD.it:'ltcs fl1.1bsequcnt 



development of nO\'I, natur~tliGtic peer groups, but one thi:lt 

from its beginning is under the control of Intercept staff. 

Through trial and error some basic components have evolved 

which are a part of current Intercept efforts with peer groups. 

This is not to say that the Intercept approach to peer group 

intervention has become highly structured, on the contrary, 

a great deal of experimentation is taking place. However, we 

have reached a point where there are some common essential 

components to our approach to peer group intervention. 

These are: 

(1) Tho emphasis now is on the developmen£ of new peer 

g'roups which from their beginnings are under the 

control of Intercept staff. Peer groups are 

formed of youngsters who live in the same neighborhood 

and who are in proximity to several factors (the 

same schools, hangouts, related friends, etc.) that 

would be conducive to a natural alignment of peers. 

Fur'ther, the DA normally lives in that same neigh-

borhooc1 and is thus readily accessible to the members 

of the peer group. This factor also figures in the 

potential of the group to maintain itself after the 

. f1 of the I1l'tcrccl')t staff member has been l.n '"UC'rlCC 

essantially wi thdrmm. 
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(2) Intercept staff capitalize on a finding that 

virtually all of our youngsters relish IIgetting 

on the case" of a comrade. We have observed that 

our youngsters get a great deal of enjo~uent out 

of catching a fellow youth in a deceitful action 

and then "pinning him to the wall ll in terms of the 

actual consequences of his actions: To a large 

extent, this observation has been u.tilized in 

building peer groups. ~hat is, this kind of 

behavior is a natural reinforcer for most of our 

youngsters. In the initial stages of~orming 

a new group, each youngster reports both his 

positive and negative actions of the preceding week. 

As these youngsters normally J.mmV' each other fairly 

well and have some interaction during the week, at 

.,. school" in the neighborhood, etc., it is usually 

possible for (me or more of the youngsters to IIcall 

down" the repor'ting youth if he misrepresents the 

actual facts of a situation. Youngsters delight 

in catching other youngsters in such misr8presenta-

'lions. Also, Intercept staff strongly model and 

support those (lctions of p80r group members whereby 
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they applaud (l.i tnrally Clpplaud) po~;i tive actions 

on the part of the reporting member. This format 

is an easy one for our kids 'co Ilget into"; each 

member presents his own evaluations and perceptions 

of his positive and negative actions during the 

previous week. Each youngster is therefore able 

to present and review his "case" an'd receive immediate, 

concrete feedback from his fellows. 

(3) Intercept staff have found it critical to instill 

in the group, from its beginnings, the basic' values 

and a·ttitudes of the Intercept program. The norms 

of -Llle group are in fact established by Intercept 

staff. This is accomplished via a subtle process 

whereby the staff working \<lith t:.he peer group inter-

j ect the values and norms which they '\'1ish to be 

or established in. an infrequent but impactful way at 

key p''Iints in the early discussions. The inter-

jcctions are never didactic, but usually a statement 

of cpinion or belief. The peer group members usual_1~t 

considcr 'that t:hcy ure primarily in charge and are 

establh;hing group norms, whoreas in actual fact 

the Intercept staff member is playing the prominent 

r01(' in estnblishing the norms, but by way of a 
.. 
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non-preaching, non-lecture, non-overbeaJ:ing approach. 

This can be accomplished in a new group... Whereas 
--~~---.~.-.---.-- .------... - ..• -.. ~.---

it is difficul·t to accomplish in an already estab

lished peer group. By this process of molding the 

basic norms of the peer group in the first few meet

ings, its values are usually highly congruent with 

the values and expectations of the Intercept staff 

member. 

(4) Intercept staff find that once the norms have been 

established, infrequent but judicious interjections 

readily maintain them. After the secc d k th )n wee e 

essential format of the group is refined in that a 

judicial process is adc'pted wh!:lreby each member 

~3 for 

their revi6\\T and approval. Lies Clnd deccH: are 

.,. quir' "T1Gtectcd by the pr>.er,'.·' - 0 th 11 .. I' e ot ('1:" 1,and, 

upon:hu sub;.:lc~ reinforcernen; o£:.he In'b~rc C!pt. staff 

Inember, the frequency of social praise for engaging 

in positive behaviors is gieatly increased through 

the use of this format. 'lhe kids are initially 

"hooked" on the rei'lards of catching a peer in acts 

of dcc-ei t and "making him puy" for 8l1C11 acts. However, 

a primary goal of Intercept s"tnf:'f J'.A "to ~ gradually 
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shupe the procosG so thu"t. an increasingly greater take a trip to the mountains, or to a movie together, 

amount of energy and time is given over to social ., 
or to a restaurant to have dinner, etc. These are 

praiso and reinforcement of positive behaviors, important activities in tha"t group members can enjoy 

thus shifting the focus from the negative to the the fellowship of their peers, and a purely social 

positive. interaction with the Intercept staff member. These 

(5) It is of the utmost importance that the youngsters situations help to cement the group together and 

themselves are the primary administ;rators of rein- provide opportunities in which the.group can par-

forcorncnts and punishments in the establishment ticipate in pro-social activities. 

and mai.ntenance of the social norms of the group. The goal of these six components is to establish nat-

The frequency of interjections by the Intercept urally maintained peer groups, which have a defini"te format, 

s"t::aff member is always small. ThrouglJout, the and a committment to pro-social values, norms, nand behaviors. 

impression is that the youngsters are in control As the group becomes more of a natural process the adult - -

but wi.th adult approval. This is somewha-t similar staff member gradually fades out. However, the leaders of the 

to the guided group interaction approach (G.G.I.) peer group, who are always easy to identify, are often asked 

developed by other individuals in peer group work, to help form a ne,,, peer group. We are experimenting with 

and is also similar to the approach described by 
.. - """ • '''--."~ ... <" .. ,, ~-., ....... , ~ ... , ......... ~, .. ,-..... '" •• , " .- •• -, ,~. • - ... -- ..... --- this process as pa.rtof our overall pr09ram, namely, of taking 

Bronfenbrcnncr (1971) of thc::rt. utilized bY .. Russian_ 
.'" _ .... _,~ ..• ~._ ..... ~2' .... '_,_ .. , ........ _'"' .... ,"'.,. '. , ...... _ families and youngsters who have succestfully undergone the 

cc1uctd*.o:r.s and yonth .. worker:s i.n their worl<, with 
,,,. ,>' ,,, ,.-....... ,~.., ,,_ .. ,,- ,<. Intercept process and making them a part of: the treatment 

RU15[linn youth grou:£~ . 
.., ...... """'.' .. '~ ~', ..... , -,,"' . ..,-"".-- ......... -- of incoming youngsters and families. They assist the BA and 

(6) Dnrinc.:r the above process, the Intercept staff member team leader to help insure (a) their le<H"ning of their new 

mn.1ccn S1.1re to have activities n.vailable which provide behaviors, attitudes and values, (b) tho orientation of new 

nmtunl cmjoymcnt for all peer group members. For referrals into the Intercept approach, and (c) the extending 

example, in 1:110 initin.l stages "tho peer group mQy and intensifying of to"tal communii:y effort and involvement. 
.. 
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be decided that tho goals have not been achieved and indicntions 

The usual objective of the Intercept program, after the are that they will not be achieved in any reasonable amount of , 

ini.tial 30-60 clay intake period, is to process a youngster time. In such cases youngsters are terminated, but on an unsuccess-

through t.he program within 6 to 8 months. However, there have ful basis. This will be discussed in n~re detail later. The clear 

bean a few cases in which youngsters have remained in the majority of cases are terminated on a successful basis . 
.---_____ ___ ... - .. -.---- ~ •. - •. , .... ~ .,_ .. ~ •. _.,...,10 

program for 10, 12, or even 15 months; but the average thus 
,,--_~ • ....,.--.~ ~_·~· .... ,·t .. , j ..... 

At the above point the youngster is officially terminated. 

This fact is recorded on the Intr~rcept Master .File. However, 

terminated when he. has met certain criteria. First, the 
-.-.........,;-~""".-~ 

in the eyes of -the youngster and his family the process of 

treatment goals for the youngster and his family must be termination is not nearly so clear cut. It has been the ex-

coscntinlly met before he becomes a candidate for termination. perience of the Intercept developers that the sudden termination 
~-"'" .,..--......-....~. ______ ..... _~~~~~., .-1~~;""'-- ':'~""',,~ .. - "', tl .""'l,.~",""-~,,,...., '''' ... ~~ 

Second, the specified goals of his educational pr~ogram must be of a youngster can have disasterous consequences.... The yonng-

ster may feel that he has been unfairly .9ut off from a highly 

grmn. significant adult figure in his life. subsequel ct.l:.', he may 

must:. h~l.vr~ hc)comc a regular mernber of a successful, pro-social engage in a delinquent act in a deliberate or perhaps even 
~J~~~!qt.t~~,""",--"'I!:>~ .• .",.......ruoIU.-,:;~'~=Q,.;~~~~'~"",~,,."" .. ·!I.";oI,.·"t~ .. -=o:;~. ,~~.'I:<,<, .. ,'.-... , .... ~--.... , ,'_____. 

~rroup. In all of these ciroas the BA. attempts to gather, from ....-._oI>t*_." . ..., ... .,.-,. __ , __ .~o-______ ~_. __ ~_ ~._ 

unconscious attempt to elicit again the attention and care 

the b0ginning, cl)joctivo d~ta which measure the actual achieve-
"'. ~" , .• ",_...,-! __ A '0 ~ ~ •. ,~, ,.,.......,...,.."" ........ ______ .. ........-•• " '~"'" _.«.-. "' ... _- -~.. .,"--- -.... '" -.... .., - __ ~.",,_ .~ ~ __ _ 

of that adult. James Vander Weele, ono of Intercept's originators 

mont of the spDC'ified gon.l s I in addi t~_o~to" subj-ec·ti"€;L_.tl!lpre§sJ:9PA 
'.' "" ... ~""~,,, .. ,.~...,.. . ..-. ____ <-._ ~ "' __ "" ... ..--~ .......... _.-. .. _ .... , • :;r ..... -' .. L_"'" 

and psychologist of Juvenile Court, recalls a youngster who 

Iy p~rf'nts, tl~acher~3, etc. A. copy of the termination form has 
, ... ",..",.., "'_,_...,.,~. ___ ..... _ ................. M?·-----

had successfully undergone a rewarding experience '""ith his 

1)(I(H1. :i.ncluf1(·d in the Appcndb:: und it \1'c'll summariz.cs the various pr~)ation officer, but at the termination of h~G probation 

criteria utili~cd in moking the decision to terminate. A young- announced to the judge that he had stolen a car on his way to 

nter iD officially terminated whbn all IntQrcept staff mernbers the finul hearing. This happened not once but on two different 

j.nvolv(xl tlqroc, on the basis 0:0 both objective and subjective occasions as it became clear that the youngster was fearful 

data, that treatment gonls have bean achieved. lla1cver, it may of terminating his rclutionship with this hi9hly positiv\:! adult 

and was deliberat.ely steal ing C~lrs in prc1r'!r to stay on probation. 
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~'.l".relrI!il!lIII"IIflI'"mNll!ll!llI!I!/.!I'It!'I!:.r ____ mlllJ_~ .... 9 ____ ,...... _________ ...... __ .. _____ -------

Whoro;:w the Ilbovo is a dramc:d.:ic cnsa of the principle under 

discu;;::1ion, the fact is that.: t.bis is not too uncommon a phenomenom 
'------.------------------------

un obscrv(~d 1)y highly experienced yonth workers, especially those 
':t ___ '.......,"""'_ ... ~ __ , ............ , ... '.,,,. _.,., .. , ... ""_---... -~-~.,~.,.-~ ... ,.-... -'-' ....... ~--"'-.,~ ... -.~.-- .. -.--____ ~_ ... __ "..- ... __ _ 

with high success E_a:t:~~ It is thus the policy of Intercept 

that upon affical termination the youngster and family 

arc simply informed by the BA that he will continue to see them 

hut on an i.ncreasingly infrequent basis. Thi's is the weaning 

E~,unQ.: during this time the BA and team leader must exercise 

judiciotlS cauti.on as to the exact timing of this process. Typi-

cally, if the En. has been seeing the family together on the average 

of twice per week he will immediately cut back to once per weeki 

und uf'l:.or an additi.onal two to three ''leeks I to once every two 

weeks, and further continue with this process so that by the end 

of b'lO to throe months family contacts have been reduced to once 

P(~17 month. '11hi9 will be continued for perhaps one or two months 

before dfrect contncts arc eliminated altogether. The weaning 

procc~a is individualized to each family. Tl1c.1?roject, at any time --
in th.:i.lJ procl'SS, m~~y cX0l:'cise the option of stopping the ""'leaning 

'_"#0.' __ 

nnd qoinq 1mck into intensive treatment if circumstances 
.. .,:. ". ~' .... q'-... ".~-"""-- - .. _,-,. ...... - •• ., .• _""._- , .... -..- -

ndm~ thnt dc'mnnd 8\\ch n course of action, alt.hongh t!1is .fJA:£.~.ly 
~ ... _">. .. _~ ._ ...... 4 _. - ' • 

. . ~-~'"'''''' 

om:'\'ll'}'l. In thn l10rmal conrse of cvonts, th'~·- typical y~'Ul1gster and 
..... ...oI'i-"~~~~~~~;;,.~lI~~"I.t~:.;::l.'J-~"t~-~-. :~~~J ' .. .-. ... '1 .'1~~"'::'~ '~.'<~Q; ~_~.'tno.,,"...:J_~ 

fmully cnn hc' l:o'l.i.llly \V(.'nnl.~d off in a porind 0:( t\V'o-thJ:'ce months, 

S()mQtimC~i. in the wean-

---.--------------_.------------.-------------------
inl] plHWC', tho::(~ younqnt:(.~l·H and fnmi 1.i08 who have heen successfully 

.. 

terminated are asked to help orient new youngsters and ftlmilies. 

These "success stories" help to motivate new fElmilies to join 

in the Intercept Program. We feel that this serves two important 

functions; first, it helps to cement the new behaviors, attitUdes 

and relationships that the family and youngster have learned via 

the Intercept experience, and second, it helps to establish rapport 

arid success motivation on the part of the new "families as they 

are exposed to "'old families" who are highly enthusiastic about 

the Intercep-t experience. 

Upon the decision to officially terminate a youngster he is 

"l< 

brought back into the Intercept facility for post-testing. He 

is again administered the W.R.A.T., the~Purdue, the self-esteem 

and unreported delinquency scales. In this 'tlay I before and after 

measures are obtained on each youngster. It is the hope of 

Intercept that on one-year intervals after termination yoringsters 

can again~be retested so that a continuous stream of data on' 

these particular measures--academic and psychological--can be 

obtained as well as continuous record keeping of their re-arrest 

rates and any court appearances . This kind of follow-up over a 

period of many years will prove a valuable component to Inter-

ceptls evaluation plan. 

As of December 31, 1974, ufter two yCElrs of ope~~9,l)...I-OXl.C_ 
---=-----------------------------------.--------------~ 

hundred Elnd seven youngsters hnd bean officinlly terminated from --------
-59-
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Appro:dmatcly two-th:i.}~dG of th(~GC young-

r;tors IHtd 1,(wn terminated on a successful basis. However I if 
, " ., .. ".,,, ... ---, ------------ .----_ .. -----'-~-

the CfHa:1oudu of two BA I S terminated from the project in 1974 

;1 I 

arc! (~l:Lfl'I:tnntcd from the total, the success rate of the 'l?rf)ject 
r . n.""'''' ------ ---~ ,-- - ---

in a little ovor 80%. It has been projected that in 1975 the 
___ "_,., ..... or ...... ·,... ';" ... -" ,...-.~---"''''--'''' 

O\lCCCH'il'Jful termination rate for J.n.tar..c.c.p.t will be at least 85%, I'''''''.,~'''''\ "";",_,,,"~11 ---- .. --,.-,---.-----

und in 1976, 9Q~.... These are major goals and we are confident 
I" ," 

of achieving t:hcm. It can be noted from the re-arrest data that 

,.\.tif';f:::~"" _ .. "", -. ''''''', 
~.~~.~~~ft~ll Y-.~)Qrminated ..'Loung,ster 

an impa.ct offense as of December 30 1 

has been re-arrested for ----------------- _.------
1974. with each month that 

--p< .. ~...-..-.-'-----------------'---
Pi'lHfJOf:l another 10-15 youngsters are being termina<ted from Inter-

CC!pt. nD part of tho noW steady flow of il)come and outgo of cases. 

~ \~ , 

T~)10 2 numuarizos the highlights of the intervention 

Pl~OC(;>t'l\1.rcrl dl'scr ibc(l in the previous three seotions. This table. 

in D. rlow~.chart of the !!lQ.§.t basic components involved in the 

prOGNHdng of n case from stnrt to finish in the Intercept Pro-

~Jrnm. 

It is import-nnt, if Intcrcep'\:. is to be implemented successfully 

ill otlw)~ locnln n I ·thClt the problems encountered in its inception 

and impl('l\\f'l'l.'l:at.iCll1 1)0 honr~Rt.l.y recounted. Attempts to implement 

in at Ilt')" Hi t\1.at'. ion [) nhoul.c1 t,h(~)~(~l)y benefit nnd avoid iJ.t least 

nom<'" or nur 1\\1 nL\ken ~H'l,d pi 'U:alJ s. Th(!De rC!pl icnti()ns thus should 
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_____ I1VH _____________ ~ 

therc.~lJy incro;,'l,Bo tho probability of their success. Further I 

it i.H important to gcnr;rute an orientation of honest portrayals 

of: probl(~ms among community action, social service, and treatment 

progrums in general, and any successful dealings with said pro

bloms, so as to generate a knowledge base from which programs 

can 'benefit. Unfortunately, such a knowledge base is almost 

non-existent at present. Action programs and treatment pro

grums number in the tens of thousands, and no doubt some of these 

have been succClssful, but communication as regards successful 

J t · t.o 4 mpl(:!men'l:ation problems is almost nil. Thus, the 00 ,'Ll • J.onn ... 

Guccessful experiences of one program rarely get translated into 

~motll(':r. program. Funding efforts often -rGs\.',lt in a program 

11 1y -f lo' ng ~:hroucrh the tric:tls and errors already exper-nom, . (~HG.. sO ~~ ::I 

i.on(~cd I 1:111 ( pcn:"mps succC!ss: 1 1 ~ fully de~i.l t with, by a comparable 

• '1 1 J ']',11lo's lo'R ITl0S't wa,~te~ul- and sbould not prouram J.n tlnth', 1('.:r oca., c . _ _ ~ • 

))0 to .. ornMiC(l. ... LL 't ] ,/. ~ W"'. ;:>1'0 confident that other attt~mpts to replicate 

In.tr~l.~cC·pt can l)ono£i(;. fl:'om the knowledyc of our mistakes. Below I 

\1<'! d.i.nc\.1.ss some of the highlights of our major problems. There 

art' lllilny dctniln, and other problems nna mis,takes that could be 

d itH~tHWed, but j 11 OU1" opinion '~hos(~ discussed below represented 

tlw mo~;t: rwrionn olHrtaclos to th(~ successful implementation of 

:! 
\ 

" 

Director is a strons) uclvoCt:rl:e of pul'u·"professioni:lJ. models and 

has stressed his cJ.dvoc1.1.cy in the l\mcr:i.c<ln PGycholoqist and in 

various professional presentutions. The ffiilin rationale for this 

bias is as follows: (1) para-professionals, if properly selected, 

trained and supervised, can be as effective as Ph.D.-level 

clinicians n and this is especially true of programs directed 

toward minority groups or unique cultural situations where the 

para-professionals are drawn from the very communities in which 

they are to work and (2) at the Selme time para-professionals 

cost far less than treatment staffs comprised of degreed profes

sionals. A para-professional can be paid rough~y half of what 

a professional in the same position would dem:md, and sti.ll re

ceive remuneration at a level highc'r than what his mnrketable 

k 'll QuId normally pro~rlo'de hlo'm m,11us, in our otJiniol1, this s lo s W v. ~ 

is not "exploitation," but on the contrary provides community 

persons wi'l:h a high status, well-paid position that also pro-

~ d b'l't It :L'S thus our position that, if vides for upwar mO:L :L-Y. 

community para-professionals are propc1~ly trained and supervised, 

b . t effect.;v .... ~s profc~,;sionl1ls in the same positions they can e JUs' as ~ ~ -

ff t ' ) and ""I\.. a CORt: to t.he tax-paycx' (possibly even more e :"oe :LVC ~, _ 

that is considerably less than thilt 0;, u. similc:tr deployment of 

professionals. HOW0vcr, it has benn onr expcricmcc over the 

thc"t it is of the utmonL :i.mpo·,-tCl.nro to be pant two years ' ... 
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f J . J'}1C1 Gn10~tjon of community para-professionals. gY:.tX.0!!l.~';1 y. C i1 r 0 tt _ ~n lo .::._ .... _ ., __ _ 

\'Ie ruco~:inizcd this fact 0:1:; the onset: but still made many mistakes. 

In order to get n better picture of these mistakes let us first 

d by '-/1:1':c11 t11e initial core of para-professionals review the procc urc y ... 

was chosen. 

The para-professional positions (the BA or caseworker 

posit.ions) wore initially advertised in a vari~ty of community 

oriented pUblications in Northeast Denver. As a result, over 

r,dxty pcrr,;;ons made application within a period of two weeks. 

The Project Director and Mr. Harold Parker, A.C.S.W., a well 

known black consultant, separately in'l:;erviewed all sixty plus 

of the npplicanto. Mr. Parker is C1 prominen-c and well liked 

professional parDon in the commun it.y. At that time he had 

been dcr:d.gnatad as one of -the originaJ. community consultants to 

Project Intercept and was Director of the Children's Division 

of '[:he IPox,t Lo~rnn ,t.1(mta I en - 1 enloe): . 1 I It1 C ~ Currently he is Associate 

Director of -I:he entire Fort Logan Mcn'l:nl Health Complex. 

lIe is \"id(~l y acc0ptec1 in the II streot cuI turc 'l of Northeast Denver 

us well us being a black highly skilled and );:nowledgeable as 

rue 'tho (tC"mnnc1s of the professional worlel. Mr. Parker rc~ra , . ~) 

thus nc('mcc:1 to be un ideal choice to in'tervicw applicants along 

wl,bl • 'II Dl~. },not1";, the chief originator of Proj(~ct Intcrcopt .. 

After each c:rppJ. ican'[: had been indcpcmdcntly i.nterviewed 

by each of these two individuals, thL'Y pooled their rankings 

and thereby derived the fifteen top individuals. Mr. Parker 

and Dr. 1<11ott previously agreed to stress the following character-

istics in their rankings: verbal assertiveness, tactfulness, 

intelligence and apparent ability to learnt degree of knowledge 

and of involvement with the street scene, and ,appare .... :lt commit-

ment to the basic goals of Project Intercept o NoW looking back 

on these criteria we can quickly determine that the door was 

wide open to a great deal of verbal manipulation by job candidates. 

The criteria were definitely biased in favor of those candidates 

with good verbal skills. Our main reasoning behind 'chese 

criteria was that in order for individuals to be successful BAs 

they were going to have '1:0 be verbally impressive and agrcssive 

individuals who could insert themselves into a vari.ety of home 

situations. They would nevertheless have to be tactful in these 

si tuations. They would cer'tainly have 'co be intelJ.i~icn'!:; und 

quick to learn as there were a number of techniques to leurn. 

We felt it extremely important that they have actual experience 

with the knowledge of thl.. street scel1t\ ( the stroot languuge, 

ana related characteristics so as to rainimizD the c.1cgrcc to which 

they could "be conned ll and thus put off by inc1ividn~ls not wanting 

to cooperate with tho program. And, we ccrtninly feJ.t that a 



1----- -
I 

':1 0 0 c1 :jol; cand i duv.! would d\.·monGtrot<~ at lc;-,.\;st some basic under-

:::tarJ/lin(J of and conmlituwnt to the basic goals of delinquency pre-

vantion ru ProjqCL Intercept. 

In tillY joh interview situation it is not uncommon for the 

npp1.i.ca,ni:. to ati..:cmpt to IIdope out ll what the prospective employer 

io loo1dng for and them to "play" the interview in such a manner 

as to prov.ido the answers that he thinks will 'please the pros-

t)ccti vo empluyor. Indeed, there is considerable research in-

di(~(J,t.ing that job interviews are unreliable ways of determining 

-L:lm beGt (Ipplicant for the position since interviews can be 

rnani.pu1ntnd, especially by persons with good v':!rt,al skills, 

n] onq linr:'B mOBt plcnsing to the prospective employer 1 some-

whnl; l:'(\qitrcllo~js of that prospective employee IS ac·tual ability 

to dol ivur ttw 9c'c..ic1s onct.: no is employed. This is not to say 

that "J.l p:r:o~;p"(;H . .v(:! r.mlployees distort interviews in this waYt 

1m:I.:. it: in n :Cui l:ly common prac'cicei and in retrospect ii: must .,. 

11(1 ncimJttL"d t.hilt t1w criteria initially utilized opened the door 

\.,t.1 <1(' open for t:hi..c; f;:lC1:oJ:' to influence st:rongly the selection of 

()f(:hn oriqina.J fifteen cnndic1atcs, ten \'lGre evon'cutllly 

m'll't'i";('d t,o f 1.11 thn initial ton 111\ po:;i l::i ons. 'J~his final round 

-G6-

detail with the projected gouls and procedures of Project Inter-

copt and the basic orien'cation to family and individual therapy 

to be utilized. Virtually all of the supervisory staff was on 

board and interacted intensively on a daily basis with the fifteen 

candidates. The supervisors then independently ranked each of 

the c3.ndidates o The ten highest ranked individuals were 

offered positions. Of these origina~ ten individuals, only five~ 

remain with the Project at this ti~ Of the five no 10n9:£.r --- ,~-.. .", .... - .~,..-...,. ----

The fifth would have been terminated but chose to resign before, 
---~ .. ----.-.".--.. '-" .-.- --~'-' .. ~ . __ . -"" '- ...... _-.... >1>;' .. .._-"-

in ~ll li1<elihood, he wou10 haye,JJE;en t?rminate,?:t Thus, the 
_-• ..---._ ...... ~ ..... ~ ____ ,_ ..... ..,,.. .. __ _ .... ~v ... ,,· •• 

five individl' "ls no longer with the Proj~Gct i.'lOre all ultimately 

rejected and all within eighteen months after they were hired. 

Of the five original BAs still with t.he Proj set, all are in good 

s·tanding. 

At IIl'tercep't, then, \'1e have a most interesting situation 

in that we have five BAs who have II si:ood the -test of time" and 

proven to be highly satisfac·tory employees, and according to the 

data, highly effcc·ti va caseworker s. In contras't:, of the original 

group of ten, five BAs proved highly incffecti~a and, all in all, 

1 III l ookinc.f tl.t the comparisons a greut disappointm<mt as e,mp oyees. 1 

""t nc'! 1.' n l~oldnr .. ! at the nc~w BAs who h(1ve between th(~;JG two groups, « .l 

replaced the tm~minatcd BAs, cc-n:tain featm:es ~jttlnc1 out d"Ctl.ma:l::icull y. 
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1 . f'] t1 C <,HHU;.1 (~( an- 10 c1(.!tJro(~ to which the person is oriented toward 

--------,-------------- ----- _."- , .... '_ ..... -.. -_.-' -' ~ .. ---.-.-----
middle! c:lr:wG work and jolJ v~lutJs or what is sometimes referred 

-.... , ..... - .. - ..... , ....... --.. '- "--~.-.... - .. ""'~~- -..- ------
~~----"'-.-------'----

to ao "the puri t~n 'Work ethnic. II There arc no Lignificant 

c1i:Cf'c:r.'mCC~G in the c1cmogr~phic characteristics of the successful 

versus unsuccessful nns. But, there are dramatic differences 

in their acquired a'l:titudes toward work and job performance. It 

in our Ol):inic)n tllat these differences are prirnarily the products 

of differentiul fUPlily experiunces in their early lives. What-

C'V(!l: thr! CUUGC is, the differences at:-e c1ru.matic. Successful BAs I 

'l:hc.mgh their early bu.ckgrounc1s were of'l:en situate~ in "the Ghetto, II 

, .. _--------_. --,-,-----~.------
lmv(~ ncc.[nired a middle clu.ss orienta :ion _to work and job perfor!:llance . .....--_.---- -
'NlOY nrc oricnt(~d 'lm'lal:d coming to wi)rk sober u.nd on ·time, attend-

:in';1 mG(\til!'l:-~ on timo, meoting job c::pectations, and looking at 

a lJOst-lible route to status and upward mobility. 

In t~ontra~.t:, unnt1ccossful 131~s 'VIore not only deficient in the above 
.r 

chart1(,~tc'ri~Jl::i.cr~ l'ml: 'l:l~'1dr~c1 to resent:. even mild forms of supervision, ., <" -" .... ,..,. ..... ,.,..,...~----.-...... . ,4--,... .. __ -- ... ---..-... ____ _ 

-----. 
tJml. in, tlwy t(>nd<,'d to r,~s(>nt even mild fOlTLts of supervision cmd 

-..., ... , ........... ..!,-~ .... ~..... ·~--""-... - ____ 4 ._ ... ~'_ .... ______ ....-__ 

('H<Flt fI'rl in }afhb'r fnqt} :i n their a tt(~Ii1pt::; to u.void having to carry 
'-~ _____ ~ " M ___ ._~-____ --------~ _____ ~ ______ • __________ · 

out ~l\lP('~i'v:i [i\.)r.Y~~rtL1::J.1.Cl:.i~c F·. 'rhay cm<Jn~JC~d in t1 high frequency 
.,.... '1' M lr~-~~~ ._" 

of vl"'l,"'htl nmu:i. pt,\ ,~l'.ionl..~ ,HH1 rationo.lizlJ. t.l.on~j 1.'-0 excu se their in-

abou·t the simple meeting 0:1: basic job requireJnt'nts, o.g., 9C't'l:ing 

to work on time, keeping c.tn appointment that Ims bC~(!l1 previously 

made, answering one l s telephone cu.lls, meeting ''lith one's team 

j 
leader o~ weekly basis to report as to the progress of cases, 

etc. This factor generated a great deal of resentment toward 

the unsuccessful BAs on the part of BAs who later turned out 

BAs, the unsuccessful BAs were "running a verbal con game tl on 
,.._~ .. _-.•• --~'.'" ..,.- .... _ .... ,. ~ ".' ___ .. ,'" ...... _... ..... ., ..• ~~-.-, .. -~ "". - ..... , -<._. ..' ,_ .. _ .... ~.,., '.~ •••• "'~c~." ..•. _ 

their predominately whi'l:e s}.!p'ervisors and consequently getting 
___ ~ __ ~ .... ~ ...... _._'"_,... .~ .• ,-.... ~··-"'''--__ ·n_.".,." .' ... _, ........ ''". ___ •. ~ "'''' ... ~, .... ,lo 

away with doing little work and making little contribution to the 
- ...... , ... -~. 'h_ ~"'" ..... _. _.- ~ •••. --- ,~. - ...... ~." -. -',' ~ ... _,.... ._ ... ~_." • • ....... " ...... 

Project while receiving the same pay and related benefits u.s _4 .... ,,··· .. ~ ... ~_r ... _ ........ ~._ .. ,,_ .... ~ .. ,,, ....... ,. _~_ ........... ~~ .... _ .. _ .............. , .... _._ .. _~,,~ ... ~+ •• _, .. _._ .... ~ __ , .... ,.,_ ... _ .'.~ .. c_ 
those BAs who were making a conscientious effort. " This caused 
..... _" .... ' , ... ~ •. ~.- , .. ,,'" ... _- .- ... - .... -. __ ~ ... ,... _ ...... ..,-•• - •• - ---~- ... "---.. ~ . __ ... __ ",. '''''~d_<_>_. ~,,"_ .,.,- . 

much resentment, subsequent formation of cliques, aild in-fighting 

among the BAs, which in turn negatively influenced the entire 

staff and operation. 

Attempts by whi-te supervisors to be lfunderstu.ndingJl of the 

problems or:.. the unsuccessful BAs GxaspeJ:."u.tr~d the tensions among 

the BAs. A-t first, whi'ce supervisors tendud to attribut.e the 

difficulties of the wlsuccessful BAs to (1) previous lack of 

experience with midc11c:! class work stu.ndards and (2) ~ supposed 

inability of the w;litc~ s~pervisors to communicate a.nd u:lc1erstand 

the position of the black person. This lltea anc1 sympnthyll 

approu.ch often i):ritai.:ec1 the succc'ssfl!l BAs as tlwy perceived 

the white admLnistrntors as JldupC's" who were pL:tying in{:o the 
II 
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4 t' f thu 111\ •• (later tcrminat.cd) to come to work on (Jt,!,; 'J.ng (:;n r.,) 0; ._ h.) 

l"rhluYf,. 'rhin Bh wOl1ld rarr·ly work on Fridays, or, if she 

l 'd tc)' work on a Friday, she would spend most of the day (' J.' c:omn -

on hm: lunch hour and ClsGorted coffee breaks. This BA was ver

bally aqgrfHwivc and able to intimidute most supervisors. 

( , ~. ' upon tn:r-mJ.no. ~l.on, she threatened the lives of Dr. Knott 

. 'f :1 1 'ld ) After several confrontations on and h1D W1'C ane C11 reno -

thj n mat.tm:' I GIl<' informod the supervisor that he obviously did 

no\;. tilmdQrntund hlack people" bccause it was customary for blacks 
<lo 

nol~ to work on l!"ridays. Th~_,.~.upc.:rvisor ,was a.$:~9nisbed.,at :this, 

hut it t(')ok 11:1m ~v.~ar.l:y n month b0.foro hi, i=:horouqhly checked trd s 

c~cm'l:cm,t:i on em1=. \'lith Oth81: black Oli\ployee,~. The fact that he would 

pv(~n p;u·t.:ially fttll for nnch a conb")ntion did nothing to increase 

tlw (~~:tt'('m of: v:h.i.tQ Gll'porvi.r:mrs in the eyes of those BAs who in 

fu(:t W('1·~\.".rnil1<:i n~r a f}ub;'.d:nntial effort. 

.. ~~"" 'lJcr tha· 'I,· commllnibr programs have T t :1. B 1 mpn1':' \~;nn c. \:.0 renK'H." - ~ .z 
,.,. ... ,.. _,,,."',"" •• r",,,,"' .... ___ , .. ' 

n Id.!i'l'()}'y of lwi.nq nloppiJy J:-un with ~ittle o~,.r.:?,_~~~<?unta?.~l.~!:Y_ 
~~~:"...-,~,"tvp,_~ .• ,,,, _..f.S- __ ':-"'''''' ____ ,<~, ' •• u. .... .. - .. ,,-...-. __ ..... 

hn,i I \.' 1 n'l.".o 1:!1i:Ji\;:_, l~('r)(.'a1.:edly r . we .1,mv,':) cncoun'tel.~ed atti t~1Clc$on,_ 
," ." .... .,;--"" .. <-:)I«,_"'"'.M0>1<1' •• .. , 

thp p;:n'\' of mWl'> l"'l'~;ons i~1. mip.ority comm::r:itie.:=>~ ~.h~:~.?J,?v~r,P~.C.12t 
" """ "". Ii ",.'e',.·',...,... .• "". , ... ",,,-...• , .... , .... - . -, 

fmHJ\'d c(~mm\lnity pl~o9rams uro (?s~;cntial1y , 
"', '. "" • ,., ~"''' .. "" ... c" • - ~. ~ 
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II r ip-offs," (attelTIp-ts by the government to buy off minorities), 
~-~~-< -.... "'" ... ~. '-'------, ""'~"'-~"~~" 

and that minority persons who work in such .r:rograms generally 
- "-~ .. y_ .. -~"'"'-"-T-"~+-"~"""""" - ..... _ .... ~ ,-- ,- ~.,... -- .... -. ... .. " . , -. ~~ ... 

do not have ·to wor]~ __ ~~~~_ .. ~~ __ ~c:.~.l:~~.j::l .. ~_h?i.:._J_Ob~ The degree 
.,...~ ~ __ ... __ ... _., __ ...... _" ... ;u" •• ·-·~",· ... ~~ ~ 

to which this perception is accurate is of course open to de-

bate, but in our experience it is widely held in components of 

minority communities. Some of our BAs had previous experience 

working in government funded programs. They thus brought these 

expectations to Project Intercept, and, in all honesty, in its 

first few months of operation Intercept was loose enough in 

organization to reinforce these expectations. Thus, as Inter-

cept administration slowly but stea.dily IItighten&d the screws" 

'" 
and thereby demanded accountabili.ty on t.he par't of all staff, 

these particular individuals were extremely agitated. It has 

been often expressed to us from casuul ~'J8ervers working in other 

community progrnms, 'chat the degree to which effort and account-

ability are demanded of Intercept ernployees is something they ... 
have not seen in other such programs. One of our BAs, who had 

had previous experience running a. govornment funded community 

program, can recoun"!:: by th~ hour "horror tales ll of employees 

. 
disappearing for days and then demanding full pay and bc..'coming 

quite angry if confronted on the matter by a supervisor. In-

cic1r.n'ts similnr to this in fact occurred in the fi1"st s:i x months 

of the operation of Tll"tr.!rccpt. TId fi 1 linB, ~lld its vrtriotls 
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ramificnt:i.orlS, .i.o a cruciul factor tlUl{ nLUst be deQlt with in 

tho succo:JtJfuJ. impl()rnentntion of a community progrQm. 

ThOG('~ BAs who came in·to InJer.9.sp.t.~:i·i:I:._ al1:.9.:r:~~~!:~·~i<?_~_ 
,....-....---""...,.-",."..--...-.. , .... ,.. .. ,.,...' ._"', .- +,~ , 

t.o mic1c1J.'c cl<lfw V?.o.;rk.,valuc.s.c:xperienced little difficulty in 
.. ' ~- ; ...... -~.' 

coping with the growing expectations and increased structure 

of Intercept operations. In actuality, they supported, often 

c:nthusiastically, the increased structure and .accountability. 

Thci.r irritation was about equally divided between those BAs 

I • rob" who were lrunnl.ng nu ers and the white administrators who in 

varying degrees were susceptible to such numbers. 

In contrast, slowly but surely it became clsar to Inter-

copt administ.ration that the BAs stil:!. identified with the 

valtlC~ sys·t.nm of the 11 street scene" \Vt~~'c often unreliable and 

j,n(~ffcctive employees. A major compo:tent of the "street scene" 

va] uo ~;y~)tmll is the degree to which the individual can be 

• II • nun,l'crs l1 or "~·".;11"'J·.ng a con Jl on "whitey." successful 1n runn1ngw ~u .• 

IlOWOVCl: I running u con is by no means lind:tcd to whitey. On 

many occafJiol1s Intercept administration engaged community 

] ~ t· ~'l'Cl rCfl1)ected monilior fJ of the minori ty community C011 f.H,l •• (:(').11 -: S ~.... c 

to induco the cooperution of chose BAs who were not i.n u:t~tompb) 

he:i.n~i holpful to the implemcntu·tion of the Proj ect. These efforts 

i llvnrinl)] y fuilt"d ~H; these particular BAs would be stimUlated 

to nn tWC\l1 mOl':"e nophisticntod "numh'1''' on their brothers and 

uir;{:.'~rf1. Connj. 11 l J, :i ru;t('ad of workin0, W,H; simply un osi.:u.blished 
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way of life for these individunls. After the first year of - ._-"'-_ .. --... " ..... ., ... "' ..... , "- .. -
operation we; discovered that t}~<? r:g~arEest r~t9s .... ()~.){oungsters 
~'" ' ---------- --.-., .... -.... ~. ~ '-

being treated by the_ .. ):1n3~.ll,.~.c~:§i.sfu.l Br:s.._!:~.~. more than twice that 
_.0"'- _ .... _ .... ______ ...... __ ~--.----.~.'. . ..... 

of the youngsters being treated by the success.f.:l~. !:3~.~:/-The 
...•. ---.-_ .... _ .. _--- . __ ..•..... -._._ .... _ ... __ ... _ ... _---. __ .... _---- .............. . 

successful BAs experienced the same frustrations and difficulties 

as the unsuccessful BAs, and in our opinion were not any more 

effective in communicating with troubled youngsters, but through 

sheer tenacity and willingness to learn from the experience of 

others they were able to show definite progress in their case-

loads. Therapy is often glamorized but in actuality it is mainly 

hard work. Tenacity is a crucial ingredient to any.o\ successful 

therapist. The unsuccessful BAs lacked the drive, tenacity, 

. willingness to deal with frustration in tough cases, and 

willingness to learn from others characteristic of good ther-

. apists. In our opinion, then, the mos'l: crucial difference between 
.. ___ ~'U<II. __ ~.._,,..---...... ...-....... -............::f'"--... ~ .. Jt - .... ""'*..--t-~t ... ""'--~ ...... _ .... .........--1".'.,. .... ~. ,~., \'''''f'~,. , ......... _, .. _ .... _ 

the successful and unsuccessful BAs wa~; tha.t successful BAs had . 
'"----____ ._ .. J* _----"'-..... ~ ................... - .. '.'f"I" .... ,....,"~. ---~ ...... ,~ ..... ,,-,'-.-.,~ - . , .... ,----,-~.;--" 

experienced, even grown up, in the street culture, but had re-
_____ -------......--- .. _~ ',.. .... nJT~ ..... >(, ... ~ ... = .. "'I"_ ........ ,-. .. "'~rfO .... 'tt.'~ , ............ _t ..... ~ ---------------------

jected some of its basic value components and adopted middle class 
-------
work values instead. In contrast, unsuccessful BAs were still 
-------------------

strongly identific(1 with the vctlues cHld styles of the stJ:eet culture. 

This statement will no Goube ))n offensive to some people, but it in 

fact has been our expCl~icncc and observation. 

Second to tr:muci t:y a s1.lCcessful th(~l~;lPi st mt nt havu an open 

----------------~---------------::----,;;; ~,d. lIe must bo willing to uc1mit m:l [·~tcl1~(!B, .md I'htu; learn from 
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th(~m, and be ab Le {:o b~~9~ t).l<?.-!~!ifi~i.l}(.QS Gn.d......cx.PJ::u::.i..EJ1l£~ __ 

of others. This was the second major factor that clearly dif-
.,,--. 

ferent:i.atcd between successful and unsuccessful BAs. The 

successful DAs had these characteristic.s whereas the unsuccess-

ful BAs were (,f·ten resistant to (l) admitting and learning 

from mistakes that they had made, (2) looking at 'the possibility 

that other approaches could be more advantagc~us than the one 

they were utilizing, and (3) receiving instructions from the 

far more experienced supervisors. When a person cannot admit 

to mistakes, personal shortcomings, and the possibility of better 

alternatives, he simply is cutt.ing himself off fi:."om learning 

and subsequent growth. UnfortunateJy, ~.cspite repeated efforts 

by peers and supervisors, the unsuccessful B~e were characterized 

by this lack of personal grow'th. 

A minor factor in these consideration s, but one \v11ich may 

be of help to other community progrt illS, was our lack of success 

in the employment of the "professior',al minority person." There 

seam to be a reservoir of indivJ.duals who have a long history of 

moving from one govcrnmen'c funded PJ~o~p:-am to another. They 

rarely stay more thu.D R year or ,two \d th any particular program. 

Their main involvement in thcscprogramn secoms to be the 

expression of thc-ir perc(~ptions of t~he rights and feelings of 

the particulur minor ity cuJ.turl~ they represent. At: least in our 
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experience ·they do not fJ,eelU VCJ~y l1iotivnl..c. ... ll towaru mi:.\k:in~J Cl st:l~ong, 

dCly-·to-day work contribution to the progrum. 'l'hree of the five 

unsuccessful BAs, but none of the successful Bl\s, could be 

categorized as II professionCll minority persons. 1I Obviously 

this is a small sample, and, no doubt, such persons can make 

valuable contributions to programs in the sense of sensitizing 

administrators to unique problems of minorit.ies. But, on the 

basis of our admittedly small sample and limited' experience, 

we would recommend that community based programs thoroughly 

evaluate persons with such backgrounds before making the decision 

to hire or not. 

In the second year of operation a different approach to 

the hiring of BAs, and for' that matter all s':::aff members, wa3 

developed. For example, when a BA position became aV1:dl<1ble, 

applicants, in addition to filling out. a standard application 

form, also had to provide letters of x:econm181dat:ion from their 

past three, immediate wor}( supervisors. It is not unusual to re-

ceive over one hundred applications wit:hin three weeks after a 

position opens. But, we find that only a small percentage of 

this number, some'times less. than 20, can in fact provide letters 

of recommendation from theil; past thrc(~ sUP<:~l:'vi sor s. rllhese 

letters are scrutinized by the Director only af·tor. thr~c hu.vebeen 

received. If there are indications in the letters of a past 

history of irresponsil1:i.lity on the job then that 
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applicant is not interviewed. This is the only factor lo~ced 

for in this initial survey. This process usually results in 

about half of the applicants being eliminated. rrhus, of an 

original one hundred and t.wenty applicants, twenty may be able 

to provide the required letters of recommendation, and of those 

twenty, ten may meet this first criterion and then be called 

in for interviews. In the interviews the Director, Team Leaders, 

and a random selection of BAs look for any other indications of 

poor habits or a'ttitudes as regards basic job expectancies and 

requirements. Other fac'tors observed in interviews are the 

degree to which the individual is verbally skil1 r:ul, intelligent, 

eager to learn, open minded, and generally asse~rtive. Each 

interviewer independently ranks the applicant and submits his 

rankings to tho Directol.". ThG Director then mak8s the final 

OGcision as to thG hlO-four applic<:mts asked in ::or a second round 

of interviows~ and he makes the final decision a3 to the one 

individual who is hired. Obviously, this process greatly increases 
Jt' 

the probability of hiring an individual who has demonstrated 

throu~:I.h his p; .. f:~ GXl?eri~c~ that ho in fact has a commitment 

to good work values as well as openness to learning, good inte11i-

gence, and goo(l verbal skills. We feE!l that we have come a long 

way in our ability to Guccessfu1ly pick good candidc:ttes for 

positions. Wo Clre extremely plcu.G(:d, actually tickled, with the 

high qUCllity of om:- present BAs. Ho f(~el that we now have 
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considerable insigh't u.s to the pnr't:Lcu}.<:tr comhinc:tU.on of 

characteristics thc:t't makes for a highly effective casoworker. 

A factor we feel important, although we cannot yet document it, 

is that successful BAs have had a greater degree of successful 

family Gxperiences than those not successful. The successful 

BAs, either in their past, or in their present circumstances, 

have enjoyed or are enjoying some successful family-home sit-

uations of' their' own. This did not seem true in any respect 

for those BAs not successful. It stands to reason that if one 

is a successful family therapist, he may be even more effective 

in this role if he himself has had at least some successful 

experiences in him own family situations. This is a factor we 
~ 

intend to investigate more thoroughly in the time to come. 

At least blO c~:iticisms can be leveled against the above 

procedure. It migh'c be said that Intercopt looks for "Uncle 

Toms" in its job-hiring policies. Our main response to this would 

be to invite the one making the criticism to spend some time 

with our BAs. It is beyond our comprehension that anyone could 

consider these bright, mature, highly rosponsible and assertive 

individuals to be "Uncle rl10ms". They are not obeisu.nt and 

passive but rosponnible, conunittcd inc1ividuc:tls willing to stand 

on tho mGrits o:E their work. 

Second, it might be' snid that the ~1bove procedure if.> not 

fair to young p(}rSOl10 . A por.son sb:ai~Jht out of hiC;h ochool 

'''7"/-
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. l' ~l-~. )-:'].Y twnl~tJ·.es, mirr_ ht be a·t some disadvantage or college, or :Ul 13. f3 '''< _ _ I '..) 

in that th1:oe lot·tors of recommenc1u.'tion are required from the 

immediate past work experiences. A young person might not have 

had three or even two past: supl'~rvisors. In all honest:y it must 

be stated that this procedure does in fact discriminate 

against young persons. However, this factor has been present 

at Project Intercept since its inception. Th~ youngest BA at 

Intercept was a man 25 years old at the time of his hiring. 

He was later terminated. Most of the BAs are in their late 

. d ft' . rnlle Director of I ni;;..ercept , twenties, thirtJ.es, an or-J.es. J. 

and one of its co-founders, Mr. James Y?J,':19.su;_w:.eJ~l~.,,_oJ:u?gr~_CL. . .-
...... 1'*" 1ft 

over a period of several ye~.~_'t:_I:~~~~,~~,c,<:,~~:c"pe.D'y.§!X~]lv.Q..ni*~.-> 
---"~ ______ '_;l"'''_''_,_''' 

Court under 25 years of age tended _~_o _!?_~ .:.?l_~:tiy~ly._t1n..s.1JC!,<;.€?s.§:::._,-, 
, .... --'--"~-- -'---"-~'-- .... '* .... "".~ .... "" - .. -"' .... ~-. -- ..... _- ~ ._--

ful in their efforts. These officers tended to readily identify 
.... -.-...., ... ~ ... "'- ._-------,.c<.~"'" "' .• _, ....... ,..,.-

h . b'r:: expeJ:-ienced difficulty with the youngsters under t cJ.r care, ~ 

in understundil".I.g the problems and frustrntions of the youngsters' 

parents. ~Most of the young officers seemed to be still experiencing 

a significant degree of "late adolescent rebellion" in their 

relationships with 'cheir own parents, wh.i.ch subsequeni:ly led to 

rendy identification, or more accurately over-identification, 

wi.'ch the youngnt.crs in ·theiJ:- ch;:trgc.. ']1h':)8e probation officers 

oft(m antagonizcd the pa:t:en'l:s in their c;l.seloads ,to the point 

of hOBtili·cicn. 'rhin kind of fnc'cor is ('leath to any vnlid attempt 
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ut family therapy. In our opinion it is of tho utmost importance 

that the family therapist maintain his neutrality between the 

par~nts and the child. To the degree that the therapist over-

identifies either with the parent or child and becomes his or 

her advocate, to thatdegree he loses his ability to bring about 

valid and lasting changes in that family. For these reasons, we 

have deliberately shied away from young pers0l1s and have instead 

sought those individuals who seemed to have a good understanding' 

of the viewpoints, p)..)blems and frus·tra'cions of both parents 

and their children. We think it very helpful for the family 

therapist to be a parent himself, as there is nCl~greater provider 

of first hand knowledge of the fears, hopes and frustrations that 

most parents experience than to be a parent oneself. We do not 

require that BAs are parents but he must be able to demonstrate 

that he understands the viewpoint of the parent as well as that 

of the child. 
". 

Problem 2: The Supervisors: To Be or Not to Be: As indicated 

above, a seriol"ls difficulty has been the fruntration experienced 

by supervisors :. ;)omc aspects of -cheir rolatiofwhipl': with 

sev J: a. . • _ W J.. e 
A 1 BAs TI-'.~ T.Tere ).' nc'; don·ts of o1.rf.::right inFJUbordination, 

refusal to meet or 8ven grant: the rno~;t basic job duties and re-

qll.irem~mts, and flagrant abl.wcs, such as indivic1unls corning to 

work c1runk, di::;nppcaring for clety., \Nil:hout oxplanation, and/or 

engaging in ill ('CJc~l actj vi'l:ies in clclf;c proxim:i.l:y to Proj <.~ct 
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hcueJqunrtcro. Attempts by :;:upcrvison; t.0 eJcal directly with fairness it must be strongly emphasi~ed that by no means 

thc!(1C problems were sometimes met with further subterfuge and on was this "lone by all BAs. . It was after a year's time th2lt 

occr.wio~ with outright hostility. It must be stated that in we began, to see that 1 t \'las primarily the reaction of those 

varying degrees the supervisory staff were somewhat intimidated BAs who were negligent jn their basic job duties. However, 

by certain BAs. This is a disasterous situation as no organization it to01c time to "dope this out"; and in Jche meantime supervisors 

cun function efficiently if superviGeea can intimidate, and sometimes found themselves on the defensive in regard to subtle 

ovurrun their, Gupervirmrs. Supervi£~or::j of'l:c~n' exper Cilced con- and sometimes not so subtle implications of racism. That this 

fliet, n.s on thn one hand i:.hey certain' y '\ mted basic, minimum was at all a factor was surprising in that one of the chief 

1i'1 lel the' VIC )~(' vul- criterion in the selection of supervisors was that. their back-

nCl:c.ible to manu'.2'Vc!l."S ded.g ~ed to indu~ ; "villi tc.~ gui1'; II (;,n6 there- grounds verified a strong commitment to equal opportunity and 

" " by place them on the defensive. '1'11e problem was not due to the other non-discriminatory practices and values. Neverthe1ess t 

supervisors bein,' . nexperienced. All bu"'c one of them had had in the firs·t year there was considerab1e~testing of ·the super-

extensive supervisory experience. Tv:O of them had had more than visors by a variety of minori·ty staff members. 

tan years of experience supervising stud~nts, interns and resi- The above factor, however, has T'lorked :i.t sc}.c through in 

donts 2lt the University of Colora.do 1·iec1ica1 Center. These were a highly positive m2.nner. Supervisors continually have modeled 

situa·cions. where supervisees were highly oriented toward working t.he values.,. and expectations that they hold for their supervisees, 

for tho approved of their supervisors in an already established, they have repeatedly made attempts to sit down and problem-solve 

highly professionnl atmosphere. Nona of the supervisors WilS and thoroughly communicate with supervisees, and in all honesty, 

roal1y prcFnrec1 for the situation 'l:1wy encountered at Intercept. perhaps most important of all, \.1nSUCC :!ssfu1 BAs h2lve becriter-

A factor that oftnn emerged was that, differences of opinion 

bcbvem"t a snpcn: vi:~or. and a Gupcl:vis0.u I whlch in the supervisor IS 

minated and replaced by mature, respo1sible individuals. Also, .' 

I throughout the first two years Project administration repeatedly 

mineJ \Van stl~ictly ,1 matter of :iob 17equirC'mcmt, were readily introduced more structure, more systC'm tl.nd morC'- contingcncios 

trnnB~ut0d into Qinority versus non-mi.nority issues. In all into di'ly-to-day procodurc!s and :j ob cx·)('ctancien. Subscqucmtly, 

I. 
-fH-
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at thr~ prc~.i(mt timo tT\orn,lc and pl':'oc1uctivity are high cmc1 observers 

of rclntion:.;hips bub·wen Team IJcac1ers and super.visee:=; invariably 

conclud() that tht!y 1:l.l:U highly posi ti ve and bascu on mut.nal respect 

1 ~ 1 J '1 . g SlltJervisory staff no longer hesitate to place ane mu~ua~~~n .. 

, 'd to hold th8!U acco\l.ntable for job cX1?(!ctanCl.(~B on SUpCrVl.BeeS an 

~ . t' 7t I.'R our experience that a permissive approach, ~CS1~.mn 'l.Cm.B. .J.. ~ 

even with Lmcccrwfully oriented BAs, is not pr<?ductive. A problem-

solving ( task oricnta'l::ion. with clear cut expectancies and con

tingc'!11cios should always be the goal. A great deal of pain 

could have been avoided if supervisors had had a more structured 

situation in. which to supervise. Unfortunately, wost community 

d m;'llY tl~.e,atn:'ont programs do no·t work on the basis of progl:'tuns an'.. ,.,-

sound mul'lngerh1.l principles and structure. It i~3 our strong 

bo.licf: tbat t;ound management pr.inciples must be utilized in 

c:~()mmullity trcHrtr,l'.mt programs if they 2.re '\::0 be succossful. If 

such principles lire combinc~d \,7i th good selection of para~profess-

iomllr3 th011 the proqr.am h;:l~, (), solid found;d:.ion on which t.o build. 

rJ~o an outn:i.du onwrvor, t]tis }"o-Y .::tll <lPi.J0t~r. quite sC}.f-evident 

nnd O1W mis;ht. wonc1cl= why nonnd management. pri.nciples \.,ere not 

, 1 f" I. J III ~ctl..lal fuel:, from the first uti.l:Lznd .111 tw ·:1.rrrc p.<lCG. '-'-

011 1 ('.Ol)('ln·b~d (':!ffort by th(~ supervisor.y f.:~t.aff and Director ~: wre WiH, i. 

01· l' '). t1.11' r: diroct.ion, but: , it proved no easy process ·to move ~:o movo I , 

n.lon'1 ,illCh l:inp~;. The mc:,<i or impedimrm'i· \Vas the l:"0.curri I1g ·threat 
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or implied threat of racial disruption \v:i.thin the organization. 

This \'las a tactic continually rosorted to by thosc BAs who have 

now been terminated, and in some ways it was a highly effective 

technique. The Director WGll kl',e,'l that racial disruption with 

resulting adverse publicity had the potential to damage severly 

.the Project's possibilities ,for refunding on a year-to~year 

basis. Particular BAs were also well aware of ' this fact and used 

it to gO'1d advantage. At each point that new structure (i.e., 

.managemen t systems approach) was implemen'!:ec1 there was a pred:Lctable 

uproar by ce.rtain individuals. Each of these implementations was 

designed to make all staff membe:t~s more accountabie in 'cheir work, 

but the reaction of ;some individuals to i:;.hese steps was to threaten 

racial disharmony in an attempt to intimidate the Director into 

rescinding the direc·tive. Thi s, for awhile was a constant struggle, 

However, at the pre sent it is clear that Intercep't administra-

tion has had its ~ay; Intercept is well on the way to being run 

on a highl.y systema·tic and sound management basis in which 

accountability is built into virtually every function of the 

program. 

] 3 Gripes, Complaints, and Cligues: as regards morale Prob .em: !: ._ 

&nd productivity,. a factor of major importanc~ has been the 

ways in which employee complaints and gricvcmces were handled. 

Here we are re£orring to complaints of one employee against an-

other, as well as complaints of an employee directed towards a 
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c;up(~rvi~,or or to'Vw.rd organizational structure and/or policy. There were several f t '-ac'-ors contributing to thi~ ~ process. First, 

We often mishandled complaints in the first eighteen months of 
for the most part it was brought about by those employees who 

were not properly performing their J' ob f -unct-ions and who were 

using the mechanism of projection in attempts to place respon-

I, 
oporat.io

n 
and ·I::.his contributed to some of the internal divisive-

nCH.H.l (Jxpcricncuu c11..lring that time. 'rhe mishandling of complaints 

helpc.>d to reinforce the efforts of those employees who were more sibility for their d f' , e-1C1ts onto other persons. S econd , as we 

interested in creat.ing Ilcauses celebre" than in fulfilling job were e~entually ~o le~rn, much of this act~vity was fomented 

f Ul1ptions. by o~e individual, a person who happened to be, the only supervisor 

A major mistake was to allow an employee to voice a,com-
from the minority backgrou~d. She especially frcused her efforts' 

plaint agains·t a fellow worker in open s'taff meet:ings. Before 

we fully realized what was going on, this had become a sort of 

on a particular minority 1 emp oyee who happened to be of Spanish 

surname whereas she, the ' supervlsor, was black. Th' , 1S lntroduced, 

established procedure by "!'"hich one employee woul..? attack another 
for the first time, the element of Black "'ersus v C11icano friction 

without first making at'tempts to engage the other employee in into the Project. Third, at the ~tart of 1974 a new factor was 

a positive prol)lem-sol ving manner. Occasionally, these attacks 
added in that Educational Staff and B,?-\,s became an'cagonis'l:ic toward 

would result in the entire staff meeting becoming transformed 
each other and a great deal of mistrust developed. The antagon-

into a II sensitivity-encounter ll group therapy session. We de-
isms and unfoldi,ng drama between Educational Staff and BAs have 

libcratoly at'tempted to stay away from this format as it was our been described in some detal'l 1'11 . prevlous reports. Essentially, 

Cl.:pcriG;Xlce that such a mode of personal interaction and "therapyll 
Educational Staff was aware that . certa1n BAS were not meeting 

was genqrally unhealthy and unproductive. Nevertheless, we found, 
their job requirements as ,they related to cooperation with the 

from time to time, the entirc staff being seduced into these 1ese s were often tardy in bringing educational program. Tl BA 

ncgi;"ltivc in thClt P170blem-so].ving did not occur, but many in-

their. youngsters in' for testing, were not esp . 11 eCla y cooperative 

in making sure that their youngs.te'~s were ~ meeting attendance 

kinds of activities. The effects of such activities were usually 

sinuations as regards the motives, morals, and character of in-

d
' . d]. rc oXl""re sed Nce"lesc; to s"'y, thec:;e tlopen expressions

tl 

1 Vl li.n s Vvc, 1 .J l." S. u ~ u. ~ 

requirements of the Intercept school c'tr' r -. The Educational Staff 

\ . 't' k' t did'not contrLbuto to a pOS1-~VC wor' env1ronmen-. 

began to express antagonisms in various ways, \ including engaging 

, 
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in brl.ck-l).i.tin~I' which rcr,H.t1tcd in reciprocal back-bi,ting. By 

the apring of 1974, despite repeated efforts on the part of the 

Director and some sup0rvisory staff to provide workable solutions 

to the problem, the antagonisms reached a point where there was 

t de"'l of divisiveness within'the Project. These problems a grnu' .... 

did not to'tally resolve themselves until certain BAs were ter

rnina,fcd from the Proj eet and the supervisor referred to above left 

1 d As a result of these personnel changes, the on 1er O~l accor • 

rclu't:.ionship between BAs and Edur:ationa1 Staff are now quite 

positive, and there are no indications of divisiveness on the 

A 

horizon. 'l'here were, ho'wever, other steps taken by the Director 

thnt hud the effect of significantly reducing these antagonisms 

und cmuendcring cooperativeness among the various employees. 

These steps were: 

. . 

(1) Definite procedures were developed for employees 

~to follow in registering a complaint against another 

employee. Those steps were spelled out in the Manua1_ 

of Personnel Practices which was put into effect in 

May, 1974. These steps are so designed th~t if an 

employee fails to follow them, his complaint cannot 

bo ofi:iciul1y reco~Jnized or dealt with. Complaints 

must bo rcqintcred in writing to the designated indi-

. d 1 tIle D4 red:.or must receive copies of all such v~' ua, , ..... 
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complaints, and definite time limits are set within 

which there must be a response or the whole mpttcr 

dies. If there is a response, then prob1em-so1vin:g 

meetings mu~t be held within a designated time span, 

and if negotiations' still do not bear fruit, the 

Direc"tor has the perogr..\tive of making a final de-

cision on the matter. All such matters become a part 
'. 

of the peisonne1 files of the individuals and if repeated 

complaints in a particular area arise, the Director 

may take further action, e.g., placing the person on 

probation. If the Director or supervisor has complaints 

agains"t a supervisee, and verbal discussions have not 

borne fruit, then the supervisor is obligated to put 

the complaint, plus a reconul1enclat,ion on how to resolve 

it, i~writing to the supervisee and a copy to the 

Director. If there are recurrences of the matter 

"'the employee may be put on probation by the Director. 

The probation specifies complaints, specific steps to 

remedy the complaints, and a time limit during which 

the complaints must be remedied. Probationary statements 

normally include the notification that if the complaints 

are'not satisfactorily remedied the individual will be 

terminated at the end of the probationtlry period. 
,# 

There are many other details on thene various procedures, 
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nnd their rnmifications, contained in the Manual. 

'l'hcse procedures have had a very positive impact on 

the 'internal workings of the organization as they 

have literally forced employees to follow definite 

grievance procedures. We first attempted exortations 

to employees to confront each other on g:-ievances, 

,~ face-to-face, and work them out in'a problem-solving, 

mature fashion. We found that these exortations had 

minimal effect. In contrast, a definite set of pro-

cedures which must be followed by all employees has 

had a highly positive effect. 

(2) 8in('e the first year of ope':-ation Intercept admin-

istrators have made a determined effort to keep all 

staff meetings on a problem-solving, task-oriented 

basis and to make sure that such meetings are not 

used by a particular employee as a grievance session 
or 

or to turn the session into a "group encounter session." 

Complaints and grievances must be handled through the 

established proceduresi otherwise they are not ackhow-

led~Jad. This has had a salubrious effect on staff and 

training sessions. For the past several months these 

scssions htlve been conducted in a highly business like, 

profc.~ss:i.onal manner which has been 
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impressive to the large number of observers from 

other agcmcies who have visited during such scssions. 

(3) The Project Director made sure that, in the development 

of the Manual, steps were outlined which specified 

or 

procedures for him to follow in thehandling of his 

grievances or problems with 0mployees. In the first 

year the Director tended to handle most personnel pro

blems on an informal, verbal basis: After awhile, it 

became clear to him that some of the statements, reassur-

ances, and implications of these informal verbal inter-

plays were later distorted and/or misrepresented by the 

employee. Fortunately, nothing of a ~erious nature 

was involved in these distortions but it \"as enough 

to shock the Director into taking steps to make sure 

that nothing serious developed. Therefore, he implemented 

a series of procedures whereby his complaints or problems 

with employees followed these steps. First, the Director 

would attempt to work the problem out with the employee 

in a strictly ver'b'c~l manner h h d '1 .< I I as e a prev~ous y. 

Second, if the first step failed to correct the sit-

uation then he presented the employee with the com-

plaint in writing with specified steps as to how the 

en~loycc could rcmcdJ." the S~~ll(-.ltl.'on. T}11.'rd 'f th ..... " 1.. . e 
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second stop failed to correct the situation, then a 
, .. 

more invoJ.vcd written statement: was prescni:ed to the 

employee in the form of a proba'tionary sta tement with 

a time limit affixed '1:0 it wit.hin which the employee 

must correc'l: t.he situation. At this stage, the em .... 

ployee as well as the Direct.or was requested to sign 

the statement after he fully unders'tood it. Fourth, 

if the third step did not correct the situation, the 

employee was automatically terminated at the end of 

the probationary period. In this way, the employee 

receives full ano, fair warning of anyotcomplaints or 

problems, and is provided wi tl1 concrete steps to 

correct the situation, and is provided with a reason-

able time limit in which to work out the problem. 

In this manner, both the rights of the employee and of 

". 
the employer can be protected. 

(4) In the latter half of 1974, the Project Director 

implemented a procedure whereby every employee is 

evaluated once every three months, at the first of 

April, July, Oct.ober, and January. A detailed 

evaluation form has been worked out for each set. of 

0111ployecs. Each super.visor mus'I: fill out 1:he form and 

dcf(~nd his rankinSJs, 'w:lth data wherever possible, to 
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the Pro]' "'c'I: D'r~G.·I:o'~ 1 ef t} ] . ~ ~ ~- ~ ) ':ore 10 ran(~ngs arc approved. 

The Project Director fills out forms on supervisors. 

These forms are then presented to each employee by his 

supervisor and discussed thorol1g11ly. Those rankings 

provide the basis for recommendations on promotions, 

pay-raises, etc.; they are placed in the employee's 

personnel file after he has had ample opportunity . 

to discuss them with his ~upervisor and register a 

formal protest, if he wishes (which so far has not 

been done by any employee). A copy of the form used 

to evaluate the performance of BAs is~in the Appendix. 

The form is a detailed attempt to break down all 

components of the BAls job duties and thereby provide 

him with highly specific feedbaek on strengths and 

weaknesses. This regular evaluation process has beenl 

received positively by all staff members. Increasingly, 

we are moving toward a system whereby employees receive 

frequent feedback on all basic aspects of their job 

Performance and regular procedu'~es for reg~~ter' .... . .Le . ~ng 

grievances. These factors have helped to mit.igate 

agains't back-biting, ,clique-forming, etc., and have 

helped to creute a more positiv0., business-like atmos-

phere. It mu~t be caut.ioned, however, that su~h procedures 

in 
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and of thcmnclvcs arc in no way magical. They must be 

administered in a judicious, fair manner with due 

consideration for the rights of all individuals involved 

in the situation, if they are to be perceived as being 

fairly administered. Otherwise, an organization simply 

has a rather hollow set of rules and procedures which 

may even exacerbate rather than allev~ate problems. 

Fortunately, at Intercept regulations have been per-

ceived as being administered fairlYi consequently, 

morale is higher than at any other point in the develop-

ment of the Proj ec-t. So much has been learned by Inter-
A 

CElpt administration in these matters that it is difficult 

to capture it in writing. But hopefully, the reader 

can ascertain some of the flavor of the processes 

involved. It must be rememf.:>ered, in evaluating the 

above, that Intercept represents a somewhat unique 

situation. Intercept is truly multi-racial; sixty 

percent of the staff is minority, and of that pej~ 
-------_._----

centage both Black and Spanish surname are well, 
'\ ----------------_. -" .. _------

i 
represented. Educu-l:ionally, the staff ranges from 
___ ---• ...--1 

8th grade to post-Ph.D., with virtually everything in-

between represented. Almost ev(~ry form of major 

educational, cultural, and ethnic background 
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is represented somewhere in the Intercept staff. The 

Pr09ram operates in a predominately minority communi:ty 

with pr8dominately minority clientele. And, from 

its onset, the Project Director has pushed the staff 

hard to produce quality work and successfully implement 

the concepts that underlie Intercept. From the beginning 

t,here have been high expectations qnd a drive to make 

sure those expectations were achieved. When all these 

factors are put into a pot-pourri, one has a truly 

explosive cornbination. The lessons learned at Inter-

cept should no doubt b- of benefit to ot:hers. 
" 
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Training has been a major focus of Intercept from its inception. 

It was clear to the Project Director that the oVeDV'helming major-

ity of community programs and, surprisingly, a majority of 

institutionalized treatment programs, rarely have consistent 

follo~'l-through on staff trs.ining. t-1any prog:t;ams have only 

spasmodic training sessions after the initial orientation phase 

is completed. In our opinion, many programs t.hat utilize community 

personnel have failed to produce results in large part because 

of this very factor. One can have the greatest people in the 

world working for one' s or~.fanization, but w simply turn such 

people loose to "raptl and "go do their thing" is not going to 

engender beneficial results ovor the long run. At Intercept, 

'" . 

.. 

training has always been a c1ay-'to-day process that 'b<lsically 

can be broken down into trlrcc major processes. 

(l) On-the.:..jol). On-tho-job training 'of ,all staff is a daily 

process, but for purposes of simplification, we will 

use BAs as the example. Each BA must meet with his 

Team Leader once per day to pr,ovide feedback as to his 

progress with cases he has met with that day and/or 

the previous evening or weekend. Also, each team 

of BAs meets with its Team Leader at a minimum of once 

per week, mainly to brainstorm particularly difficult 

cases. In the 30-60 days of orientation the Team Leader 

plays a significan·t role in the developmQ!nt of t.he 

treatment. plan .. He must. approve the plan before the BA 

can begin implementation, as \vell as any major changes. 

Relatively inexperienced BAs receive a grea't deal of 

attention from the Team Leader. He becomes heavily 

involved in several of their cases. For example, during 

initial sessions, both the Team Leader and BA go into 

the home, but the Team Leader takes the lead in conducting 

the therapy. The BA observes and afterwards they discuss 

the "modus operandi II of the 1J,1eam Leader. As time passes, 

the BA takes more of <In· activ(~ role in <lCb,mlly conduc'ting 

']'.ho'se ad'v~nces on the 1.)D.rt of the BA are the therapy. u. 

always followod by extensive discussions 
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with the Team Leader as he provides both positive and 

correc,tive feedback. 'rhis is a never ending process 

and even the most experienced Bhs are still observed 

by their Team Leaders and provided with subsequent 

feedback. 

(2) Associated with the above procedure is a systematic 

training program developed by Intercep-t: 'l'eam Leaders 

in the summer of 1974. with the dismissal of some of 

the original BAs , it became obvious thci't in order to 

not repeat some earlier mis,takes , it '\'las important that 

a more systematic approach to trainin~~e developed. 

We have subsequently develope~ and implemented a step

wise trallling procedure for all new BAs (and for 

all new staff as '\'lell). A copy of this step-wise 

training procedure has been included in the Appendix.

The schedule is systematic and sequential, carrying the 

on the basic principles of therapy utilized by Inter-

cept, and the background of Intercept, to observation 

6£ actual cases, to highly specific therapy intervention, 

to eventual supervision of one1s own cases under close 

supervision, to casework with normal supervision from 

the rl'cam Leader. lile have thus far been ex'tremely 
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pleased with the results of this training schedule. 

we 1)lan fuxther eXDerimentation with the However, f; 

schedule during this year in the hope of further 

refining the process. 

(3) Friday Hornings. Friday mornings are always set aside 

for formal training for all staff members. These 

staff sessions normally last from 9:30 until about 

noon. All staff must attend; no other organizational 

business, except emergencies, are allowed to interfere. 

In. the first year, these sessions were predominately 

conducted by Team Leaders and the Project Director. 

They tended to be didactic although there was always 

discusslon involved. They were focused on presenting, 

step-wise and in detail, the concepts, goals and tech-

niques that underlie the Intercept approach. Also 

~during the first year several outside individuals with 

specific professional expertise were called in for a 

variety of presentations touching upon areas they could 

more adequately cover than regular staff. Increasingly, 

in the second year, the BAs themselves have conducted 

the'training sessions. It is now es'tablished that on 

the average of three times per year each Bh, as well 

as each 'J'eam Leader, mlu,rt present casework from his 
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ovm cC1seload to ,the rest of the staff. In these 

sessions, it is stressed that not only successes, but 

failures too must 1)e presented so tha't all staff may 

benefit from mistakes, as well as enjoy the successes 

of their collegues. We have been extremely pleased 

with the development of the BAs in these prese!?-tations. 

f 1 ' talr es place during these A great deal 0 earn~ng ~ 

presentations, and caseworkers look forward to ·them, 

bl t k ' o1"e's "debut." being some\vhat compara e 0 rna ~ng. 

A large number of these training sessions have been 

observed by visitors from other agencies and, to the 

best:. of our knowledge, they have come away impressed 

with the professionalism and sGphistication displayed 

by BAs. We are absolutely convinced that community 

, 1 can be far more than IIrap artists
Jl

; 
para-profess~ona s 

they can, in time, and with proper training and. super-

vision, become highly professional. ... 
Pr01:Jlem 5: Referral s: '1'he Hole Dries 'QE.: Repeatedly, in pre-

vious quarterlies, monthlies, annuals, etc., the project Director 

has made reference to the problem of referrals. Intercep·t has 

At times the 
never received a truly adequate number of referrals. 

situation would appear to get better, usually after repeated 

efforts on "\:.he part of Intercept staff to \'Jork out a purticular 

problem with one or ·the Youi.:h Services Bureaus (Y. S. B. s), but 

. to 11:"VC c"'11Y s,t:lying 1.)O\ver. l\·t the time 
these solu·t~ons never seem <..< tA ~ 
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of 'this writing. for example, refC1:rals f:.:-om YSBs have virtually 

come to a standstill. It became very obvious to us by the summer 

of 1974 that we could not meet our referral goals by remaining 

totally dependent on the YSBs. We therefore sough't and received 

permission from 'the Denver Anti-Crime Council staff to develop 

our own referral sources. With this approval, we have developed 

contacts with a number of public schools and with the District 

Attorney's office, and as a result of these efforts, Intercept 

received 190 referrals in 1974, although we could have handled 

more. The various specifics in the his·tory of this problem 

will 'not be detailed here, as they have been disc-ussed amply 

in previous reports by the author to the~Denver Anti-Crime 

Council s·taff. Suffice it to say tha·t ·this problem persis·ts. 

Fortunately, we are no longer so worried in tha.t we can now 

develop our own referral sources. Because of this fact, we are 

confident that we can readily meet our referral goals for the ... 
present year. But, we are concerned about the'referral problems 

associated with the Youth Servives Bureaus, and later in 1975 

the Project Director hopes to be able to present recommendations 

to the Denver Anti-Crime Council staff relating to these issues. 

It is apparent to us that there arc plenty of clien"l.:s available 

who meet our cri~eria, but the current system simply J' <C. ,.., not 

getting them to the appropriate placcmcrrt. IIowover, we feel that 

this situa'tion cun bo remedied and We! will hCl.ve moro in oetail 
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on these matters in the future. 

Problem G: Affirmativo Action: Somct.im<?G Helpful, Sometimes 

Not: There has been considerable confusion as to the exac·t role 

of Affirmativ~ Action. 0 h' , ne suc mlsconceptlon was that Affirmative 

Action could be readily used by minority employees as a lever 

over white personnel in a wide variety of internal personnel 

matters. Th t' 't t k a" lS, 1 . "00 a long time before it became clear 

to all staff members that the real jurisdiction of Affirmative 

Action lies in the area of alledged ~iscrimination. Affirmative 

Action officers have been until recently 1 " on y mlnlmally helpful 

in setting this matter straigh·t, as they themselves at times 

'" 
became involved in ~Jtrictly internal personnel matters that had no 

bearing on matters of discrimination. For example, in one 

situation a new employee from minority background, who was on her 

initial three mon'ths probation, was able to involve the A.ffirmative 

Action officer in an internal confl~ct b t .J.. e'"ween her and her supervisor. 

It was obvious, at this ·time, that the employee was not going 

to work out; her skills were severely deficient. The secretary, 

seeing the writing on the wall, chose to resign. After talking 

to the Affirmative Action ff' 0" "leer, however, she decided to lIunresign" 

after she had already submitted a verbal (,but no·t wri t·ten) resigna-

tion. She never made a charge of discrimination against her 

supervisor, but did complain t:hat she was sometime::') "not nice" 

and was sometimes too demanding of her. Por example, the 

supervisor insistod that lot.ters qoinq out.: of ·the- office should 
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not contain any. typing errors. 'llhe I\ffirmativc Action officu:r 

listened, apparently very sympathetically, to the employee's com

plaints " . and never spoke with the supervisor to g'et her viewpoint 

on the matter. Instead, she spoke to the Project Director as 

the secretary's advocate. This occurred after the Director and 

Affirmative Action officer had had a telephone call in which the 
. 

Director requested that he be allowed time to meet with the two 

staff members to see what he could resolve, as there was no 

indication of discrimination involved. However, the next day, 

before any action could be taken on the matter, the Affirmat.i ve 

Action officer presented herself and proceeded to~strongly ad-

vocate the employee's case. In so doing~the officer made several 

highly negative COITunents about the supervisort s position in the 

matter. The Director became very upset when he discovered, 

during this conversation, that the officer had never talked with 

the supervisor to get her side of the story. Not only had the 
". 

officer become personally and emotionally invoived in a stric·t:ly 

internal per sonnel ma·tter, but she had not abided by the most 

basic principles of fair play in the situation. Unfortunately, 

this particular situation is not an isolated onc. On at least 

two different occasions in 1974 it was necessary to meet with 

thc Affirmative Action officer and her supervisors in order to 

clarify or at:temp't: to clarify the re<11 role (and limitations) 
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of tho Affirm~tive Action ProgrElm. 

Generally speaking our. relationship with Affirmative 

Action scems to be on a constructive basis at the present time. 

However, 'the above problems have occurred and magnified internal 

problems that could have been resolved much more easily, and in 

. fa~rly. w~thout the involvement of the Affirmative our opim .. on more ..... . .... 

Action officer. 

It is our opinion that a few s'teps on the part of Affirmative 

Action would help in amplifying their helpfulness to Projects they 

monitor. Firs't, there is a definite lack of feedback as to the 

. f p . t I t~rcept The proportion of p::>sitive ach~evements 0 rOJec" n '<--. ' • 

minority employees at Intercept is 61%, which is tar above that 

of the "quota" of Affirma'tive Action. F 'Lu:-t her , Intercept has 

built into it a promotional ladder for minority individuals 

seeking advancement and promotion. Intercept has always 

been strongly commi,tted to the goals and values of Affirmative 

Action; howpver, we have never received feedback as to the 

positive things we are doing along these lines. We receive feed-

back basically only when there is a problem, complaint, or 

allegation, i.e., we are negatively scanned. We feel that 

Affirmative Ac,tion c(')uld accomplish more and develop more 

b(:moficial relationships 'v-lith the agencies they monitor if they 

wcre to pay morc attention to tho positive strivings and achievc-

men'ts of these agencies. 
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Second, we feol that Affirmative Action would bo more 

effective· if they would make clcurer, at the outset, their specific 

roles, functions, and l:Lmitu:tions.. It would be wise to review 

these specifics with the agencies from time to time and seek 

feedback from agencies being monitored as to their perceptions 

of the value and quality of the Affirmative Ac,tion monitoring 

effort. 

Third, Affirmative Action has considerable potential for 

positive contributions to programs that is no't being utilized. 

For example, in September of 1974 the Affirmative Action officer 

proposed to present an orientation and discussion program for 

minority staff as regards middle class work value~ and expectations. 

Intercept administration strongly endorsGd this effort in light 

of pas't experiences ou"clined in the above discussion of Problem I. 

Unfortunately, as of April of 1975 there had been no follmV'-through 

on this proposal for positive actiop. 

We c4tl well appreciate that the work of an Affirmative 

Action officer 'is very frustrating at times. But, at Intercept, 

as our record clearly shows, the conunitment is strong and genuine 

to the goals of Affirmative Action. We would enjoy having a better 

relationship with Affirmative Action. We believe that the above 

three steps, if given serious considerCltion, would be of benefit 

in strengthening the value of the Affirmative Action effort .. 

.. 
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1\.s regards the above six rJ~oblcms, tho author would conclude 

that -the single rnos'(: ill1portant leRson learned over the past -two 

years at Proj ect Intercept is that. communi,ty based px'evcntion and 

treatment programs must be conducted on a sound managerial basis. 

This factor was anticipated, but in all honesty many hard knocks 

were experienced before the lesson \vas thoroughly understood. 

Intercept is based on some of the soundest intervention concepts ---- ------- .... -, .. ~ .... -. , ... ----' .... _-... ' .... --...- ., 

and best validated treatment_..:t.~_g)Ul:!:gues available today. But -- .-.. _._----..... -_ ......... ---..-.--._ .. _,_ ... _ ... ,_ .... --
without sound managerial-aoministrative principles and techniques, 

even the best of concepts and theoretical foundations will prove 

inoperabJ.e. It has been our observation tha·t the vas'l: majority 

.,. 
of community based programs, and ins'l:itutional programs as well, 

in the crime and delinquency field arc fo-r the most part not 

managed \<1e1l. This factor mus'(: be dealt wi'(:h effectively if the 

organization is to have a realistic chance of achieving its goal 

of crime reduction. 
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SECTION D: RESULTS·AND EVALUATION 

In this section the format will be to restate each goal, 

with sub-objectives, and then discuss the pertinent data. 

The objectives basically describe the functional processes 

necessary to achieve the respective goals. Data that relate 

to sub-objectives will be discussed, but the major focus will 

be on those results germane to the achievement of goals. The 

first goal was: 

GOAL I: 
Reduce the high impact offenses of (burglary and assault) 
by 30% each in one year in comparison to th~ baseline re
arrest da·ta by similar types of offenders. This is to be 
accomplished by P;Loviding the below described treatment 
services to one hundred and seventy:"'five juvenile offenders. 
At least one hundred of these offenders must be fourteen 
years and younger and reside in District 2 and must have 
been arrested either for the first or the second high 
impact (except rape) offense. The other 75 referrals 

,may be mul·t:iple theft or auto-·theft offenders or those who 
are consid~:!red to be potential impact offenders. The Pro
ject will give priority in selection to those with an 
impaet offense record who are fourteen or younger and who 
reside in District 2. Other categories of clients will be 
selected on a secondary basis in order to meet the overall 
intake goal of one hundred seventy-five youths during the 
year. 

OBJECTIVE I-I:~ 

Provide intensive family intervention for all one hundred 
seventy-five referred offenders. This.process involved 
the development and implementation. ~f treatment strategies 
with the youth, his parents and other significant adults 
or siblings, specifications of the treatment strategies and 
verification data. 
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OBJECTIVE I-2: 
Provide peer group intervention.for all youths for whom 
a significant group is playing an important role in causing 
delinquent behavior. This entails identification as to 
whether or not a peer group is a significant factor in 
the youth's delinquency, identification of the specific 
members of the peer group, and the implementation of one 
of the three strategies utilized by Intercept personnAl 
when confronted with significant peer groups. 

OBJECTIVE I-3: 
Provide educational, perceptual, an.d perceptual-motor test
ing for each youtho and individualized academic and/or 
perceptual or remedial programs, if indicated by the test
ing; and before and after testing, utilizing objective 
measures. 

OBJECTIVE I-4: 
Increase performance at school; this is to be achieved by 
significant increases in (a) school attend~nce, (b) school 
grades, and (c) a significant decrease in instances of 
problem behavior in school. 

First, the data relating to GOAL I are discussed. It should 

be noted that the previous year's results (i.e., 1973), as regards 

GOAL I, were highly encouraging. For example, the baseline data, 

as derived by the D.A.C.C., indicated that 40% (N~55 of 138) of 

the first year-1973-sample should have been re-arrested for impact 

offenses by the end of 1973. In contrast, only 18.8% (N=26 of 138) 

of the individuals in this first year group were re-arrested for 

impact offenses during 1973, thus resulting in a 52.7% decrease 

over baseline. These data were, to say the least, highly encourag-

ing. Let us now focus on the population treated in 1974. 
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THE 19 ,?:,t SAMPLE 

The 1974 sample is comprised of those youngsters referred 

and accepted into the treatment group in 1974 (N=138) e It 

therefore does not include youngsters referred late in that 

year but not yet processed into the treatment group (N=50 still 

pending as of 12/30/74), or youngsters whose families rejected 

the service of Intercept (N=19 in 1974). (It is noted that 

actually 240 youths and their families re~eived services in 

1974 as there were: 102 youths from 1973 still in treatment at 

the beginning of 1974.) 

,(10 

Table 3 presents data on the 89 individuals accepted into 

treatment in 1974 who were referred to Intercept through the 

criminal justice system. The table presents the baseline data, 

as derived by the DACC, on the left-hand margi~ the actual 

arrests in ~1e middle column, and the percentage reductions in 

re-arrests~n the right-hand column. Baseline data were formu-

lated using, as determining variables: mean "at risk" time, sex, 

ethnicity, and mean number of prior arrests. Date of disposition 

(not date .of referral) was used in the calculation of " at risk" 

time because intake was fairly evenly distributed. By using 

the date of disposition rather than referral date, one might 

presume that (1) the at risk baseline is reduced (shortened) 

which in turn would reduce the number of re-arrests quoted in 
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TABLE 3 

COMPARISON OF EXPECTED VS ACTUAL RE-ARREST 

DATA--NON-DPS INDIVIDUALS 

N=89 

MEAN AT RISK TIME = 5.0 MONTHS 

Reduction: 
Actual from 

Expected Actual Baseline 

Props Props Rate 
Differential 

Impact 15 16.8% 9 10.1% . N=6 
Offenses 
(by in-

A 

divls.) 

All 36 40.1% 25 28.1% N=ll 
Offenses 
(by in-
divls.) c 
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the baseline. However, to counter-balance this possible effect 

(2) offenses by the treatment group occurring between date of 

referral and disposition are not credited to this group. The 

range beb~een these two times was great, ranging from 0 to 115 

dayst but the mean time between these two dates for the sample 

of 89 was· 35 days, 'for the DPS sample of 49 was 31 days resulting 

in a grand mean of 33 days. This delay is most often due to lack 

of initial client and/or family interest and cooperation. Until 

such are obtained the BA does not proceed with the 'treatment con-

tract and does not engage in direct client or family intervention. 

Simple clinical observation has led us to believe that a majority 
~, 

of our families have had considerable dealings with other social 

agencies--often unpleasant--and they are thus oftentimes suspi-

cious if not fearful of making a solid commitment to us. In such 

cases the qualities of rapport and trust must be slowly estab-

lished before disposition (i.e., treatment) occurs. 

As Table 3 outlines p according to the baseline data, it 

would have been presumed that 36 individuals should have been 

arrested for All offenses and 15 for Impact offenses. Actual 

or observed individuals re-arrested, according to DACC data, 

were 25 for All offenses and of that number, 9 for Impact of-

fenses. The "Rate Differential" was subsequently computed as 

follows: for Impact, Expected (15) minus Actual (9) = an N 
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Differential of 6 indiv;duals. R t D'ff t' 1 • a e ~ eren ~a ~6 is divided 

by the Expected 15, thus producing a 40.0% differential reduc-

tiona As can be seen ;n the table 'd t' f • , re uc ~on rom baseline 

employing this formula was 40.0% for Impact and 30.6% for All 

Offenses. 

The purpose of Table 4 is to examine the differences be

tween re-arrest data supplied by the DACC and that obtained by 

Project staff from the Official Log in the District Attorney's 

Office and to further examine what ff ( , " o enses ~.e., ~nd~viduals) 

were Certified for Probable Cause. Pr0bable Cause quite simply 

means: is there sufficient evidence (beyond reasqnable doubt) 

to produce a conviction in a court of law? It is cornmon know-

ledge that, especially in juvenile arrests and subsequent in

vestigation proceedings, this in-depth time consuming effort to 

develop a strong case is oftentimes not put forth. More signifi

cantly, this Project takes clients from high arrest areas of the 

City Who are young, primarily minority group (roughly 90%) and 

are thus high risk arrest subjects independent if they have com

mitted a delinquency offense or not. In an actual case, not 

atypical, 2 months ago, a black male client of the Project was 

arrested and charged with burglary while walking to the night 

shift at his job. The police chose to transP9rt him to DCD 

rather than verify his employment status. He was detained until 
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his mother was located who cleared him of all responsibility in 

the matter--he had been home with her at the time of the commis-

sion of the offense. Such an "offense" could very well be re-

f1ected in the DAce re-ar:r.'est data but (1) might not be sent to 

the DA to begin with or (2) would never have been Certified for 

Probable Cause. Another troublesome item is that in the past 

the DACC appears to have commingled status with non-status of-

fenseso This goes against recent trends in all 

areas of 'che criminal justice field to "break out" such young-

sters for separate treatment from the legal process through 

methods of rehabilitation. 
" 

The " system", of course, currently s-creens out a high per-' 

centage of youngsters into community diversion programs--especia11y 

first-time offenders--via Lecture and Release (DCD and Juvenile 

court), Diversion (DA) and Informal Adjustment (Juvenile Court). 

However, i~ 1971, few q if any, options existed for community 

int8rvention--another factor which may affect the basis for 

baseline comparisons 0 Finally, feedback and communication is 

poor bebleen the DA and DCD. For example, it is known that case 

disposition is not given back to the DCD from the DAis Office 

even as to Certification, to say nothing of eventual Court dis-

position. Likewise, DCD rarely receives Dispositional informa-

tion from the Juvenile Court. To say the least, the "system" 
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TABLE 4 

COMPARISON OF EXPECTED VS. ACTUAL RE-ARREST 

DATA--NON-DPS INDIVIDUALS--BY INFORMATION SOURCE 

N=89 

MEAN AT RISK TIME = 5.0 MONTHS 

EXPECTED DACe RD% DA-C+NC 

Impact 
Offenses 
(by indiv.) =15 9 

fll Offenses 
(by indiv.) =36 25 

l 

DPS=Denver Public Schools 
DA=District Attorney 

N=9 
40.0% 

N=ll 
30.6% 

DACC=Denver Anti-Crime Council 
C=Certified for Probable Cause 
NC=Not Certified for Proba~le Cause 
RDo/rRate DiffGrentia1 Percentage 

8 

24 
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RD% 

N=7 
, 46.7% 

N=12 
~ 33.3% 

DA-C only 

3 

II: 

14 

RD'''/o 

N=12 
80.0% 

N=22 
61.1% 



is disjointed and inconsistent with the only final conclusion being ., 
that in terms of re-arrest informationi' one must look at a variety 

of ' sources. Thus, the purpose'of Table 4 is to illustrate the afore-

mentioned factors. 

This table provides a, comparison of re-arrest data obtained 

from the official records of the DAis office against those of the 

DACC (DCD). In several cases, individuals arrested did not appear 

at (make it to) the level qf legal screening by the DA while, inter-

estingly, on several other occasions offenses appeared on the DAis 

records wherein no prior arrest appeared on the DCD records~ None-

theless, information from the DAis records is broken down into both 

certified plus Non-Certified and Certified only. 

As one can observe, the total number of indiviJuals re-arrested 

for Impact and All offenses is but one less in each category (DACC 

vs DA-C&NC) although the several personalities mentioned above shift 

from absent to present and vice-versa. However, when one examines 

the number of youngsters actually certified for further legal action, 
.. 

significant declines in Actual re-arrests rates take place--Impact 

from 8 to 3 (Rate Differential 46.7% to 80.0%) and All from 24 to 

14 (Rate Different,ial 33.3% to 61.1%). It is the belief of Proj ect 

personnel that such severe differences should be the topic of fur-

ther investigation by the DACC and other concerned agencies. 

Table 5 allows one to examine differences in only the Actual 

or Observed re-arrest data of the DPS sample (N=49), since reli-

able baseline data were not available. Despite the very small 
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TABLE 5 

ACTUAL OR OBSERVED RE-ARREST 

DATA--DPS INDIVIDUALS--BY INFORMATION SOURCE 

N=49 

MEAN AT RISK TIME = 2.6 MONTHS 

DACC %P DA-C & NC 

Impact 
Offenses 
(by indiv.) 2 4.1% 

~ll 
Offenses 
(by indiv.) 4 8.2% 

I 

DPS=Denver Public Schools 
%p=Percentage DPS Population 
DACC=Denver Anti-Crime Council 
DA=District Attorney 

1 

3 

C=Certified for Probable Cause 
NC=Not certified for Probable Cau!::;e 
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number of youngsters re-arrested (maximum of 4) again one can 

observe 'the reporting differences as subjects move through the 

"system" from 2 Impact and 4 All ,via DACC, to 1 Impact and 3 

All via DA, to 1 Impact and 1 All finally Certified. From simple 

observation there appears to be a trend developing wherein the 

DPS sample is arrested at a lower rate than the non-DPS clients, 

but, (1) the "at risk" time is yet too short and (2) the cell 

sizes are ,too small to draw conclusions at this time. At the 

end of 1975 these factors should be adequate in size, allowing 

for valid conclusions. Also, beginnin~ this project year, an 

effort has been initiated to develop a meaningful baseline 

via documenting unrepor'ted prior impact-like behavior on DPS-

referred youths. 

Table 6'; included in the original draft of the Annual Report, 

has been delineated be9ause (1) different "at risk" rates are 

involved and (2) small cell sizes preclude any meaningful 

• • .r' stat~st~cal conclusions. The same data originally included in this 

table can be gleaned from the new demographic tables added to this 

section. 

A request has been made of the project to somehow correlate 

'the demographic and/or 'treatment variables (provided in the new 

section) with those individuals re-arrested. Upon receipt of a 

written request from our monitors this will be accomplished in the 

form of an addendum to this document. The request should include 

(I) the variables to be examined, (2) in what Ilianner, 
*See original'Table 6 in Appendix 
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statistically (tests to be employed), and (3) the time frame 

to be adhered to. 

In conclusion, after a thorough review of the data aimed at 

cross checking and re-validatingall re-arrest and demographic 

information, the Project confidently concludes that we have met and 

~r that matter exceeded our stated goal as regards reduction in 

re-arrest rates. This conclusion is upheld independent of how one 

approaches the complex and often contradictory "recidivism data" 

presented herein. In sum, the Goal of reducing Impact offenses 

by 3~1o over baseline has been met. 

Demographic & Related Characterist~cs. Table'S 6-14 "break 

out" the 1974 treatment sample on a numb~r of variables. In each 

table the data for the DPS referrals are presented separately from 

that for the non-DPS referrals so that the reader can ascertain 

how the two "kinds" of referrals compare. 

As re~ards Table 6, two chi-square tests were performed in 

order to further compare the DPS vs. non-ppS referrals. The first 

chi-square looked at Sex x Referral Source. The Yates correction 

for continuity was utilized. A X20f .000008 was observed with 

ldf, indicating no significant difference. Thus, the two samples 

were highly comparable in terms 'of proportions of males and females 

referred. The second chi-square looked at Ethnicity x Referral 

Source. Males and females were combined in order to increase 
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Refer.ral 
Source 

Northeast 
YSB 

Northwest 
YSB 

Denver 
Juvenile 
Court 

Other 
(DAIs Office, 
Self-Referral) 

Totals 

Denver Public 
Schools 

,. 

TABLE 6 

SEX AND ETHNICITY BY REFERRAL SOURCE 
N ::= 138 

Male Female 

Spanish/ Spanish/ 
Black American . Anglo Black American . 

36 13 3 15 3 

0 3 I 0 0 4 

. 
0 4 0 0 0 

<\\ 

... 

2 2 1 0 1 

. 

38 22 4 15 8 

21 7 8 

II 
3 7 
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cell sizes. A X2 of 22.72 was observed, with 2df, and was thus 

significant with alpha set at t, OS. From observing the Table, 

the reader can ascertain the basis for this difference. In the 

non-DPS sample there were 53 Blacks (.60); in the DPS sample there 

Anglo Totals were 24 Blacks (e49). In the non-DPS sample there were 30 S/As 

2 72 (.34); in the DPS sample there were 14 S/As (.29). In the non-DPS 

sample there were 6 Anglos (.07); in the DPS sample there were 

0 7 11 (.22). The main source of differential, then, resides primarily 

in the facts that there were proportionately more Blacks and less 

0 4 Anglos in the non-DPS referrals than in the DPS referrals. However, 

the reader is cautioned against overgeneralizing £rom these data. 

The DPS referrals in 1974 were the first~eceived (N::=49) and may 
0 6 

well reflec'c a substantial degree of sampling error in their make-

up. In fact, DPS referrals in the first months of 1975 have 

2 89 exhibited a highly similar ethnic composition to that observ8d here 

for the 1974 non-DPS sample . 
.I' 

Observation of Table 7 indicates that 105 of the 138 clients 

3 49 resided in District 2. Thus, the component of Goal I that states 

that at least 100 of the clients must be residents of District 2 

was met. Clearly, there are more District 2 referrals from the 

non-DPS sources than from the DPS sources; however, that is 

inevitable in that the Project has been alMost totally dependent 

on the Northeast Youth Service Bureau for non-DPS referrals, and 
, 
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Referral 
Source Black 

" 
Northeast 36 
YSB 

Northwest --
YSB 

DenveJ.: .--
Juvenile . 
Court 

Other 2 
(DA ' s Office, 
Self-Referral) 

Totals 38 

Denver Public 21 
Schools 

~ 'ew 

TABLE 7 

DISTRICT #2 RESIDENTS 
BASED ON SAMPLE OF 138 

Male 

Spanish/ 
American Anglo Black 

13 3 15 

1 -- --
. 

2 -- --

~ 

1 I 0 --

. 

17 3 15 

2 1 3 
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Female 

Spanish/ 
American 

3 

0 

--
'" 

0 

3 

0 

4iiii&iW5H 'tW' 

Anglo 

2 

--

--

--

2 

0 

Totals 

72 

1 

2 

3 

78 

27 

i , 

= 

:1 
! 

I 
1 

'. ,~\ 

Northeast Denver=District 2. The DPS referrals have allowed us, 

for the first time, to branch into Northwest Denver, as we have 

never received any real cooperation from the Northwest Youth 

Services Bureau. 

Table 8 indicates the mean age at the time of referral. The 

differential between the non-DPS and DPS samples is minor (e.g., 

13.0 vs. 12.8 years). In the original Annual the mean age reported 

for DPS referrals was 12.4 years, but that figure did not include 

the 16 youths in the Lake Junior High Project. 

Table 9 indicates the mean treatment time for the various 

sub-groups. The differential here between the DPS and non-DPS 

.... 
samples has been discussed previously in the Methodology section; 

i·t is due to the fact of a large influx 6f DPS referrals in the fall 

of 1974 generated by Intercept staff so that the program could 

mee·t its referral quotas . 

Table 10 indicates the mean grade level at time of referral. 

The differ~ntial between the DPS and non-DPS samples is minor 
.~ 

(e.g., 7.7 vs. 7.5). Further breakdowns of the academic data 

will be observed in later tables. 

Table 11 indicates the numbers of youngsters in, each cell 

who received educational 'intervention. Roughly 74% (66 of 89) 

of the non-DPS youths, and 73% (36 of 49) of the DPS clients 

rec~ived said services. 

Table 12 looks at the factor of Father Absence. As indicated, 

in t.he original Annual, clinical observation leads us to suspect 
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Referral 
Source 

" Northeast 
YSB 

Northwest 
YSB 

Denver 
, Jtwenile 

Court 
. 

Other 
(DA's Office, 
Self-Referral) 

- -~ -
Totals .,. 

-

Denver Public 
Schools 

TABLE 8 

AVERAGE AGE AT TIME OF REFERRAL 

N = 138 

Male Female 

Spanish/ Spanish/ 

Black American Anglo Black American 

12.5 12.5 12.7 14.3 14.3 

--- 15.0 --- --- 13.5 
. 

'" --- 12.3 --- --- ---
~ 

12.0 13.0 13.0 --- 15.0 

-

12.5 12.9 12.8 14.3 14.0 

12.0 13.1 12.6 13.7 14.1 

-
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Anglo Totals 

12.5 13.0 

--- 14.1 

--- 12.3 
, 

. . 
--- 13.0 

12.5 13.0 

13.3 12.8 

TABLE 9 

MEAN TREATMENT TIME 

(Based on sample of 138, 106 of which received ongoing 
treatment beyond 12/31/74) 

Male Female 

Referral Spanish/ Spanish/ 
Source Black American Anglo Black American Anglo 

• 
Northeast 5 mos- 4 mos- 4 mos- 4 mos- 2 mos- 10 mos-
YSB 17 days 29 days 18 days 20 day~ 11 days 23 days 

Northwest --- 3 mos- --- _ ... - 4 mos- ---
YSB 9 days 22 days 

: 

Denver --- 7 mos- --- --- ___ !f'II ---
Juvenile 6 days 
Court 

~ 

other 2 rnos- 6 mos- o mos- --- 0 mos- ---
(DA r s Office, 9 days 28 days 21 days 29 days 
Self-Referral) 

-

Totals 5 mos- S mos- 3 mos- 4 mos- 3 mos- 10 mos-., 12 days 9 days 19 days 20 day~ 11 days 23 days 

Denver Public 3 mos- 1 mo- 3 mos- 2 mos- 1 mo- 2 mos-
Schools 8 days 14 days 1 day 26 day:: 22 days 2 days 
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Totals 

5 mos-
7 dCl-Ys 

4 mos-
3 days 

7 mos-
6 days 

3 mos-
11 days 

S mos-
3 days 

2 mos-
20 days 
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Referral 
Source 

Northeast 
YSB 

Northwest 
YSB 

Denver 
J"uvenile 
C01..'\rt 

Other 
(DA's Office, 
Self-Referral) 

Totals 

Denver Public 
Schools 

.r-. 

'. 

TABLE 10 

MEAN GRADE LEVEL AT TI~E OF REFERRAL 

N = 138 

Male Female 

Spanish/ Spanish/ 
Black American Anglo Black American 

7.3 7.1 7.3 8.9 9.0 

--- 9.7' --- --- 8.8 

, 

--- 6.5 --- --- ---
"" 

" 

... 

5.0 7.0 8.0 --- 8.0 

-

7.2 7.3 7.5 8.9 8.8 

6.9 ., 7.7 7, .• 4 
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Anglo 

7.0 

---

---

---

7.0 

7.7 

Totals 

7.6 

9.1 

6.5 

6.7 

7.7 

7.5 

Referral 
Source 

Northeast 
YSB 

Northwest 
YSB 

Denver 
Juvenile 
Court 

Other 
(DA's Office, 

TABLE 11 

CLIENTS RECEIVING EDUCATIONAL INTERVENTION 
BASED ON SAMPLE OF 138 

Male Female 

Spanish/ Spanish/ 
Black American Anglo Black American 

26 10· 2 13 3 

-- 1 -- -- 1 

• 

-- 4 -- -- _..a 

,.l 

2 2 0 -- 0 

Self-Referral) 

Totals 

Denver Public 
Schools 

". 
28 

14 

-

17 

5 

2 13 4 

7 

II 
2 5 
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Anglo Totals ._-
2 56 

-- 2 

-- 4 

-- 4 

2 66 

3 3,6 



that this might be a critical factor in successful treatment and 

subsequent re-arrest rates. This factor will be looked at'fn 

considerable detail as ....,e plan to research it thoroughly in the 

coming months. It is clear that the differential on this factor 

between the non-DPS and DPS samples is minor (e. g., mean of 1. 8 

ranking vs. 1.7). A rank of 1 by the BA and Team Leader means 

that the father is totally absent; usually divorced and "long 

gone", although it can mean that the mother is still legally 

married but the father hasn't been seen in years. A rank of 

2 indicates that the couple is still legally married but separated; 

further, the father plays no active role in child~rearing and usually . 
is living with another woman or women. h' rank of 3 indicates that 

the father is both legally and psychologically involved with the 
~ 

family, i,e' f actively involved with his children. 

Table 13 indicates the need for peer group intervention as 

ranked joiptly by the BA and Team Leader. 'l~he differential between 

the non-DPS and DPS samples is minor (e.g., mean of 2.2 'lis. 2.0). 

Table 14 breaks out the re-arrested individuals in terms 

of the basic variables illustrated in Table 6. It is clear 

that the bulk of the re-arrests w.ere derived from the Northeast 

Youth Services Bureau referrals, but then so were most of the 

referrals (e.g., 22 of 25 re-arrests--88%--versus 72 of 89 Referrals--

81%). Unfortunately, statistical comparisons of this variable 
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Referral 

TABLE 12 

FATHER ABSENCE* 

N = 138 

Male 

Spanish/ 

lC'emale 

Spanish/ 
Source Black American Anglo Black American Anglo Totals 

Northeast 
YSB 

Northwest 
YSB 

Denver 
Juvenile 
Court 

other 
(DAis Office, 
Self-Referral) 

Totals 

Denver Public 
Schools 

" 
1.9 1.5 

--- 1.0 

--- 1.5 

1.0 1.0 

1.9 1.4 

1.5 2.3 

2.7 1.5 2.0 3.0 

--- --- 2.8 ---
: 

... --- --- --- ---
-

3.0 --- 3.0 ---

2.7 1.5 2.5 3.0 

1.3 111.0 2.3 1.0 

*Father totally absent - 1, father functionally absent - 2, father 
active and legal 3. 
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Referral 
Source 

" Northeast 
YSB 

Northwest 
YSB 

Denver 
Juvenile 
Court 

Other 
(DA's Office, 
Self-Referral) 

Totals ..,. 

Denver Public 
Schools 

TABLE 13 

NEED FOR PEER GROUP INTERVENTION* 

N = 138 

Male Female 

Spanish/ Spanish/ 
Black American Anglo Black American 

2.1 2.2 2.7 2.3 1.7 

--- 1.7 --- --- 2.8 

~ 

2,,3 --- ---'" ------
... 

2.5 2.5 3.0 --- 3.0 

2.1 2.1 2.7 2.3 2.4 

2.0 2.0 2.5 2.3 1.9 

*Great need - 1, some need - 2, no need - 3. 
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Anglo 

2.0 

---

---

---

2.0 

I 
1.0 

TABLE 14 

CLIENTS RE-ARRESTED BASED ON SAMPLE OF 138 

Totals 

2.2 

2.3 

2.3 

. 

• 
2.7 

2.2 

I 

2.0 

-

.. 

Referral 
Source 

, 

Northeast 
YSB 

Northwest 
YSB 

Denver 
Juvenile 
Court 

Other 
(DA's Office, 
Sel f-Re ferra1) 

Totals 

Denver Public 
Schools 

, or 

Male 

Spanish/ 
Black American 

12 3 

-- I 

'. 

-- I 

0 0 

12 5 

3 1 

MRIBI.al ________________________________ _ 

Female 

Spanish! 
Anglo Black American 

I 3 1 

-- -- I 

,. 

-- -- --4 

-

0 -- 0 

1 3 2 

o 

II 
o 

I 
o 
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Anglo Totals 

2 22 

-- 2 

-- I 

-- 0 

2 25 

o 4 



--------__________ '0_. 

(re-arrests) to other variables WOULd be consider,ably hindered 

by the fact of small cell sizes in most of the cells. *The 

differential between the non-DPS and DPS samples on this variable 

has previollsly been discussed, with appropriate qualifiers, on 

p.115. 

... 

* Somatotyping data were not included due to the fact that these 
data were presented in the Original in relation to the terminated 
samples; the data base for 1974 terminated clients was too small 
to allow~for meaningful comparisons. 
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1974 Refusals. Nineteen youths and families rej8cted 

Intercept services in 1974. The "at risk" time for this sample 

of 19 youths was slightly less than six months. As of 12/30/74 

they had been re-arrested for 5 impact offenses and 3 non-impact 

incidents. A total of 8 youths accounted for these 8 incidents. 

If we compare the re-arrest ratios of this group against those of . 

the 138 youths who accepted treatment, the following differences 

emerge: the treated group .shows ratios of .21* for all offenses and 

.07*for impact offenses, on the basis of DACC (Po*ice Department) 

data. In contrast, the group of refusals show ratios of .42 for 

all offenses, and .26 for impact offenses, using the same data 

reference. It is observable that youngsters who accepted services 

had lower re-arrest rates, on the average, than those who rejected 

services. It is our clinical observation that families which reject 

services tend to fall into one of two general categories. First, 

some families (roughly half) reject services because they honestly 

feel that the youth "had his fling" or "made a one-time mistake," 

that he learned his lesson and is not going to repeat the mistake. 

These are typically homes in whi~~h there appears to be a reasonable 

degree of organization and effective, positive structure. On the 

other hand~ other families that reject services appear to 

*In the original Annual these ratios were .19 and .05 
respectively, and identical for the refusals. 
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be highly disorganized and unusually fragmented. Such families 

are often highly suspicious and even fearful of outsiders. In 

initial contacts they will often verbalize intentions of coopera

tion, or at least interest, but consequently engage in not-so

subtle manuevers to avoid further involvement. The youths of 

'd' t e to almost always come from the refusal group who rec~ ~va e se m 

'1' One of the present goals of Intercept this "group" of fam~ ~es. 

staff is to find more effective ways of persuading such families 

that they would benefit from Intercept servic~s. We are there-

by hoping to decrease our percentage of refusals. This percentage 

has always ranged, since Intercept's inception, ~etween 10 and 

2~/o, which by all accounts is quite goo~ but which can possibly 

be improved upon. 

As regards other features of Goal I, 148 of the 190 young-

4 youngster and resided sters referred in 1974 were 1 years or 

in Distric,t 2. Youngsters who met these criteria, and any 

referral from YSB, were accorded priority in intake procedures. 

There were not enough such referrals to meet the quota of 175, 

thus, the Project had to secure referrals from other agencies 

that fell into the category of "potential impact offenders." 

In collaboration with the DACC staff, this definition stai:ed 

that the referred youth must (a) meet the same demographic 

requirements as other Intercept referrals, (b) be a chronic 
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truant (truant 50%, or better, of the time) and (c) exhibit 

impact behaviors, such as assaults on other students, breaking 

and entering school buildings, etc. All of the non-YSB referrals 

met these criteria. The overwhelming bulk of these referrals came 

from public schools (DPS). Virtually all the DPS referrals 

involved youngsters who had been involved in an offense that 

would have normally resulted in their being turned over to 

the police by school authorities. However, in these cases the 

authorities had become aware of Intercept and chose to refer the 

youth directly to Intercept rather than file cha~ges. In such 

cases the most common offense was an assau,lt on a teacher by 

the youth, or sometimes the assault was on peers, and in a 

few cases the offense involved breaking and entering a school 

building in which vandalism and/or burglary occurred. In all 

cases the youth was a chronic truant and usually had a history of 

disruptiveness in school (often showing extreme signs of 

hyperkinetic activity) and a frequent tendency to have been involved 

in numerous "shake-downs" of other students to attain money, 

cigarettes, etc. Thus far, in our clinical experience, school 

referrals are as difficult to intervene with as other referrals. 
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OBJECTIVE I-I: Intensive family intervention was provided 

for 138 youths and their families in 1974 plus for another 102 

families, referred in 1973, still in treatment at the beginning 

of 1974. Thus, 240 families received services during 1974. 

Extensive data on and details of the treatment plans for each 

of these families are available in the Master Files of each 

client. Some summaries of treatment plans can be observed in 

the Appendix. Such services were provided for 138 families 

referred in 1974, instead of 175, because the bulk of the 190 

youtp s referred. in 1974 were rece! ved·' late in the year. The 

figure of 175 should be reached in the early months of 1975 as 

'the cases pending late in 1974 are proc~ssed into the program. 

This factor of course relates to our referral problems noted 

previously. 

It is a requirement of BAs that they must meet with the 

youth's total family at least once per week during the phase 
.r 

of intensive treatment. According to the files of the 138' 

families received into treatment in 1974, the 'total family 

was seen on an average of 1.4 times/week, and youth clients 

were seen an additional 2.5 times/week, on the average. This 

latter figure does not include peer group contacts. All-family 

contacts average 1.5 hours in therapy. Contacts with youths 

vary widely but roughly average a half-hour/ind,cient. All 

contacts tend to be more frequent during the intake 

.. 
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and during treatment, and of course increasingly less 

frequent during weaning. In order to check for the possibility 

that variations in time spent in therapy might account for some 

variation in re-arrest rates, correlations were run relating 

time spent with total family, and individual youths, with both 

re-arrest rates and status of termination. These analyses 

were run for all 138 youths treated in 1974. The correlation 

coefficients ranged from .02 to .09; they were thus totally 

insignificant. 

OBJECTIVE I-2: In 1974 four different approaches to 
<) 

peer group work were tried, as noted before in the Methodology 

section. These experiments involved 30 youths, about 8 per 

gr01J.p. Subsequent use of the approach indicated most effective 

involved 20 additional you,ths p so that to'tally about 50 young

sters received peer group work. Those youths who most clearly 

needed pe;r group work received it. As a result of (1) settling 

on one general technique and (2) 'the re-assignment of BAs to 

territories, we anticipate that in 1975 all youngsters who would 

benefit from peer group therapy will receive same. 

There were no observable differences in re-arres't' rates between 

youngsters who received peer group therapy and those who did not. 
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For example, 'the re-arrest ratios for the two groups are 20.8 

and 21.1 respectively. Of course, it must be remembered that 

those who received peer group work had been designated by staff 

as those who most clearly needed such work. They are thus 

diagnostically different and comparing them to the other clients 

is al):in ,to comparing "apples and oranges. II The question is 

unanswered as to what kind of re-arrest rates such youngsters 

would have exhibi,ted had they not received peer group work. 

OBJECTIVE I-3: All youngsters have received educational, 

perceptual and perceptual-motor testing, and individualized 

programs if indicated. Of the 138 youngsters acqepted into 

treatment in 1974 (excluding the 16 youths in the "Lake 

Jr. High Project"), initial testing indicated that 105 were 

more than one grade level deficient in at least one of the 

four academic areas tested. Of these, 89 were deemed 

deficient "across ,the board" and thus in need of intense re-

mediation. Eighty-six of the 89 received educational services 

from Intercept.* 

Data for the first 100 clients terminated from our education-

al program are presented in Table 15. The scores on the Wide 

Range Achievement Test (W.R.A.T.) reflect basic skills in 

readingt spelling and math. The Monroe Paragraph Meaning score 

is an evaluation of reading comprehension, a somewhat more 

*RC Table lIt the total of 102 is derived by adding the 86 noted 
above to the 16 Lake Junior High clients. 
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TABLE 15 

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT: PRE AND POST LEVELS 

N=lOO 

Composition of the Sample Totals 

Males Blacks -. 60 S/A = 27 Anglo = L 89 

Females Blacks ::r 8 S/A = 3 Anglo = 0 11 

.. 

Totals 68 30' 2 100 
-

•• 
. 

Monroe W.R.A.T. W.R.A.T. N.R.,;.:. 
~ 

Score Reading Math Soelli!1:: . -. 
Mean 4.63 gr. level 5.64 gr. level 4.77 gr. level 4.49 . . 

~,.. _= .... ·e_ '::-. 

P1:'e-Test Score 
I 

Mean 5.63 6.96 5.88 5.60 
Post-Test Score ' , 

Difference +1 ... 0 +1.32 +1.11 ... 1.11 

Score , 

.... 
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sophisticated measure of reading skills than that provided 

by the ~l. R.A. T. The gains achieved from pre-testing to 

post-testing were all statistically significant, using same 

subject ~ tests, with alpha set at .05. On the average, 

at pre-testing. clients were below current grade placement 

2.55 years on the Monroe, 2.10 yeax"s on the W RAT d" . . . . rea ~ng 

recognition, 2.71 years on the W.R.A.T. spelling, and 

2.08 years on the W.R.A.~. math subtest. On the average, 

at post-testing, clients had achieved within 1.55 years on the 

Monroe~ 0.78 years on the W.R.A.T. reading recognition, 1.60 

years on the W.R.A.T. spelling, and 0.97 years on the W.R.A.T. 

math subtest. The observed gains, in most case§, placed the 

you-chs, at post-testing, within a year o£ grade placement, 

which is considered within the normal range, and is actually 

close -to the average f or most of the schools these students 

attend. These gains were achieved over a five-eight month 

period whq.rein, on the average, the client received 40 hours 

of special instruction in each of three topics: reading, 

math and spelling. Clients were t t d re- es e upon completion of 

their pre-specified courses of study. which in most cases 

required between 5-8 months to complete. Th us, an average gain 

of one grade level was attained with only 40 hours of work/ 

subject. This is to be contrasted with the p .. "\....l.;c c'h 1 Lll.I.JI. S, 00 S p 

which normally require 180 hours of work/SUbject (1 hour/day/ 
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subject/180 schools days) to attain an advance ~f one year, 

i.e., one complete grade level. These data support our 

contention that the over-whelming majority of our clients can 

be educated and "turned on" to learning. Unfortunately, 

however, the public schools rarely attain the levels of 

sophisticated diagnosis and prescriptive teaching utilized 

at Intercept. There is a great need to re-educate educators 

as to the better ways of handling and teaching our youngsters. 

who tend to be the most disruptive or chronically truant students 

in the public schools. But they can be "turned on" to learning 

and they can be well-disciplined, as any observer of our 

educational program can readily see. 

OB,TECTIVE I-4: For these data we are dependent on the 

public schools. This has been no easy task and the reader is 

forewarned that these data are incomplete. Over the past 

few months we have been trying to develop a more reliable 

basis for~btaining these data. However, the problem is not 

due to lack of cooperativeness by school personnel, but rather 

to the fact that many of these records, such as school attendance 

and school incidents, are highly unreliable as they are presently 

recorded by the public schools. As but one example, a youngster 

may be counted present at school because he is present first 

thing in the morning, at the initial roll call. But, in the 
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first period of classes he "splits" for the day, nevertheless, 

he is counted present for the day. Thus, due to our questions 

re the reliability of the data, tests of statistical significance 

were not conducted; the data are presented for information 

purposes only. Average attendance at public schools the two 

months prior to referral, for the 86 youths, was 52.2%. In 

the last four months of ' their involvement with Intercept this 

figure was 68.7%, which is nearly the average for the schools 

they at'tend (which ranges between 70-80%, as best we can 

determine) 0 Attendance at the Intercept school program during 

this ,time averaged 88.6%. School grades, from tQ.e prior 

semester to the current semester, increased from an overall 

aVGrago of D+ to C+. School disruptiveness da'ta, as kept by 

tho schools, was often very sketchy, but showed a decrease 

from an average of 1.2 incidents/week before referral to 

0.4 incidents/week after referral. These latter data are 

highly vulnerable to a number of biases in the reporting 9ro

ccdures used by the schools and should be regarded most cautiously. 

Verbal reports from teachers indicate that, for most of our 

clionts, disruptive incidents decline, often dramatically, 

after involvement with Intercept~ but, the available objective 

data from tho schools are simply not reliable. 
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Whereas the data, admittedly incomplete, that relate to 

Objective 1-4 are positive,' we are by no means satisfied with 

our school program. Increasingly, we have come to believe 

that the school problems in our youngsters may be, in some 

cases, as serious a factor contributing to their delinquency 

and troubles as ,their home situations. It is important to 

remember that, for a youngster, the main arena in ",Thich he 

tests himself and thus derives feedback as to his ability 

to cope with society is in the school system. If a youngster 

fails in school, this is strong feedback to him that his 

ability to cope with conventional society in conventional ways 

may be severely lacking. As a result of this failure and 

subsequent frustration, a youngster may well find illegal 

avenues to status and moneta:r:y rewards very a'ttractive. This 

is one of the main ways, if not the main way, that: we believe 

"opportunity theory" actually operates. Briefly, opportunity 

... 
theory (for examples, see Cressey & Ward, 1969) ~roposes that 

individuals who discern the conventional routes to status and 

success blocked, either in their perception or in reality or 

both, are most likely, in a given society, to be attracted to 

the unconventional or illegal routes to status and success. 

Increasingly, we have come to regard a youngster's failure in 

school as a primary antecedent to the fulfillment of the 
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opportunity theery predictien. As a result ef this grewing 

concern on eur part, we are. presently experimenting with a variety 

of models of educatienal interventien. One treatment team, 

fer example, is engaged in an experiment whereby the Intercept 

agent advocates for the child with the schoel system in erder 

to have the youth placed in specific programs, and then properly 

follewed-through. This approach invelves a great deal of time 

on the part ef the Intercept agent, making sure that the 

propesed pregram is fellewed threugh, and teaching the teachers 

hew to' handle and effectively teach the yeungster. But it does 

net involve the actual running ef an academic program by Inter-

cept. In a secend appreach, one ef eur treatmen~ teams is 

CUJ:rently running a model classreem at Iti3.ke Jr. Hig'h. This class 

is an attempt to' demenstrate fer regular teachers the best ways 

to handle and teach disruptive yeungsters. In a third approach, 

* Intercep'l:: staff have prepared a prepesal to' the Denver Public 

Scheels ",'hereby three scheels will be utilized as medels wherein 
". 

the data and experiences ef Intercept in ceerdinatien with the 

cencepts ef Jehn Cenger will be used to' develep a preventien 

pregram directed primarily toward third graders. It is eur 

centention, and that ef Conger, that the everwhelming majerity 

ef youngsters headed teward later delinquency, drepping eut, 

and drug abuse can be identified as early as the third grade. 
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This pregram, using a centrelled experimental design, will 

identify such yeungsters, utilizing a 3-phase identificatien 

pregram, and previde intensive interventien at this early 

stage ef develepment. Jehn Cenger is the fermer President 

ef The University ef CelO'radO' Medical center and has published 

several texts in the field O'f delinquency. These facters 

will be discussed in mere detail in next year's Annual Repert 

as they are currently in their beginning stages, but it sheuld 

be evident to' the reader that Intercept staff are highly 

cencerned with develeping the mest effective way ef successfully 

intervening in a yeungster's nen-successful acad~mic career. 

*This prepesal was accepted "in theery" by the DPS but net 
funded; we were teld that there were nO' funds available fer 
such pregrams. 
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GOAL II 

Restatement 

Provide a community based delinquency prevention program 
which operates effectively within a systematic tr~at~ent 
frameVlOrk and in which community agents operate w~th~n and 
become expert at professional intervention techniques. 

. 
Objective II-I: 

Provide a teamwork situation where groups of community 
agents (Behavior Analys·ts) work under the supervision of 
a professionally recognized expert.i~ social le~rn~ng 
theory and family therapy. In add~t~on to cont~nu1ng 
supervision, further on-the-job training is to be provided 
and form~l staff training will occur once per week for a 
minimmn of two hours time. 

,Obj,ective 1I-2: 

Provide a systematic basis for inpu·!:. for the community 
at large into the operations and development of policy 
and guidelines for project Intercept personnel; this is 
to be accomplished by a once per month meeting with a 
broad based Board of community Relations plus informal 
input on a more frequent basis. 

All of the above goals have been achieved. As indicated in 

detail in previous sections, Intercept is a community based 

delinquent prevention program; it operates within a systematic 

treatment framework, and the community agents are very much in 

the process of becoming expert at professional intervention 

techniques. These community agents work in team situations 

under the supervision of professionally recognized experts, 

and receive extensive training, as delineated above in the 

Methodology section. There are three teams, each supervised 
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by a clinical psychologist (two Ph.D's and one MA, each with 

at least two years of pertinent experience). The job training 

is described in detail in the Methodology section and a sample 

of the training schedule is in the Appendix . 

Objective 11-2 requires additional comments. This 

objective has been met in that the Board of community Relations 

has, on the average, met once per month at Intercept head-

quarters. And, there has been, on many occasions, input on 

a more informal basis from a few of the Board members. However, 

it must be s·!:.ated that in general the Board has been of little 

help in the actual implementation of In't:ercept. 'Board meetings 

have been attended by only a few individuals, of 25 members, 

and rarely have they been helpful in the successful implementation 

of the program. We understand and appreciate the political 

fac·tors that resulted in the encouragement to establish a 

Board of community Relations, bu'!:. we feel that more work needs 
or' 

to go into the delineation of board functions before they can 

be a very helpful aid in the development of treatment programs 

in the community. We are presently in the process of greatly 

expanding our Board to include many of the business and civic 

leaders in ·t.he city and county of Denver. This new Board will 

thus be representative of the entire Denver community rather than 

only the minority community although representation by minorities 

,.lill still be strong. 
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GOAL III 

Restatement 

Provide resources for basic and applied research and 
evaluation as regards the internal and external effective
ness of the Project Intercept approach. 

Object.ive 3-1: 

Provide baseline psychological, educational, demographic 
and physiologic testing of all youths referred to Project 
Intercept; obtain data from the police, courts, and schools; 
compare subsequent recidivism against various baseline data. 

Objective 3-2: 

Provide comprehensive analysis whereby the above data are 
computed and correlated in multiple regression and similar 
analyses to determine those factors which best predict 
success and/or failure in the project Intercept approach; 
and to answer partially some basic questions about the 
causation and maintenance of delinquent behavior. 

<lI 

Some aspects of the above Goal and Objectives, e.g., the 

recidivism data, have already been discussed. In this section 

we will focus on some of the additional resec.rch components of Inter-

cept. All of these data are applied in orientation, i.e., they can 

be utilized to strengthen and refine the proqram; although to be 

sure some 'Of these data are pertinent to some of the basic issues 

concerning the causes of delinquency. 

Proportion of Learning Disabilities: Since the late 1960's there 

has existed a growing suspicion in various quarters that "learning 

disabilities" are somehow involved in the academic problems of 

delinquent youngsters. However, "hard data" on the matter, 
... 

worthy of publication, are virtually non-existent. 
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A research goal of Intercept, since its conception, has been 

to investigate this issue. Clients are administered the W.R.A.T. 

Monroe, and Purdue Perceptual-!Vlotor Survey. (other tests are 

administered as needed to develop individualized remediation 

programs.) These three basic tests were selected because they 

provide cross checks on the basic indices of both academic 

and perceptual dysfunctions. Here, our definition of "learning 

disabilities" (LD) must be clarified. The controversies that 

surround the topic of LD are too numerous to mention here, but 

a basic issue has been that of definition. Lack of consensus 

on definition has led to considerable ambiguity ~n the inter-

pretations of data collected on LD children. The definition 

used at Intercept seems to be attaining dominance in the field; 

to wit: "a youth is learning disabled if he is of normal 

intelligence but is performing below grade placement and has 

significant deficits in perceptual and/or motoric deve10pment. 1I 

The basic assumption is that the perceptual-motor deficits 

engender acad0mic difficulties for otherwise normal youth. 

Perceptual-motor problems vary considerably; they may involve 

the visual, auditory, tactile, kinesthetic, or any other 

sensory modality; and they may involve input, integration, 

or expression of stimuli. The possible permutations of just 

this small sample of variables are many and complex in their 
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implications. 

The first step of our research on this matter will be 

discussed here; there will be many more steps taken over the 

next months. Data will be presented on the first 100 

clients to have completed our educational program. The 

composition of the sample is the same as that described in 

Table 15. Table 16 lists .those aspects of perceptual-motoric 

development most essential to the successful completion of 

the academic skills required on the W.R.A.T. and Monroe 

(and in school~. These relationships 'have been established 

over a variety of studies, most notably the research conducted 

and pUblished by the state of Virginia on Basic Psycho-Motor 

Sl<i1ls (1971). Table 17 specifies the number (and thus percent-
1, 

age) of the 100 youths who failed the subtests of the Purdue 

survey that define the dimensions listed in Table 16. That is, 

the Purdue subtests in the left hand column of Table 17 are 

.r 
those factors that measure the particular perceptual-motor 

skills indicated as requirements for the academic skills noted 

in Table 16. As CCl.n be noted in Table: 17, the percentages of 

fai1ur!::.7ange from 63 to 95%, with the average % of youngsters 

failing overall being 77.8%.. RO'llghly, 3 out of 4 youngsters 

tested hao severe perceptual-motor deficits. And the'se same 

youngsters are those with the most severe academic deficits as 
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TABLE 16 

l'SYCHO;"MOTOR SKILLS REQUIRED FOR 

THE SPECIFIC COGNITIVE FUNCTIONING 

Paragraph Meaning (Monroe) 

(1) Directionality (Laterality) 
(2) Sequence 
(3) Rhythm 
(4) Figure/Ground 
(5) Visual Tracking 
(6) Organization 

Spelling (W.R.A.T.) 

(1) Visual Discrimination 
( 2) Visual Figure/Ground 
(3 ) Sequence 
(4) Directionality (Latera.1i ty) 

(5) Space 
(6) Rhythm 
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Reading (W.R.A.T.) 

(1) Directionality 
(2) Sequence 
(3) Rhythm 
(4) Spatial Structure 
(5) Figure/Ground 

Math (W. R.A. T. ) 

<l> 

(1) Space (Grouping) 
(2) Sequence 
("3 ) Directionality 
(4) visual Space (Concepts 

& Grouping) 
(5) Vertical Space Structure 
(6) Whole-Part Relationships 
(7) Organization 



TABLE 17 

PERCENTAGES OF 100 CLIENTS WHO 

FA!LED SPECIFIED PURDUE SUBTESTS 

Purdue 
Sub-'rr":!st 

(1) Jumping 
(2) An9'els-In

Th(;-Snow 

as relates to 

(3) Double Circles 

(4) Rhythmic Writing 
(5) Ocular Control 
(5) Visual Forms 

Purdue 
Sub:Tct,t 

(1) Jumping 
(2) Angcls-In

The-Snow 
(3) Double Circles 

(4) Rhythmic Writing 
(5) Visual Form 

PurduQ 
sub-Tc:sts 

(1) .Jumping 
(2) Angals-In-The

Snow 
(3) Double Circlas 

Purdue 
Sl1b-rrt~F,ts 
-'."'''"'''1"--.-.-_.---.0-

(l) .. jumping 
(2) Anq~ls-ln-ThQ-

Sno\" 

Monroe 
Paragraph Meaning 

Laterality, Rhythm 

Sequence, Rhythm 
Directionality, 
Laterality 
Rhythm 
Visual Tracking 
Spacial Organization, 
Sequence, Figure/Ground 

" 

W.R.A.T. Reading 

Rhythm flo 

Rhythm, Directionality 
Sequencing 
Directionari ty, Spacial 
Structure 
Rhythm, Sequencing 
Figure-Ground, 
Spacial Structure 

W.R.A.T. Math. 

vertical Space 
Sequence, Visual Space 
Concepts of Grouping 
Directionality, Visual 
Space Concepts of Grouping 

W.R.A.T. Spelling 

Rhythm, Lnterality 
sequencing, Rhythm 

Directionality, Space 

% Failed 

76% 

82% 

76% 
63% 
68% 

95% 

% Failed 

76% 

82% . 

76% 
63% 

95% 

% Failed 

76% 

82% 

76% 

% Failed 

76% 
82% 

76% 
63% 

(3) Double Circles 
(4) Rhythmic Writing 
(5} Visual Forms 

Rhythm 
Directionality, sequencing, 
Spncinl Structure 95% 
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measured by the W.R.A.T. and Monroe. The correlation coefficient 

between the W.R.A.T. total score, for example, and the Purdue 

total score was .89, p less than .001. An astonishing finding 

in this regard was that 76% of the youths were afflicted with 

cross dominance. As a matter of routine in diagnostic testing, 

hemispheric or cerebral dominance was ascertained, as this is 

important in our academic programming. Since our youngsters 

average nearly 13 years of age we expected that only a small 

minority would reflect cross dominance. Normally, clear cut 

dominance has been established by age's or 9 and certainly 

by 10, i.e., the child is right-handed, sights with his right 

eye, and kicks with his right foot. Or r the same is true but 

the child is left-handed, left-eyed, and left-footed. Clear 

dominance reflects a degree of central nervous system maturity, 

and efficient, integrative functioning. But 76% of our sample, 

average a~e of 13 t exhibited cross dominance. They were thus 

right-handed but left-eyed and left-footed, or they exhibited 

any number of possible permuta't.ions. There was no pattern 

to the cross-dominance; every possibility was seen. Further, 

the youths performed most poorly in those tasks that require 

laterality and related aspects of cross-hemisphere (left-right) 

integration: jumping, double circles, angels-in-the-snow 

and form perception. These factors, plus the cross dominance 

observation, strongly suggest deficits in neurological function-

ing. Most of these variables make up the factor of IIbody image 
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and differentiation" subscale on the Purdue. This factor and 

subsequ';mt integration of body parts, with corollary left-right 

orientation in space and time, are basic factors in perceptual

motor development. The rudiments of these developmental sequences 

can be observed in normal 6-nlonth-old infants. If a child has 

not successfully experienced this development by the first three 

1 h · . ly handicapped in the conventional grades in schoo, e ~sser~ous 

classroom, at least in terms of "keeping up" and/or approaching 

his intellectual potential. As but one example, a youth with 

immature left-righ't orienta'tion could readily misread b for d 

or p for g in a word; and he would experience considerable 

difficulty in "keeping straight" the le:et-to-right and right-to

left manipulations required in even elementary math. The systems 

of synfuols and symbol manipulations basic to reading and math 

arc based on features of space, sequencing, laterality, direction

illity, rhythm, and organization. But the ability of the organism 

t f and time is in turn de-to comprehend these fea~ures 0 space 

pendent on its huving attained requisite stages of perceptual-motor 

development. There is a world of research on these matters 

but probably the best single source is the many works of Jean 

. h 1 ~st It should be noted Pingct, the famous SWl.SS psyc 0 og... . 

"causes" of briofly that mnny factors have bee~, implicated as 

perceptual-motor dcficits--poor nutrition, poor pre-natal care, 

sensory deprivation in the early, critical stages, and genetic 
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factors are the most commonly discussed--but a definite consensus 

as regards causal factors has not yet emerged from the research. 

The above are data of considerable potential importance. 

We did not expect to find this degree of perceptual-motor deficits 

in our popUlation. Our youths, after all, are pre-delinquent. 

The few case stUdies and small studies on the relationship 

between LD and delinquency that have been published dealt with 

incarcerated, adjudicated juveniles. The implications of the 

present data for early detectioo, prevention efforts, and school 

programming are considerable; however, a great deal more inves-

tigation needs to be completed before these and related results 

will be published. 

Reported vs. Unreported Offenses. Another research component 

in the Intercept effort is that of determining the Program's 

impact on unreported offenses. Increasingly it is acknowledged 

that a substantial portion of criminal offenses are notreported 

to official agencies and thus never "get on the books." Never-

theless, these offenses are very real to the persons involved., 

In the latter half of 1973 Intercept instituted the use of a 

modified version of the Short and Nye, and cartwright, measures 

of unreported delinquency, which are recognized as having reason-

able degrees of reliability and validity. They are now administered 

to all incoming clients. The measure asks for reports of offenses 

committed in the prior 12 months. ~len, 12 months later (and thus 

usually after termination), the. tes't is readministered. 

Data are presented here for the first 140 subjects tested, 

through December of 1974, as regards the questions relating to 
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impact offenses. The questionnaire asks questions relating to 

42 different acts, the vast majority of which pertain to status 

offenses and various deviant'acts (e.g., "how many times in the past 

year have you--smoked marijuana, drunk an alcoholic drink, ditched 

school, run away from home, II etc.). These data will eventually be 

analyzed, when the post-test sample reaches 100 clients, to determine 

the extent and specifics of any "spread effect" of the Intercept inter

vention to these kinds of offenses and acts. For the present, only 

the dat<1 on impac'c offenses will be discussed. 

The 140 youths admitted to having been involved in 818 impact 

offenses, for an average of 5.84/client/the prior year. It is 

interesting to note that police statistics indicate, for this same 

sample, a rough average of ~ prior impc:ct offense on the official 

records. Thus, the ratio of unreported impact offenses to those 

report.od, for this sample, appears to be roughly 6-1. At this time, 

only ~ youths have been re-tested twelve months later. This is due 

to t.he fact that initial testing did not begin until late in 1973 . 
.r 

On post-testing, these 28 youngsters admit to having been involved 

in 45 impact offenses, for an average of 1.60/client/the last 12 months. 

Thoso sume 28 youngsters, on the initial testing, admitted to having 

been involved in an average of 5.72 impact incidents the prior 12 months.' 

'N1CSC arc highly encouraging data, although t t' es ~ng of the larger 

oample in the year to come will be required in order to establish 
. 

a sound basis from which to draw strong inferences. 
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THE TERMINATED SAMPLES 

As of December 30, 1974, one hundred and seven youngsters 

had been terminated from the Intercept program. In the first 

year-1973-only a handful of youngsters (22) were terminated, 

t:hus, the vast bulk of these 107 youths "'lere terminated in 1.974. 

The average time from referral arrest to the date of December 30, 

1974 is nearly 15 months for terminated youths. Table 18 

describes the background characteristics of terminated clients. 

Table 19 presents data for the successfully and unsuccessfully 

terminated groups in terms of total nUmber of re-arrests incidents 

before termination (from the time of referral to~the point of 

termination, i.e., dur.ing treatment) and after termination 

(from the po~nt of termination to 12/30/74). Observation of 

the data presented in these Tables suggests no differences between 

the unsuccessfully (UT) and successfully (ST) terminated 

youngster~ in terms of their treatment time, time of referral, 

average number of prior arrests, ethnicity or sex. The 

distinction between ST and UT youths has been discussed previously 

in the Methodology section, and a copy of the Termina.tion Form, 

which delineates the criteria used, is in the Appendix. Basically, 

ST youths have met the pre-specified goals of their treatment 

plans, whereas UT youths are those who have not met one or more 

of their treatment goals within what is deemed a reasonable 

amount of time. It is clear from Table 19 that the ST clients 
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BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS 

TERMINATED CLIENTS . 
§..UCCESSFULLY TERMINATED (N=73 ) 

MALES N AV. PRIOR ARRESTS 

Black 43 (59%) 1.6 

S/A 18 (25%) 1.7 

Anglo 6 (8%) 2.2 

AV. PRIOR ARRESTS 

Black 6 (8%) 1.4 

Other 0 0 

TOTALS 73 

TIME OF INITIAL REFERRAL: 

(1) Referred in 1973 ~ 67 

(~) Referred in 1974 = 3 

TOTAL ::: 73 
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UNSUCCESSFULLY TERMINATED (N=34) 

MALES N AV. PRIOR ARRESTS 

Black 14 (41%) 1.8 

S/A 11 (32%) 1.7 

Anglo 4 ( 12%) 2.4 

FEMALE~ N AV. PRIOR ARRES:S 

Black 

Other 

4 (12%,) 

1 (3%) 

TOTALS 34 

1.4 

1.3 

TIME OF INITIAL REFERRAL: 

(1) Referred in 1973 = 30 

(2) Referred in 1974 = 4 

TOTAL = 34 

..... 
TAOLE 19 

RE-ARREST RATES: SUCCESSFUL 

AND UNSUCCESSFUL GROUPS 

TOTAL N=107 

SUCCESSFUL 

Durin Treatment 

Impact 
Incidents 

5 

Non-Impact 
Incidents 

Total 

23 = 28 (0.38) 

After Termination 

Impact 
Incidents 

Non-Impact 
Incidents 

I 
o 14 = 14 (0.19) I 

TOTA.LS 5 (0.07) 

AVERAGE TREATMENT 

AVERA::JE TIME SINCE 
TERMINATION 

I 

I 

37 =- 42 (0.58) I 
I 

TIME = 8 MOS. 

= 7 MOS. 
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UNSUCCESSFUL 

Durin Treatment 

Impact 
Offenses 

16 

Non-Impact 
Offenses 

Total· 

38 = 54 (1.39) 

After Termination 

:;I:mpact 
Incidents 

7 

23 (0.68) 

AVERAGE TREATl1ENT 

Non-Impact 
Incidents 

30 = 37 (1.09) 

68 = 91 (2.G8) 

TI~1E = 8 HOS. 

AVERAGE TIr1E S I~!CE 
TER.'1INATIO~J _. 7 :.!~}!;. 
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did not have neurly as many re-arrests after becoming involved 

with Intercept as the UT youngsters. The 73 ST youths accounted 

for a grand total of 42 re-arrests, resulting in a ratio of 

arrest incidents to clients of 0.58. In contrast, the 34 UT 

youths accounted for 91 re-arrests, producing a ratio of re-arrest 

incidents to clients of 2.68. The re-arrest proportion for the UT 

group is thus nearly five times large~ than that of the ST group. 

The urr group shows some reduction after termination (about 30";&), 

but not as much as the ST group (about 50%). But even after 

termination the relatively small UT group shows a high re-arrest 

rat.io of 1.09, in comparison to the 0.19 ratio of the ST group 

for all offenses, and 0 ratio. for impact offenses. *Clearly, 

the differences betwoen the UT and ST groups are striking, even 

after both have been exposed to an average of 8 months of intensive 

treatment. We consider this dimension of ST vs. UT to be an 

especially critical one. From its onset, Project Intercept has 

• • ..t:f 

mUl.ntal.ncd that:. wha-t happens to a youngster after he is terminated 

from n program is a critical factor. We have repeatedly pointed out 

that it is all to easy for IIhelping programs" -to attain reductions 

in rocidivism vin. the "Hawthorne Effoct.1l Not uncommonly, helping 

-----------------------------*1J.'he total number of re-arrests for the ST and UT groups, plus 
those of the 1974 sample, does not correspond to total 
rc~urrests as there is some ovorlap in composition among the 
ST, UT, unll 1974 groups. 
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programs generate positive data that in fact are attributable 

to an H~wthorne Effect rather than a true treatment effect. The 

Ha,.,..,thorne Effect is the degree to which a person or organization 

II gets better ll due to the increased attention that he or it re-

ceives as a result of the treatment program. However, no 

lasting changes or effects accrue as the result of this increased 

attention factor. Thus, over the long runt the individual or 

organization returns to its original rate of offenses, ill 

health, etc, after the attention is withdrawn. It is therefore 

important that correctional programs attempt to measure or 
<\ 

at least account for Hawthorne Effects in alleged treatment 

effects. At Intercept we attempt to do~th:.i.s by the process 

of officially terminating a youngster and then following him for 

as long as possible, for as long as we are funded, so as to 

determine the degree of lasting effects. If a youngster's 

rate of r~cidivism is significantly lowered by his exposure 

to project Intercept, and this lowered rate of recidivism 

continues after he has been terminated and no longer has 

any contact with Intercept, then we can begin to assume that 

his lowered recidivism is due to a real treatment effect rather 

than a Hawthorne Effect. The data for successfully terminated 

youngsters strongly indicate that the Intercept approach has 

been in fact successful with these youngsters. Further, when 
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we consider the quality of our new BAs and the original BAs who 
since 1973 committed, or appeared to have committed, offenses 

arc still with Intercept, we are confident that in 1975 we can 
in order to have themselves referred into Intercept. This is 

achieve an 85% success rate (in contrast to the 68% ST rate i.n 
a phenomenon that nearly all treatment programs must be congizant 

1974), and by 1976, a 90% success rate. If these goals are 
of, but at Intercept it appears to be an insignificant factor .. 

fulfilled, then the reduction in re-arrest rates achieved by 

Intercept should be outstanding, even though one could 

argue that they are already outstanding. 

A qualifying note at this point: to the best of our 

R:nO\.,ledge the lowered re-arrest rate of Intercept youngsters is 

not due to preferential treatment by the police, i.e., failing 

to follow up on charges on a youth once they disqover he is 

with ::Cnterccpt. We know of no instances where this has happened. 

Also, in February of 1974 we asked the Delinquency Control 

Divis:.i.on--Denver Police--if this occurred, and were told "no" 

in no uncertain terms. Finally, it is valuable ag'ain to observe 

the differences in re-arrest rates of the UT vs. ST groups. 

The police have no way of knowing if a youth is a ST or UT, and 

for tho.t matter the distinction has never been discussed with 

the police. Yet! they continue to re-arrest the UT youths at 

u 5 t:i.mos greater frequency than the ST youths. Trtis fact tends 

to ltrguc against: the possibility of some "blanketing effectJl 

induced by the pol:iee. It should also be noted that to the 

l:H~st of our knowledge 4 of the 239 youths accepted into treatment 
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TH!.:~ CONTROL SAMPLE 
.--J -

In ito first year of operation Project Intercept initiated 

a control group comparable to the kinds of control groups con-

vcmtiorlt ly uned in social science research. On a random basis, 

one of every four youngsters was assigned to the control group, 

i,mel th(; oth(,!r~J to the Intercept treatment group. These were 

the £irot months of operation of Intercept and it was thus 

important to ttssign the clear majority of youngs·ters to treatment 

SO that Intercept caseloads could be built to an acceptable 

level tHl quickly as possible. Toward the end of 1974 the control 

~1J:~()UP had to be terminated because of the increase of other youth 
<\ 

pr()f]rams funcl<:d by the Denver Anti-Crime council, and the 

Gllht~('q\lt~nt lac1< of referrals for all youth programs. However, 

l)(';£:on: th:1,o qroU}" "las terminated, 21 youngsters were assigned to 

:it: on a l"undom basis. There a.re no s1::atistical3.y significant 

diffolt?enceo lH~two(m the youngsters of the 1973 Intercept treatment 

gt'(mp aucl ... the control group youths in terms of ethnici ty, number 

or t>l~:i.or al.~ronts, etc. (refer back to first Annual Report). 

We havr" madf~ it n hubit to obtain the re-arrest rates of these 

(~ont':r.()l yntUltJutC:rs as well as those of our treated youngsters. 

It in intcr(~~]til"l(J to note that virtually all of these have by 

n<,w 1'>1.:'1"'n plu~1(!d ;in other Impact youth programs. In the column 

on tho left Imnd side of Table 20 the actual re-arrest incidents 

()f tht'fH'" 21 yO\ln~istars. for both impact. nnd non-impact offenses, 

{l~O p:r.t'Hl\nted. Th~1 actua1re-arrest :':at.e:3 for the 1973 treated 
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CONTROL 

Impact 
Offenses 

All 
Offenses 

TABLE 20 

COMPARISON OF CONTROL GROUP TO 1973 TREATMENT GROUP 
.' 

COMPARISON 

Control 

15 0.71 vs. 

= 48 2.29 vs. 

1973 

0.24 

1.06 

f 

1973 GROUP (N=118) 

Impact 
Offenses = 28 

All 
Offenses = 125 

AVERAGE TIME FOR BOTH GROUPS SINCE REFERRAL TO 12/30/74 = 18 MONTHS 
or 
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group are compared. The mean amount of time since referral 

offense for the control group and the treatment group is the 

£':lamc~ (eighteen months). As can be obser''led, the differences 

between the control group and the actual 1973 Intercept 

treatment group are dramatic. The control group's ratio of 

.impact re-arrests is about three times greater than that of 

tho 1973 sarnplci its proportion for all offenses is about twic,;e 

thnt. of the 1973 group, and, Intercept was not as successful 

with its 1973 sample as wi·th its 1974 treatment group. 

'l~hcse data arc !!.Q.!; presented as being in any way conclusive, 

lm·t they are suggestive and provide another way of 10' king at 

comparinons of rc-arrest data. As Don campbell (1963) and other 

methodologists have pointed out, in applied, social science 

rCHlcurch it is virtually impossible to attain the relative 

purity of treatment versus control comparisons that can sometimes 

.r 
bo uttaincd in the social scientist's laboratory. He and others 

recommend, as a practical way of counteracting this difficulty, 

to have us many reasonably valid comparisons as possible in 

relation to a given treatment program. By looking over the 

vo..ricty of comparisons, one should be able to draw conclusions 

on a rcu$onably sound basis. In this RESULTS section a variety 

of comparisons' have been presented for the reader's perusal. 
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Unfortunately, at this time it is not possible to conduct 

a sophisticated cost-benefit analysis on data presented in this 

RESULTS section. Intercept requested and received, in its first 

year, some funds for a consultant (Dr. Peter Niehof, Department 

of Economics, University of Denver) to initia·te what would have 

been by now a professional cost-benefit analysis. However, these 

funds were deleted in the second year and the analyses subsequently 

discontinued. Any such "analysis" at this point thus runs a risk, 

we would say sev~re risk, of engendering misrepresentations of 

the data. Therefore, only the grossest form of "analysis" will be 

presented in the hope of minimizing any such misinterpretations and/ 

or misrepresentations. 
<\ 

Intercept served 138 youths in 1974 on a 

total budget of '$322,000. This, of cour5'e; breaks down to an 

average annual cost of $2,333/client. Actually, however, there 

were an additional 102 youths who received treatment in 1974 as 

they were in treatment at the beginning of 1974; by also 

considerins these 102 youths, ~he figure breaks down to $1,342/ 

client. Of course, these identified client figures do not take 

into account the fact that I.ntercept treats an average of 2-3 

additional unidentified clients in each case in that.Intercept 

treats the entire family unit in addition to the referred I~lient. 

For a very rough comparison, one can observe the State institutional 

facilities that provide comparable treatment services for youngsters:, 

their mean annual costs tend to start at $20,OOO/client and increase 
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from that point, depending upon the type of institution.* The 

main differences in these costs are accounted for in the facts that 

Intercept does not require a 24-hour (3-shift) staffing pattern, 

and the enormous overhead that goes with institutional treatment. 

Of course, as noted above, these figures and comparisons are of 

a gross nature; they should not be regarded seriously in light of 

the absence of a sophisticated cost-benefit analysis. 

*Onc of se.vera.l sources of information on this point is the 
Cost-Benefit Analysis Section of the Final Report, Closed 
Adolescent Treatment Center, which was made available to the 
state Criminal Justi.ce Division in May, 1975. ;) 
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SECTION E: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

It seems apparent that Intercept is meeting its goals. As 

regards the first goal, the available data indicate t.::~\t Inter-

cept is .meeting the positive expectations of its originators. 

The services Intercept stated it was to provide to youngsters 

and families have been provided. Further, Intercept staff are 

heavily involved in experimentation with new, hopefully better 

approaches and refinement of present approaches. 

As regards the second goal, Intercept has established it-

self as a delinquency prevention program that wo~ks effectively 

in the community setting. The heart of the Interc'8pt approach 

is the utilization'of para-professionals ~ho are indigenous to 

the community in which the program is serving. We feel confi-

dent that we are demonstrat~ng that comnrunity based para-

professionals can be taught to be. highly effective"professionally 

oriented pe.;:sons. WI?. have never felt that the IIstreet corner rap 

session ll approach--that which is most commonly associated with 

community para-professional approaches--could over the long run 

offer m11,ch hope of being a significant factor in reducing crime. 

In contrast, we feel that the Intercept approach provides at 

least one model alternative that is effective. It is interest-

ing that the concept of community treatment is usually cast in 

the mold of group homes or community centers, storefronts, etc. 
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We recognize a need for: such facilities, but in our minds a com-

munity program is one that does not work within an institutional 

setting placed in the community, but one in which services are 

provided to people in their homes, their schools, their places 

of work, their meeting places, etc. To us, a community program 

is one in vlhich the professional and para-professional are work-

ing right in the immediate environments in which people are ex

periencing the difficulties and frustrations that lead to mis

bchClvior, ill health, and socially damaging behav:i_or. Further, 

we are strongly committed to a prevention approach. The over

whelming bulk of treatment programs, in both corrections and 

mcntCll health, are rehabilitation oriented. It is our strong 

contention thClt the correctional and mental health fields will· 

never show significant successes in a reliablE sense until they 

direct substantial efforts to prevention. Early identification 

and systemat;ic, intensive intervention efforts are the keys to 

the successful and lasting reductions. of many social 

problems. 

As regards the third goal, it is a st:rong hope of the Inter-

copt administrators that the program can help to provide a model 

for social actions programs in the development of research and 

evaluation programs that are integral components of such programs. 

Action programs directed at social ills cannot hope, 'in the long 
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run, to be successful unless they are built on the sonndest avail-

able knowledge base, which in turn requires the deve l<pn",:m,; of 

that basis through sys'i:.(':!m2.tic :,:'es')Q:t:ch ~UH~ ':)nutlunication of 

results. 

Many reaSOilS \"'\. c: J8Ul dJ .. :cussed, inc 

t '] ;n the previous sections, as to Olr thoughts on the ~ca_ ones, .... 

h f Intercept At this point, we would reasons for t e successes 0 • 

like to offer a theoretically involved reason. Intercept was 

designed to direct its efforts toward what we considered to be 

, f d l' 'lency As noted in the the primary immed~ate causes 0 e ~nq< • 

early sections, there were sound theoretical and empirical rea

sons for choosing family intervention, peer group intervention, 

and educational intervention as the primary areas for effort. 

We are not of the opinion that these are the only important fac-

tors in the immediate causation of crime. But we cannot stress 

strongly enOUgh the idea that in order for action programs to be 

successful they must direct their effbrts a·t "causal" variables 

rather than II carrier" variables. It is our contention that the 

main reason for the failure (and there are many reasons) of the 

famous or infamous "war on poverty" of the 1960 I S was that that 

effo:ct directed its major effort at a carrier rather than a 

causal variable. Such efforts are doomed to failure. In contrast, 

where causal variables can be identified to a reasonable degre,e, 
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and effective techniques for remediation are to some degree 

available, then intelligent approaches to social problems can 

be designed. We are convinced that most social problems can be 

significantly ameliorated, but more systematic approaches 

are required than those utilized in most past efforts. 

As regards the many cases that Intercept has treated success-

fully, from a clinical viewpoint, it is our opinion that these 

successes are primarily due to our staffs' growing ability to 

1/ • II 1/ •• ." change negative scann~ng to pos~t~ve scann~ng. 

Unfortunately I this factor is hard to docum(mt with systema-

tic data. But. we believe that Intercept' s succebS ~rl'3sides in 

the fact that the program has developed a .set of techniques--used 

in all its basic components--wherein clients and their families 

a.re taught how to build their relationships on the basis of 

reciprocity and positive IIstrokes" rather than on negative scan-

ning. Negative scanning was discussed previously; it refers to .... 

tho fact that with our clientele, and, throughout society for 

that mattcr Q "superiors" (parents, work supervisors, etc.) have 

a t.cndancy to provide feedback to "subordinates" when things IIgo 

wrong" but rarely when things are "right." This is not to say 

that: Intercept fccuses only on the positive; parcmts must often 

be taught more effective ways of supervising and disciplining 

thei.r youngsters. Bu".: the emphasis is always on teaching clientele 
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specific methods for changing their relationships from a negative 

to a positive basis. Whereas this factor may seem simple, and 

it has been over-simplified here, it is profound in its implica-

tions for humanizing alienated relationships. The real value of 

Intercept is that it has developed programmatic techniques for 

achieving such changes in disrupted families. 

Unfortunately, at this time the data do not clearly tell us 

what IImakes the. difference" between a successfully treated young-

ster versus one who is unsuccessfully treated. As indicated 

earlier in the discussion of the tables that describe the basic 

characteristics of the 1974 popUlation, there are some trends in 

the data, but at this time they are merely trends and hardly lend 

themselves to conclusions. However, it is our opinion that by 

June of 1976 our data size, in combination with the length of 

time of operati6n, will combine to produce some meaningful re-

sul ts that ""will bear on these issues. We plan, at that time, 

to conduct avariety of multivariate analyses. Of course, it must 

be remembered that resE!arch on these and other basic issues in 

the field of delinquency has been conducted for decades and un-

fortunately little consensus has resulted. We therefore do not 

expect to "resolvell the basic issues of delinquency by next June. 

However, what we do hope to achieve by that time is a demonstra-

tion that a social action program can conduct some meaningful 
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research as an integral part of a complex community-based treat- The educational component falls somewhere between the above 

m~nt program. It is our opinion that if more such research could two factors as regards present replicability. On the one hand, 

be stimulated, that in the long run it would have more value than Intercept has a standardized educational program which seems to 

the comparable research conducted now almost exclusively in aca- work w811, in light of the data already presented in this report. 

ctemic centers. On the other hand, Intercept staff this Fall hope to exxperiment 

Finally, as regards t?e replicability of Intercept in other with the concept of moving this program directly into problem 

locales I certain components are at the present time more readily schools rather than operating an "alternative ll or IIparallel" sys~ 

replicable than others. For example, the family treatment com- tern as we have done. Intercept staff believe that this new 

ponent (in which the individual youth-client therapy is imbedded) approach will definitely enhance the impact of our educational 

is by far the best developed. This component has been developed 
j) intervention efforts. Thus, whereas an educational program is now 

ov'er several years of private practice by the Project IS origina- available, it may undergo some significant changes in the next few 

tors; years that preceded the funding of Intercept. Intercept months. 

itself has of course provided the opportunity for further refine- Overall, the program is a complex package that in no sense 

ment of technique. Bu't the family and individual therapy component will be easy to replicate. A successful replication would require 

is complex and multifaceted. Even with the best of personnel it several months of intensive training of key personnel. Whether 

tru(es a year of intensive on-the-job training before a person usually or not this will ever occur remains to be seen, but the developers 

becomes really confident in its use. of Intercept hope that, at least, detailed training manuals will 

In contrast, there was little to "go on" in the development be in existence after June of 1976 that in turn will provide a 

of a peer group therapy component. As noted in the text, much stimulus to others undertaking similar efforts. 

experimentation has taken place in this arena and we are now 

"honing in" on a particular approach that, clinically, we feel 

will be very successful. Clearly, however, this component is 

much more experimental than the previously discussed component. 
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~_~_c, __ -· ______________ --

/" ,:--;' ~. '.~ : 
( I~,' • 

I 

. 3375 Hullt Strlcl ~ D"nv,'r, COI'Htldo S0207 ' (3 03) 321.6166 

('ON'l'H1K!tJ' HH'J"r'll';EN J"MHLY AHD PROJJ~C'r IN'1'ERCEPT 

rl'lirourrll :i La cypcriencc"> Proj oct: Intercept has found 

it lwt:t; to t/ox:k wi (;11 n YOl1ng person and his family in 

('('1'(: ai n wdyn. P?r c;xnmple, we require that the family 

w'lH.'d\ll(~ r'0(julnr wcc')cly SQssionn with a staff mer,lber of 

tlH' proJ(!Gt who works in u teaching way with the family. 

whl'n pr\,bl('Iil~j COIO(; up. Cl~rtain pnrts are intro<.1uced iri 

pach tnl't' t;!l1{ :;0 thd t onc' moc· ti119 bui lar:: upon the last 

,HId the' hmd I y l(ldrns various problem-solving me thods in 

dll Onll'!ly Wi:ly. 'l'lw end rt~sulL is that th<':~ family Cell1 

lwq i 11 '0 lWI' t 1)(';;(; mnthods in n(:w and helpful approaches 

t.O Hul VilHl <1.1 fficul Lip~; which occur in their family. 

hhcn Ul<' p,lri'Hl" aw1 young pvrson si~rn this cord:ract 

things he teaches in problem-solving as soon as they have 

been learned. Also, Project Intercept agrees to help the 

young perJon in his school and the young person agrees to 

attend P.I. school if Projec~ IntercC'pt considers. it necessary. 

The Project has found it useful to explain exactly what 

it requires of a family and what it will attempt to do for 

a family ahead of time. This ag~eement is put illto the form 

of a written contract for the young person, parent and P.I. 

staff member to sign, showing they agree to the commitments. 

The information given above are the details of the commit-

ments contained ih the basic contract which follows. 

L. ___ -r~~ __ .. ~ ____ Ma __ P_ .• _~ __ .u •• ·_-.nm ____ MR __________ a. ________________________ .... Dm __________ .. ______ ~ .................. __ ...... ________ ~ ______________ __ 

j 



--------------------------------

JJcl tf1_ .. 

r I \;/(, I •.• _,,_.>_. __ ... __ .~ _____ , _____ , punmt (B) 
(~l: qihlrd i (lfJ (;~) of ____ .~_", ___ .• _._._ . _ .. (10 IH~l:ch~ ~HJrGC 
tfj IJ/nail our !jOrl, d,IU'jhL<:r, or w<.:Ird, Lo pnrt)Clpatc 
PnJjed,lll\(>1:'G(pL. 

in 

It i:: flTl(]r'rnt()od Lhat (1) Euch p<.:Irticipation is vol-
UHf ilry' illld wily 1)(.3 tcnnin<:Jtu1 1)y either party at any timc and 
(iI) .i'1, j!; H(jrud that (11 1 cornrnllnicat:ions, written an~ ver~al, 

111 L",u I'll r:ilid family and InsU.t.:uLe pcnJOnncl are confldenl:~al: 
Cr}lJi' id( nLLd informnticm will not: be relca.scd to other agcncles 
()1'" prof('!l!; i orw 1 G rC'qu(! s t:illg i'L without. a signed consent to 
re] ('iHl('. 

J r yuu dlOOfH" not to llSc! our sCl:vicc:s or to terminate 
f:r'JIH t llf' prwJrillll, your C(1f)C may })c rcferl'cd ba(!k to the 
l'I'fE lliw] df.JI'lH~y for: ~illy ncUon thcy feel appropriate. 

J f yon ha\lE' .lny qnQf'ltionfl an to \'Jhcf:~er 'Yo~_ should 
pill'! It'Ip,IlI' in pro:ject IJll.(~t"copt.f the ProJect w1.11 help 
you j 11 011 t ,Ii 111119 <:1 1 ~rw:/cr wi th whom you ll\~y consul t. 

'l'll(' pilr1ld;n (IlJ(l/ol' 'Ju<.lrdianf, t'llJrcc to volunteer a \':ee}:ly 
tll1()'mc'!1t .01' tlwir tinw in orat'r to implemcnt the specific 
pl'O'!l'tlIlW T'rcoInnwndn1 by Intercepl p(~n';onnel for their child. 

Ph.D. 
,,-*<-% .• :.l<! • ., ,,<!*, ~ 1=-;'1',)-"" .. ...._ ......... _t_lU~ ... =-__ 

t'\ l t i rivd P::Y"hl1ln'}i!;L 
Pro Ill" lllt 1'l'CI'l1L 

-"-.-"-~.----'--'-' - _._--
of Parent or Gu~rdian 

81 qn-~;t·;-;;\··· ()r'P;;jcctI~teJ.c( pt 
S t il f f t-l.; 'm;){' 1: 

S1\I'1PJ,'V: Cl\:m :r ---_ .. _._-----
Problems At RefQrr~l: ----... _-

Fourteen year old black male, R. t referred for run-

away, school problems, and theft. Family consists of 

mother, father, three older brothers, two older and one 

younger sister, three of which live at home; ons brother 

in state Penitentiary. Family has long history of involve

ment with police because of the delinquency of virtually 

every child. Violence is not an infrequent occurrence in the 

family, including "homicide, e.g., through shooting a sister's 

boy friend R. 's older brother received present seAtence to 

State Penitentiary. 

Interventjon: 

(1) Client placed on contingencies whereby h~ would 

be pickGd up and placed in juvenile hall when he 

ran away. Presently living in own homQ ·,.;ith both 

group home and juvenile ha~l contingenciJs operative; 

staying away from home at night: now infrJquent. 

(2) Had father and son track how often they talked to 

each other on a duily basis and t:hCTl sci.: up a sser-

tive and cOlllmunication traLdnt]. 

(3) Had fai.~her and ll10thnr track direct reqlV!::l:S to each 

other on a daily bc:tnis and i.:lWTl 8(~!: up [1!;nerth·c and 

tl 
L 

____________________ ~ .. ______________________________________ .............. _~ __ , _________________________________ _ ,-



• 

.. 

(!, ) 

PrJ.ell n iqhLt tlwn C,(~t up cont.race 'Vlith definite 

fiic)tlwl'" c{JtmU!(1. the number. of drinks she hild per 

day I t.1wll -oh(~ VJ'a[~ tuUC.,rt.1t o"c p J te . musc.c relaxation 

(thel t1ueol>f:J('n1 t.echnique» d' t .... an 1.ns -ruc:tec1 that when 

nlln .fc!l't r:trcH;i(.!d or "up-tight" she should sit down 

al!d. rr!l;-1~': hm:'Fwlf ruther thcm have a drink. Drink-

j}:~f. Fcdncod whioh, (1ccC):t,:ding to report, mother has 

nt, I i nt:ninncl thr()U~fh 1:'oJ axation control. J) 

(G) . .l.(.Ir'f'i';11·"ntrJ' (1 t . ':]} )) ~'tl,l'lC(l )r:~twecm BAE and daughters liv-

. 
, :tnU <t"l<~y fl~OH\ henne' as to hm'1 they respo~d to mother 

'1dl!nll ;;l1C~ calJ od them l'[> ang~~y I .. - aroused f and accus-

11'11(-1'p \:."it:; mnch f:i.~Jh t:i.ng and phynical aggression when 

Ul\~ H!\ n.r'~d: Haw trw ftu";.lY. 0 :]. ".. n s(~cono vl.si t, BA 

,111,1 t 'o·-t~,lwr'·\l) ~ .,·,t t) (\f 1 I . .... t "J' C)O orJY lntcrn walked into the 

III i d;;i of u f19ht in \vhich thc~ moth or brcmdi shed a 

pi :;ipl tOWIll.'t1 1\. nnd lClt.nr thl'C'W n telephonc into 

t itb v.'bl'l"!' he "l\W hi.ltld.nq in an nt:tcmpt to clcct:ro-

('nt t' him. 

.1 

i 

L 

I 

~f programs wcru sot up to hulp prevent violent 

intcructiC)n~3 ~nd move' trentrnullt: awuy from Q crisis 

orientation (which had bl"1Cn necessary in the 

first one to two months of int~rvention) and in-

stead provide al ternu:ti ve problem-solving methods 

, which would work to prevent situations from de-

vel oping to a point where violence would erupt 

readily. Initial programs helped alleviat.e turbu-

lent atmosphere to the. point of bc:ing able to set 

up program for K. (as noted above), and also ap-

proach marital difficulties be'twcen mother and 

father. Hoi-her I s use of alcohol ~',nd tranquilizers 

stemmed from fellings of helplrn:;sress an~3 would 

produce unhelpful aggrl...;ssion -[:mJCll:d othe.r s. She 

was taught deep muscle rulaxation to usc under 

stress in place of alcohol. Marital therapy broke 

crown for a \vhilc when fathCJ: feli.: punished and re-

fused to participate, but iater m'.rital counseling 

was resumed as :the result of pcrsi stcnt efforts by 

BA to develop better rapport with thc filther. All 

efforts still in progress. 

". 



Chicano family COl1GiOU.JlCJ of 8 child:ren, natural mother and .{S} It became appa.rent that each tinlC! tho ~Jirls were in 

m,,\l:uru.l :f.nthor. HcfcJ:r.ul Illade on 13 yC:!ur old Rose for theft. trouble in a class, 'chi s reinforced the teachor IS 

l{Of;O waD I'll GO cxpCl:,iencing academic difficulties at school and feelings as well as expectations 6f each of th~d. 

had been .involved in/5 prior assaults in the previous 6 months. This could, at the teacher's discretion, be transposed, 

Int:nrvcnt:Lon: - =-"- onto a grade book and ultimately onto a report card. If 

(1) Rose's sister Bocky was also aC'l:.ivated as a Project we could somehow communicate some now appJ70priate' 

Intercept case due to her having similar academic and behavior to the teachers, we might be able to effect a 

assaultive difficulties at school: She is 14 years old change in the teacher's attitude and get Jhat recorded 

and 1 grade ahead of her sisteJ:' Rose. in a grade book. 

(2) After to~,rl:.ing, it was found tha-t: Rose was function- (6) Looking Response (Graph 2) \Vas u£:ed ;113 on8 ifleasure of 

:Lng 3 to 4 years below her grac1c level on 0.11 items change. '1'11e girls were a.sked to record 'the number of 

tCf3tcc1. BccJ\y was found to be functioning 2 to 3 times during each of the.ir respective eLl sses that they 

grade levels behind. were looked at by the teachers. ThOBe \\':.'re usually 

(3) Wco)<:ly progress r.eport.s ini tiatod J 'y t.he BA indicated the times that they wer.e in troub~ e. Afl:er a baseline 

thnt th0. giJ:1 s wer(~ in constant. -trc1uble with the teaeh-... 0'1: 4 weeks the girls were asked to sit UPt pay attention 

era for 'thc.d r acting out beha'..Tjors in the classroom. and smile each time the teacher lookc·d at them. 'l'hey 

On tho Pro~'ll:osS Hoports tho te.:chc.::' s wore asked to give continued to record the number of looking rosponses. 

2 <JrCldcH~, one for acu.demics I 011'3 for bel'2Lviors. They The yrnph indicates that thif.3 procedure "lorkeo well. 

V1Cl:(! thtm nnkcd to be as spccif:tc as 'they could as to Do not bo misled by the apparent drop-0ff around Dec. 

why t,ht~y (l~wiH!wd these grnues under the> IfRc.~marks" column. 20th. Number of ] ooks h"ld inacwc] dro(Jl .. led but time of 

each look actually i.nCr0.Cl8Cd from 2 ~;')conc1 glances to 

woo]<:ly HGClcl('mic grados und bohn vior qr2lc1es were plotted almost /. winute :::d.:Clrcf). 

" 



(.'7) 

t:nflc}wnJ who continued to report improved grades in 
, 

both l\,cH(](md.c and Behflvior in direct proportion to 

tJrClir n(~w po::;iti ve feelings about thG girl s. 

l)..cJ.d j t ionul On1:COmCl[5: ----_._-_._------_ ... 
1. Br:cky overall GPA (grade av. ) 

Rose ovarull GPA 

2. ·Social Studies grade 

Bc~(..!ky 

Rose 

:;. 'J~ot:(11 no.. of absc~nces 

Bocky 

4. Total no. of tardics 

13ccky 

I~osc 

.5. Tot.al no. or reported assaults 
on tUtlchcrs or p~ars 

Becky 

, 

Oct 741 
2.0 

1.6 

D 

D 

7 

18 

10 

16 

12 

Dec 741 
2.8 

2.8 

c-

D 

5 

8 

2 

6 

o 

5 

Jan 75 1 

3.1 

2.9 

B 

B-

2 

6 

2 

6 

o 

1 

J.i'urthc:t~ ConsiclcJ:cl'l:ions: ',{'wo Cl(]ditiol1,):\ obG0.l"v<1.tiol1n shonld bc 

notcd hare; First, it was reporl:(~d by 'I.:he girls that: after 

a few w'ceks of experimenting wit:h sit up, pay at'cention and smilG--

it becuIne very easy to do and actually began to be a habit that 

generalized to sevGral classes, as seen by overall G.P.A. increases. 

Second, it \Ii"as al so repor'tGd by the girl s that when they 

had finally "hooked ll the teacher into eye contp.ct they were 

being called on to answer questions more and more, cons,tituting 

their having to a,ctndlly learn the material. This of cour.se, was 

\'lhat we \.o;ere after from the beginning. How do you (,0 nbout 

getting'a student to do the work in a class? 
~ 

In this case the 

client became part of an expcrimen~ and brought upon herself 

those variables that motivate work in a classroom sctting--genuinG 

interest! 
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I 4 !11'-.1~);~[}1n!.1 ~!~~! LTJ ,XIX: 
Dt) La l·'ilcd 

1. FDmily Contract 
, I 

2. FDmily InformDtion Record 
l, 1 

3. School Release Form (Release of Confidential 
\ Information) 

4. Checklists: 
-, 

" 

-_ .. -
5. Tennination criterion Form (family) 

(Filed at time of termination) 
'6~ Client Session Record (Filed at time of terminatic!: 

XI. B,ESEARCH ASSISTANT RESPONSIBTLITy: 

--------, 

1. YSD Referral-Out }'arm of Public School Referral il 
2. Personal Feelings Study (Coopersmithl II 
3. Behavior Questionnaire 

4. Boys/Girls Que!5tionnaire 

5. Personal Opinion Study (Quay) 

1. Behavior Questionnaire 

2. Personal' Fcalings 'stQdy 

'- i 
I 



CheCK if 
not nr.ec1ed 

--

t~()l (,: 

ILL 

1. 

3. 

1 ell.' tlic Di(JClnostic RCP017t 
~ducDtion<1. :.J 

, ' t' on 
~est of Auditory Discrlm1.na 1. "\Tepm,)!) J. 

1 Meaning, Arithmetic) Monroe (ParngrapJ 

. 4. purdLle Perccp tua 1-1'010 tor survey 
--------_._--------

POST-'1'ES'rING: --
...-"--------

. ---_._---

1':11[;11)"(1 Utili ,';lI'11 

I' I. " ; I .! i II I; I, , 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

( d'ng Spelling) 
Wide Rnnge Achievement Test Rea 1. , 

" t (General Informa!: 
d · 'c1 1 Ach1.8vcmen ~eabody In 1.V1. ua -

. . Fo' rm (Filed a t time .of te 
Termination crl.terl.on , 

. . ' ic Abilities. 
~llinois Test of psychol 1.ng u1.st , 

1 '1 ,. In tegra tion 
Tes ·t of Visua -~o~or Beery I. 

\ 

h 11ewnineJ'~ ]\dthmc.\tic) Honroc (p()ri1g rnp .. 
'I 

P lue PC~·C(\ptuLll·+1otor survey 2 • u re· -" . 

Wide j\',ID!)(! J\chiev;'ment rrcBt (ReudiD\,9' Spell.in,,) 
3 • 

1 
' In(Uvic1uul l\chic'v'cJl\cnt- 'rest. (Gentl. 

11. Pcn )0(,,/' I 

)1 \.·"'C(111)"1'c1 .1nfnJ'/I\;II·jn!1 pFi.Ol~ Ie) 
i 1.('lIt coni;} i : 'j it l 

Client D~lu R~corJ 
(She(~t. G) 

'I'ERl1INl\'J'JON SUMfvll\HY Date 

Cl j~ent .6< ):'t.uniJ..Y..-l__________ _ __ -.,.,--,,--_. I 
: Goa.l: : % changc in ':. 

_I· .. 

A . __ 1_' a_l,.....:-_g_e-,t,......e_d_b._C_h_a_V_J_"0-1r ! ( stu tc i'\ s .f __ r_C'_q_._)......-.lI __ p_r_c se~_~~re~L,~~ s ~~ i ve _d ~ectio~ 

! 1- ._- . ::!\ 
------~--·------------~----·----------------~·------------------_TI- ----. 

I 
-----------------~-.--------------------+--- I 

----}------.--. 
--------~.--------__ --~ __ ------__ --_--__ ----~--____ . __ ----______ --.J~------ _______________ __ 

I ______ . ______ t ___________________ _ 

I 
---------~~---------------------------------~------------------·~t~------------~---------I .----.------------f------- ---_.) --- ._---

No. target behaviors greatly improved (68-J.OO%ch) _ 
No. target behaviors moderately impJ:oved (33-67%ch) __ ._. __ . 
No. target. behaviors not improvel1 (less than 33%ch) ___ _ 

====================================----.. =::;::~==================-rrechn (s) out~oo;'--'II-C :' Re-ar.re-s-t-e-ci' for Impac B. 

.. 

D. 

Examples behavior change 
progs. inH:iated by family offense in last three 

mont:hs? 

Cl D 
yes no 

._--1---_._-------_._-----

constructive Uses of time in. which client now engaged 

-------------------- ----------... ---------

;::=:::=:::===============================:::==::::::=::==..=-::.::-==-====::-:":::.-:::.'-:;-::::.:=-===:::::::--'---,. 
E. Recellt· parental statement s about their abilities t:.o use hQhavioral principle S I 

child managem8nt techniques 

----_._-_.------.-----------

--_._'----
Paront successfully completed parent tr2tining SJT.OUp 

(70%·a.ltnndancc a.nd assignments COJ~10tcd) 
Parent entered but did not complete paxcnt training 9rouP 

~LJ D. 
yes no 

LJ IJi. 
yes no 



" 

1/ 

'Clicnt Dat.) Rocon1 
(Sheot 7) rl'I:":RtllNA'.l'ION SU!-IjJvjhRY 

(Continued) 
Date -------II. Acadclnic & SchooJ._~ _________________________ _ 

A. Has there been 80% attendance at: 

l. Public School 2. Project Int. Clin -LC 

0 0 0 0 0 
yes no yes no not 

enrolled 

B. Achievement (Grade Level) : Before After Gain 

a. Reading Recogni·tion (WRAT) 

b. Spelling (WRAT) -»----

c. 
t 

Arithmet.ic (WRAT) 

d. Rea.ding Comprehension (Monroe) 

C. Purdue Perceptual Survey 

a. Balance & Posture 

.r 

b. Body Image & Diff. 

c. Perceptual Motor Match 

d. Ocular control 

c. Form Perception 

D. School Reconunendation: 

olE 

Client Data Record 
(Sheet: 8) 

__ ;;;..DisDositi~f Termination 

SUCCESSFUL (SCHOOL) 

'l'cnnintltion Summtlry 
(Continued) 

UNSUCCESSFUL (SCHOOL) 

SUCCESSFUL (HOME) 

UNSTJCCESSFUJ.J (HOHE) 

COMMENTS 

~, 

Di.lte 



.1974. HB-hnRBsrr by REFERRAL SOUJ~CI~ and ETHNICITY 

N (INOIVIDUhIIS) == 18 (of 121) 

---.--.----.~-----.-, 

Anglo .. ____ T_" otal s 

N~1~~.,YnE).J3~ 9 3 -0- ;It 12 (67%) 

N.H.Y.S~Bo -0 .. · 1 -0-· 1 (5.5%) 

,_--=2 ( 11%) 18 (100%) 

3375 Holly Street • Den(er, CoiOrtldo 80207 e (303) 321.6166 

EMPLOYEE ~'70RK EFFEC'l'I,\lENESS 
RA'l'ING SCALE 

PORl"l A 
Total Points =220 

~erformance: 

I-Inadequate 
2-Very Poor 
3-Average 

. 4-t.\boVE: averagli 
5-Excellent 

I. THEORETICAL l-iND hPPLIED PERFOruU:-.NCE 

·1. *Has demonstrated understanding of basic IGarn~ng 
principles 2 4 6 8 10 

2. *Has demonstrated knov;'ledge of applisd behavicral 
techniques~ 

2a Systematically analyzes fcuuilies and situatiuDs 
and pinpoints target behaviors 2 4 6 8 10 

2b Develops systematic stratesry .b?.sed on analysi .. s 
and pinpointing 2 4 6 8 J.O 

2c Analyze.; and uses contingency wanageTltGnt in ther-
apy 2 4 G 8 10 

2d Utilizes contracting principles a.nd teC'hniqlH:~s 
effecti vely 2 4 G 8 10 

2e UtilizCE rules nnc1 tachld ques of corlullUllicaticn 
training eftectivaly 2 4 6 8 10 

2.f rl' 8Clchc.s bS l l<1Viot';:>1 prhlcjplcs c[f:~ctively to cli-· 

.2g 

(~n1: 811(1 si9r~if:Jc.:trlt fcuni.ly nl(~nl·hc:r.s 2 4 6810 

f:f tee t i vd.y l:e.:.~('11(·S C';j':1ni Live n1:.i 11::; (8(d£-.Ii:lb~1-

illlJl \I'DisOLin'J r.):~ r.:u~~UJ·l' C011':;l~(;~UCllC(JD, etc.) to 
cli.c;-;(; <.n(( s'ignific;lJ1t [~imi.ly mu.l1bcl',s; ;~ 4. 6 [) lCl 



Page 2 

Employee Work Effectiveness Rating Scale 

2i. 

2j. 

3. 

5. 

6. 

assertiveness) to client and significant family 
members 2.4 

6 8 10 

Eff€ctively fades out of family; effectively fosters 
,maintaining processes 2 4 6 8 10 

Demonstrates honesty and respect in dealings with 
client 

2 4 6 8 10 

Uses learning principles in a specified and con
sistent fashion in therapeutic enterprises 

1 234 5 

*Demonstrates regard for validity and consistency 
?f behavior change through regular use of track-
1ng and charting in casework 2,468 10 

Demon~trates regard for recording therapeutic 
technlque and events through videotaping 1 2 3 4 5 

'" 
Demon~trates regard for recording therapeutic 
'Cechnlque and events through consistent log 
of casework 

1 234 5 

COMMENTS: --------------.----------------
.. 

Page 3 
Employee ~vork Effectivencns Rating Scale 

II. BASIC JOn PERFORMANCE 

1. Gets to "Nork on time and adheres closely to 40 
hour work week -1 2 3 4 5 

2. Follows procedures as to posting schedule, record
ing comp time n requesting overtime, etc. 

1 2 345 

3. Keeps current on required paper work 1 2 3 4 5 

4. Maintains required once per week mee~ing sched-
ule with client families 1 2 3 4 5 

5. Attends required staff and team me~tings 
1 234 5 

6. Keeps and is on time for client and work-relat-
ed appointments 1 2 3 4 5 

CO~~ENTS ____________ _ 

, 
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Page 4-
Basic Job Performance, continued 

III. RESPONSE TO TRi'\.INING AND SUPERVIS ION 

1. Reads assigned training materials 1 234 5 

2. Attends required training sessions 1 2 3 4 5 

3. *Responds effectively to training recommendations 
and case supervision by immediate superior 

2 4 6 8 10 

COMMEh~S ______________________________________________________ _ 

,; Pdye 5 
Emplo~rCG ·!.'7'Jrl.~. EffB(":,ivonc ss, continued 

IV. ,PERSONAL INIT IATIVg 

1. 'k-Initiatl2s ldeas (e.g. innovative treatment techniql1e) 
and wor~s to ca~ry them through within the team and 
Project organization 2 4 6 8 10 

2. *Volunte.;::1:'s and/or "\'tJrks effectively throug'h to com-

3. 

" pletion cn special projects 2 4 6 8 10 

*Shows good cooperation in ~Norking with colleagues 
il"'l orde r to ma}~G the proj ect work in an organized 
and effective fashion 2 4 6 8 10 

4. Presents work he believes informative to others 
and seek opinion and assistance in work he 
bel:Le~ie3 roadblocked A 1 ,2 3 <4 5 

, COMltIENTS_. _______ _ 

-------_._-----------------

-------------------...... Rd .............. 44M •• ' ...... IIa__-

\, 
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· " ~l'm\d:I:~n,lG !3~I11::DUl,E li'OH Nm'v" 

l-3EllA'l.i on hF!;\I.ysrrs: VEHSION i·n 

I. 00ner(11 :i.ntrodt .. ction to Proj cct Intercept 
1. Philosophy ~nd purrose 
2. Project structuro and functions (also relate to other agencies) 
3. Personnol and their duties 
4. Dotailed description of job, personnel man.ual and use of 

papenrork and forms 

II. Didactic training in J:ntercept therapy 
1. Assignod reading list coupled with regular discussion with 

teell!) leader and tests on matE'~rial 
a) H.eading;:' on Basic principles 
b) Readingf5 associating principles with techniques, llpplied 

technol09Y 
c) Readings exemplifying applied technology in va'ried 

environments (e" g. I school I clinic, natural, family) 
2. Hanual covering basic aspects of appli.ed technology (developed 

by Project personnel) • 

tIll. Applied ·training in use of therapy principles and t.echniques in 
family and individual ·therapy (gradual 1;:hCl.}?ing in the use of such 
methods in the natural se:tting, advanc~~rr.en·t to each step contingent 
upon success at the prior step, pressure of c:cises, imposing' 
problems, etc. relieved by team leader functioning as co-therapist) 
1. Assignment: Shape family to specify one or a few problems in 

terms of behavior 
2. Assignment: Shape family to track and chart specified problems 

(baseline period) 
3. Assignment: Develop a simple ·therapy PJ~ogram with assis'cance 

~ . 
of ·teetm leader 

4. p.ssignment: Follow ·through on program from initial period to 
some outcome, petrticipat:e in pJ.:'Og.L'QJTl revision and/or fading 
and generalization aspects of progra.m termination 

5. Begin to -take larger responsibili ty for ·therapy conduct and 
programming C.'rt ·team leader IS discr(;,tion 

6. Complete PQPClJ:' and pencil test on hypothetical case E:ii.;.uations 
in which BA mus·t describe his trca:l::men·t appro;lch o 

I , 

I I, 

."', ..... _,. 




